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There are very few studies in psychology focusing on very
positive (or "healthy") states of being; much more common are
studies exploring states of pathology.
Inspired by a personal experience of the author which oc-
curred in the summer of 1973, this study focused on "prolonged
positive states of being", defined as:
A prolonged experience (of at least several days
duration but possibly much longer) during which the
person felt fully alive, fully healthy, functioning
to the utmost of his or her capabilities, and with .
an absence, or minimum,' of conflicts.
Eleven people (seven women and four men, ranging in ages
from about 20 to over 40) who had had such an experience were
located. These experiences ranged in duration from three days
to about three years.
The method employed in the study was individual in-depth
interviews focusing on the individual's experience. The per-
son first gave an account of the experience in his or her own
words. A set of specific questions was then asked of each in-
dividual, t
The results of the study are presented in two ways: 1) A
vi
detailed case-study is provided for each of the 11 experi-
ences; 2) A comparison or analysis is made of some of the re-
levant dimensions of the experience. Some of the more import-
ant results of this analysis are:
1) There is usually a prior period of anxiety, conflict,
frustration, or depression.
2) The onset usually involves some change in the exter-
nal environment (either a change of physical location or a new
relationship), but may also involve withdrawal-like activity
(e.g., meditation).
3) The experience itself brings about a change in acti-
vity: the most common changes being an increased emphasis on
physical activity and awareness of the body, and a reduction
or absence of the usual pressures associated with working.
4) There is a sense of freedom in relationship with
others, an unusual degree of intimacy, often after very lit-
tle contact, and a tolerant, relaxed, playful attitude towards
people in general.
5) There is a high proportion of very positive feelings
—of both the excited and the relaxed varieties, a low pro-
portion of negative feelings, and an ability to handle, learn
from, and grow from negative feelings.
6) There is a quieting of the usual mental dialogue,
greater efficiency in thinking and concentration, and, in some
cases, an increase in visual imagistic thinking with a corre-
sponding decrease in verbal content.
7) Behavior is balanced between the active and passive
poles; it is graceful, powerful, decisive, and "centered".
8) A clearing of the senses and an increased apprecia-
tion of sensory phenomena is common.
9) There is often a heightened sense of significance or
meaning, as well as a heightened sense of reality.
10) There is often an experience of the unification of
some normally polarized dichotomies, especially: self/other,
outer/inner, feelings/thoughts, desires/values, selfish/ self-
less, freedom/determinism, conscious/unconscious, and mascu-
line/feminine.
11) There is a more clear apprehension of an "inner
voice" or "sense", often localized around the lower abdomen
region of the body, and an increased trust in one's intuitive
impul ses.
12) There is often a slowed-down experience of time, a
feeling of the irrelevancy of the usual division of experi-
ence into temporal units, and a sense of being in the present
moment.
13) Some experiences contained examples of 'psychic* phe-
nomena: synchronous events, ESP, precognition, or paranormal
guide.
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15) The end of the experience usually coincided with a
change in the external environment (such as a change of loca-tion or a loss of a significant other, often the teacher orguide). The end might also be due in part to pressures ex-
erted by other people.
16) The experience is seen as part of an overall process
of growth and is usually felt to have "spiritual" (but not re-ligious) implications,
17) The experience usually brings about very positive
changes in the person's life, lasting long after the experi-
ence itself has terminated.
18) Although this type of experience is felt to be rela-
tively rare in the course of a person's life, most people
could remember at least one previous similar experience and
did not discount the possibility of future occurrences. In
fact, several people felt the experience taught them some of
the essentials for having a similar experience and might there-
by facilitate such an occurrence in the future.
This type of experience may be viewed as a state of "be-
ing" in the midst of "becoming"—a synthesis of Maslow's de-
scriptions of positive states ("peak experiences" and "self
actualization") and Jung's description of the growth of the
personality ("individuation").
Implications for the field of psychology and, in particu-
lar, the application of this research to therapy, are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There is a very curious phenomenon existing in the field
of psychology: the almost total exclusion of the concern
with, thought about, or study of states of health or positive
states of being. This exclusion is so total as to have al-
most passed unnoticed by many in the field. V/hen one thinks
of the states of being under the province of psychology one
normally thinks of depression, anxiety, neurosis, paranoia,
schizophrenia, etc., but rarely of happiness, ecstasy, joy,
or contentment.
The present study, which has its origins in the personal
experiences of the author, is a small step towards a psycho-
logy of positive being. Its focus is on prolonged positive
experience—those experiences having a duration of at least
several days, but possibly much longer. I will attempt to
relate the experiences to the growth of the total personal-
ity.
A Personal Experience
For a little over three weeks, I was on a journey at
once physical, psychological, and spiritual. I was free and
was flying high
—
perhaps freer and higher than ever before
in ray life.
The physical facts are easy to relate: I left Los
2Angeles on a Sunday morning in early August; I hitched on
U.S. 1 up the Pacific coast; two or three days in Big Sur,
four or five in Santa Cruz, then a few in San Francisco and
Berkeley, inland into the woods and mountains for over a
week, then back to San Francisco and Berkeley for several
days before taking a plane from San Francisco to Boston.
I met many people and developed several intense rela-
tionships in very short periods of time. I camped out in the
woods, on the beaches, in the mountains, or stayed with peo-
ple I met while on the road. I ate whenever I was hungry,
was alone when I needed to be, climbed or ran when the urge
hit me, and went out to people when I felt like being with
someone.
I was leaving behind one of the most bizarre, intense,
frightening, lonely, rich, challenging, tension-filled years
of my life—an internship at a child guidance clinic in Los
Angeles, a city where initially I knew absolutely no one—to
which I had hitched some 6,000 miles (through Canada and the
West coast) a year earlier. I had been in this strange city
for a year without a car—in a place where a car is almost
as necessary for survival as is food. This was the year an
intense relationship (with a woman) of several years' dura-
tion was shattered. There were the innumerable pressures of
the clinic and constant challenges to ray ideas and clinical
work by some very good (and also by some very bad)
supervi-
sors. There were personal conflicts of
unprecedented magni-
3tude, finally culminating in a decision to enter therapy.
What I was leaving behind was a period in which I threw my-
self headlong into a totally new and, for the most part,
alien environment and tried very hard to find the life energy
in it and within myself. I left Los Angeles with a feeling of
completion and a feeling of impatience to be free, to be on
the road again, to be in the sun (without a protective coat-
ing of smog).
Two or three days out of the city I started experiencing
a peace and calmness perhaps unknown at any other time in my
life* I was happy, joyful, delighted at being alive. I was
excited and was bursting with energy
—
physical, mental, and
emotional. I felt almost totally free and unrestricted. My
actions seemed more spontaneous and 'right' (in the sense of
being appropriate to the total situation). My thoughts were
clearer, quieter, and less conflicted than usual. In addi-
tion, several aspects of living which in everyday life are
usually polarized, dichotomized, or in conflict were found to
be somehow "fused": thoughts and feelings were often felt to
be united; there was little difference between desires and
values; actions that seemed good for me seemed to be good
for others; the boundary between 'myself and the outside
world was at times obliterated. I was much more aware than
is usual for me of an "inner voice" or "impulse" that "told
me" what I wanted to do in any situation. I felt free to
follow this voice as I wished, although I can't remember not
4following it. My senses seemed much sharper than normal (as
if 'cleansed'). I felt that I was able to notice smaller de-
tails or subtleties that I normally might have missed. I had
more appreciation of just being alive and of the entire Uni-
verse (especially Nature) than perhaps ever before (certainly
for any prolonged duration such as this).
The ways in which I met and experienced others were very
different from what I was used to. I was able to relate to
the most varied and diverse people, many of whom had certain
qualities or traits which I would have normally disliked or
even have found abhorrent, with an almost continuous positive
feeling. I met people incredibly easily and seemed to be
aware of cues (mostly non-verbal) I would have ordinarily
missed. These provided "openings" in what might have appear-
ed otherwise to be impregnable walls. I met Mike (around 20)
when I asked him if he knew of a good place to eat in Santa
Cruz. We ate together, talked, and ended up travelling to-
gether for the next four or five days. I met Prances after
noticing her at a distance while I was sitting near a foun-
tain. All at once she was walking directly towards me across
a vast plaza; we looked directly at each other; she sat down
next to me and we started talking as if we knew each other.
I was with her for the next two days. I met Anne while she
was selling jewelry she had made on the street in Berkeley.
I helped her carry her displays to her house. She began get-
ting a little anxious that I would want something she wasn't
5prepared to give. I sensed this and left. The next day I
saw her again. We talked very intensely while sitting on the
curb, with traffic buzzing all around us. I went home with
her and was with her for the next four days. In these and
other relationships, I felt that I could dispense with almost
all of the customary social preliminaries and relate on a
very intimate level (including the sexual level in a few in-
stances) very quickly and without self-consciousness. It was
as if I had found a new key for relating to people. Many
times I didn't have to make the initial move
—
people approach-
ed me (this included women, which is still rare in our cul-
ture and certainly rare in my previous experience). Appar-
ently others could find my "spaces" and move into them as
easily as I could find and move into theirs. Leaving was
done by "feel" and not by forethought or planning. When it
felt right to leave, I (or the other person) simply left.
There were rarely any regrets or hurt feelings. There was
also an open-ended feeling about the future course of the re-
lationship. In several cases, I later communicated by letter
with people that I had met. One girl visited me several
times after I returned to Massachusetts. It is possible that
I may see some of these people in the future.
On the twenty-fourth day of my journey, I was conscious
of having to make a decision—whether to prolong my trip or
to return to the East coast and a new job due to start in
several days. I could have sent a telegram saying I would be
back in a week, but somehow I knew it was over. I flew from
San Francisco to Boston that night.
Almost immediately on my return I experienced the crash.
I felt like I was jolted back to earth with the harsh reality
of everyday demands—finding a place to live, getting a car,
the demands of my new job, the anxiety over my doctoral dis-
sertation, the pain of seeing the woman I had formerly been
living with now with someone else. Gradually, however, I be-
came resettled in the New England environment and even, in
time, began to feel that many of the positive effects of my
experience were being carried over. These effects were es-
pecially noticeable once I had reentered therapy. Because of
the impact on ray life of this experience and because of my
desire to discover something about this type of experience in
the lives of others, I decided to do research on this very
positive state of being.
7CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature that I will discuss falls into three
main categories: 1) theoretical discussions of "positive
mental health", specifically those discussions focusing on
(or at least including mention in the discussion of) periods
of prolonged positive experience (of at least several days
duration); 2) empirical studies investigating "in vivo" situ-
ations of a pronounced positive nature. In terras of the
range of such experience, I have allowed myself wider scope
than I have in the theoretical section. For example, I have
included several studies of less prolonged positive experi-
ences (note especially the "ecstatic experience"). In each
case I have focused primarily on those aspects of the shorter
experience which might conceivably be also part of a more
prolonged experience; 3) literary or autobiographical accounts
of prolonged positive experiences.
I . have excluded (with a few exceptions) the following:
1) theoretical or empirical studies of drug experi-
ences and other externally- or self-induced short-term alter-
ed states of consciousness (for example, the inamediate ef-
fects of such practices as meditation, yoga, or hypnosis).
Not only is the duration of such experience typically short,
but such experiences are usually difficult to conceptualize
8as part of the natural development of the personality (Tart,
1969; White, 1972). In addition, most altered states of con-
.sciousness (as that terra is defined by Ludwig, 1966 in Tart,
1969) are too intense to allow a course of "normal" action
and interaction. Finally, certain features of such states
seem very much opposed to the qualities of the state under
discussion here: 1) subjective disturbances in concentra-
tion, memory, and judgment; 2) loss of control; 3) perceptual
distortions; 4) hypersuggestibility (Ludwig in Tart, 1969).
2) The type of religious or "mystical" experience
(examples: the religious "conversion" experience, in James,
1961; the "mystical" experience, in Zaehner, 1961; the "sa-
tori" or enlightenment experience of Zen, in Kapleau, 1965;
Linssen, 1969) in which a person is momentarily (or, for at
the very most, a few hours) in a different state of conscious-
ness (sometimes without any attempt at self-induction). Here
again the duration of the experience is too short for the ex-
perience to be considered in this study. In addition, some
of these states may exclude consciousness of the external
world for the duration of the experience (James, 1961),
In the above two categories of experience, an outward
or internal stimulus triggers a very intense, but relatively
brief, alteration of consciousness. Only in so far as these
types of experiences aid in elucidating the nature of more
prolonged experiences will they be considered. (It sometimes
happens, for example, that the onset of a prolonged positive
9state is somehow connected with an intentional or uninten-
tional short-terra alteration of consciousness. Thus a medi-
tation or yogic experience, or a "conversion" or "satori" ex-
perience may lead to a longer J^sually less intense7 state.)
The most striking characteristic of the psychological
literature on positive states of being is its extreme scarci-
ty. This void is obvious both in empirical studies and in
theoretical treatments. A primary reason for this state of
affairs is the inadequacy of most current methodology for
dealing with some of the more complex aspects of man. One
critic of modern psychology, Joseph Wood Krutch complained.
We have been deluded by the fact that the methods
employed for the study of man have been for the
most part those originally devised for the study
of machines or the study of rats, and are capable,
therefore, of detecting and measuring those charac-
teristics which the three have in common (in All-
port, 1955, pp. 2-3).
Perhaps less easy to explain is the scarcity of theore-
tical discussions of positive mental health or positive
states of being. One concept which has only recently been
questioned by a number of theoreticians and which has, with-
out a doubt, hindered progress in this area, has been the
idea of a single continuum from negative mental health ("sick-
10
ness") to positive mental health. Even with the evidence
(which will later be discussed) for a two-dimensional view of
mental health (comprised of separate positive and negative
dimensions), it is difficult for many in the field to con-
ceive of positive mental health as anything but the absence
of illness. In an afterword to Jahoda's book, Current Con-
cepts of Positive Mental Health (1958), Walter Barton, a psy-
chiatrist, confesses,
It is difficult for me, as a clinician, to separate
the presence of health from those preventative mea-
sures that reduce the likelihood of the development
of disease and illness. I believe most patients
would settle for the absence of illness. If they
are not sick, they are well (p. 119).
Barton believes his view is "typical of physicians".
From the overwhelming emphasis on negative states of being in
the field of psychology, it appears that most psychologists
agree with this view also.
The single continuum idea only partially explains the
bias in research towards negative factors in the personality.
Why, for example, does not the bias go in the positive di-
rection? Among the few who have done empirical studies re-
lated to positive states, Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965)
frankly admit, "It is easier to ask people what is wrong in
their lives and what troubles they are having than it is to
ask what is right and what positive satisfactions they are
experiencing" (p. 130). Tomkins (1972), commenting on the
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lack of thorough investigation of the positive affects pro-
duced by stimulation of the "pleasure centers" of the brain,
offers one possible explanation for this negative bias:
Sxirprisingly little attention has been given to the
affective changes related to positively rewarding
brain stimulation .... We can only suppose that
the magical use of the word reinforcement is in
part responsible for the failure of one of the most
important discoveries of this century to be fully
exploited theoretically
. . • . Its failure to be
exploited derives from its positive nature. Al-
though we are accustomed to food as a reinforcer,
it is the reduction of the negative hunger drive
which is held to be the true reinforcer, rather
than the pleasure of eating. There is an enduring
strain of Puritanism in learning theory which
prompts avoidance and devaluation of positive rein-
forcement. The notion that positive stimulation
per se can motivate has been for American psycholo-
gy a bitter pill which has not yet been swallowed
with pleasure (pp. 390-391).
Allport (1955) offers an historical basis for the theo-
retical difficulties American psychology has had in account-
ing for personal growth and positive states of being. Al-
though he apologizes for the oversimplification, Allport
views modern psychological theories as tending towards either
one of two polar conceptions: these he terras the "Lockian
tradition"—emphasizing the passive nature of man's mind (af-
ter Locke) and the "Leibnitzian tradition"—emphasizing the
mind's active nature (after Leibnitz). American psychology,
Allport argues, has been primarily Lockian. Some of the ma-
jor tenets of such a viewpoint seriously undermine attempts
at developing a theory of positive being:
12
rfLo^l^i H f^^^'^^l and visible is more fun>damental than what is not" (thereby diminishing theimportance of subjective or internal states of man).
V r'^^L^^^^.^^ ^""^^ molecular is more funda-mental than what is large and molar" (thereby mak-ing it more difficult to focus on complex behaviors,feelings, thoughts, or states of being).
3) The idea of species equivalence— "that every ba-
sic feature of human nature can be studied without
essential loss among lower species" (thus devalue-ing the importance of studying man in all his uni-queness and complexity).
4) "That what is earlier is more fundamental than
what is late in development"— "This point of view
creates considerable difficulty for a theory of
growth and change in personality" (pp. 9-11).
Allport continues, "So dominant is the positivistic
ideal that other fields of psychology come to be regarded as
not quite reputable. Special aversion attaches to problems
having to do with complex motives, high-level integration,
with conscience, freedom, selfhood" (p. 12).
In spite of the overwhelming neglect of positive states
of being, a few notable theoretical attempts in this direc-
tion have emerged.
Theoretical Studies
Perhaps the most lucid and wide-ranging theory of the
process of the growth of the personality was conceived by
Carl Gustav Jung. Jung, in fact, saw this growth as central
to the meaning of man's life.
13
^^^w^'J T^^! strongest desire of all man-Jcind is to develop that fullness of life which is
i^ltt P^^^^^^^i^Y • • • • Our personality developsn the course of our life from germs that are hardor Impossible to discern, and it is only our deeds
which reveal who we are. We are like the sun, whichnourishes the life of the earth and brings forthevery kind of strange, wonderful, and evil thing(Jung, 1954, 1967-173).
Jung was careful to point out, however, that only a few
would meet the challenge of attaining their own personality.
This is, in part, due to the fact that the direction of per-
sonal development is often at odds with one's surroundings.
Thus, "the first fruit" of the development of personality
"is the conscious and unavoidable segregation of the single
individual from the undifferentiated and unconscious herd.
This means isolation" (Jung, 1954, p. 173).
Jung used the terra, "individuation*; which he defined as
"the process by which a person becomes a psychological 'in-
dividual ', that is, a separate, indivisible unity or 'whole'"
(Jung, 1959b, p. 275). This 'whole* for Jung included not
only the contents of the conscious mind but also the contents
of the unconscious.
Jung wrote of an "Inner Voice"—the voice of the true
self, which one must follow if one is to develop his personal-
ity to the fullest. This voice, "like a daemon whispering of
new and wonderful paths" (Jung, 1954, p. 175-176) is essen-
tially unpredictable. The actions of the person following
his "Inner Voice" thus take on some unpredictable qualities.
The inner voice makes itself heard through dreams, ideas "out
14
Of the blue", slips, lapses of memory and spontaneous fan-
tasies (Jung, 1969e).
It is critical for the conscious mind (ego) to confront
the unconscious material but not to be overwhelmed by it (this
could lead to a schizophrenic reaction). Jung felt that:
The confrontation of the two positions (conscious
and unconscious) generates a tension charged withenergy and creates a living third thing—not a lo-gical stillbirth
. . . but a movement of the sus-pension between opposites, a living birth that leadsto a new level of being, a new situation. The
•transcendent function' manifests itself as a qua-lity of comprised opposites. So long as these arekept apart—naturally for the purpose of avoiding
conflict—they do not function and remain inert
. • .
/This 'transcendent function^/ is a way of
attaining liberation by one's own efforts and offinding the courage to be onself (Jung, 1969e. dd.90-91). ' *
The onset of the process of individuation is seen to oc-
cur only through "the motivating force of inner or outer
fatalities" (Jung, 1954, p. 173)—otherwise there would be no
movement. A Jungian theorist, M. L. von Franz, argues:
The actual process of individuation .... gen-
erally begins with a wounding of the personality
and the suffering that accompanies it. This ini-
tial shock amounts to a kind of "call", although it
is not usually recognized as such . . . /In such a
situation/, there is only one thing that seems to
work; and that is to turn directly towards the ap-
proaching darkness without prejudice and totally
naively, and to try to find out v/hat its secret
aim is and what it wants from you (in Jung, 1964,
p. 167).
Thus, the process of growth is seen to involve experi-
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encing painful states of being and does not occur if such
states are glossed over or repressed (Jung, 1959c).
Part of the pain comes fro.T. the discarding of the "per-
sona" or social mask that once made up the larger part of the
personality and the simultaneous confrontation with the
"shadow", or once hidden negative side of the personality.
As the process of individuation continues, the person must
confront his "anima" (the female side of a man) or her "ani-
mus" (the masculine side of a woman). Other contents of the
unconscious are not so easily categorized: they are mani-
fested in "archetypal" images and symbols, which seemingly,
have a life of their own."
Besides the possibility of being overwhelmed by the un-
conscious contents, the conscious ego runs another risk: the
identification with these contents, which produces an "infla-
tion" and "threatens consciousness with dissolution" (Jung,
1959a, p. 145). Each personification of the unconscious has
both a dark and a light side. The dark side of the "self"
(the true psychic center of the personality) is especially
dangerous. Confrontation with this aspect of the unconscious
can make one a meglomaniac unable to maintain ordinary human
contacts. In order to counteract this danger, the ego must
continue to function in the ordinary way at the same time the
self is contacted (Franz, in Jung, 1964).
There are two main blocks to the process of individua-
tion:
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1) Being caught up by instincts (ex.: sexual) or day-
dreaming ; or
2) The exact opposite: "being overly trapped in "ego-
consciousness" (the concerns of external reality—making a
living, success, etc.) (Franz,in Jung, 1964).
"Almost invariably accompanying the crucial phases of
the process of individuation" are "synchronistic events"
—
meaningful coincidences that cannot be explained in causal
terms (Franz, in Jung, 1964, p. 211). Examples of synchron-
ous events are extra-sensory perception (ESP), astrological
"predictions" or "coincidences", psycho-kinesis (PK), and
premonitions of physical events. This class of events will
be more fully discussed later on in this paper.
Goldbrunner, a Jungian theorist, gives some indication
of the outcome of the process of individuation:
The tensions and opposites fade and alternate, and
the self is born, the goal of individuation, dis-
solvable problems lose their urgency as a higher
and wider interest arises on the horizon. The pro-
blems from which one suffers are not solved logi-
cally but simply fade out in the face of a new and
stronger direction in life ...
The strength of the emotions is felt even now, one
suffers, is shattered and tormented, and yet every-
thing is different, something in the soul is no
longer inside pain, but beyond it. And this is the
deepest place where one is quite alone with oneself.
The ego feels itself to be an object, a part of an
unknown and superior self. It is as though the con-
duct of life's affairs had passed to an invisible
central authority. The appearance of this feeling
almost always brings a solution of spiritual com-
plications, the personality is released from emo-
17
tional and intellectual entanglements. A unity of
one's whole nature is experienced which is felt asliberation • . . .
The new centre of the psyche is felt to be a point
of suspension of all tensions; it is outside them
and yet it embraces them in a peculiar way. It
unites them in a center j something like pure life,
pure psychic energy can be felt there (1964, pp.
144-150). '
While Jung stressed primarily the process of growth or
"becoming" Abraham Maslow in his work, Towards a Psychology
of Being (1962), focused more intensely on the actual healthy
state of "being".
Maslow clearly differentiates deficiency C"D") motiva-
tion from growth (or "B" for "being") motivation—the former
is based on the reduction of tension resulting from primary
needs (hunger, thirst, sex, etc.) or from neurotic conflicts;
the latter is based on a continual striving for personal
growth and integration. In Maslow 's theory, the lower needs
must be met before the higher needs emerge. Thus, he argues,
"Man's higher nature, ideals, aspirations, and abilities rest
not upon instinctual renunciation, but rather upon instinct-
ual gratification" (p. 163).
Maslow 's theory is derived both from clinical work and
personal contact with healthy (or "self-actualized" people)
and from interviews and questionnaires about the "peak ex-
perience"—a momentary experience of rapture, wonder, joy,
and, perhaps above all, unity. The condition of self-actuali-
zation is defined by Maslow as having the following clinically
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observable characteristics:
8
9
10
11
12
13
Superior perception of reality.
Increased acceptance of self, of others, and of
nature.
Increased spontaneity.
Increase in problem-centering.
Increased detachment and desire for privacy.
Increased autonomy and resistance to encultura-
tion.
Greater freshness of appreciation and richness
of emotional reaction.
Higher frequency of peak experiences.
Increased identity with the human species.
Changed (the clinician would say improved) in-
terpersonal relationships.
More democratic character structure.
Greatly increased creativity.
Certain changes in the value system (1962, pp.
23-24).
Most or all of these characteristics may be present at some
time during the state under investigation here.
Several other aspects of Maslow's work have relevance to
this study. Of primary importance is the fusion of opposites
into a new whole (or "gestalt") characteristic of being in
both the peak experience and in the lives of self-actualized
people.
At the level of self-actualizing, many dichotomies
become resolved, opposites are seen to be unities
and the whole dichotomous way of thinking is recog-
nized to be immature. For self-actualizing people,
there is a strong tendency for selfishness and un-
selfishness to fuse into a higher, superordinate
unity. Work tends to be the same as play . . . .
When duty is pleasant and pleasure is fulfillment
of duty, then they lose their separateness and op-
positeness. The highest maturity is discovered to
Include a childlike quality .... The inner-outer
split, between self and all else, gets fuzzy and
much less sharp (p. 193).
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Another type of integration in self
-actualization is a
lessening of the separation between behavioral, affective,
and cognitive systems. The resolution of once-conflicted
elements in this state leads to a freeing of once "bound"
energy; this energy is now available for outside interests
and creative pursuits. Because of the lack of inner conflict,
a person who is self-actualized is more likely to be able to
deal with situations of external stress or conflict and even
to seek out (as exciting) situations which are dangerous, am-
biguous, or which have unknown or mysterious elements.
Another relevant aspect of Maslow's theory is his notion
of "impulse voices"—analagous to Jung's "Inner Voice".
These he feels are "instinct" remnants" and are:
weak, subtle, and delicate, very easily drowned out
by learning, by cultural expectations, by fear, by
disapproval, etc. They are hard to know, rather
than easy. Authentic selfhood can be defined in
part as being able to hear these impulse-voices
within oneself, i.e. to know what one really wants
or doesn't want, what one is fit for and what one
is not fit for. It appears that there are wide in-
dividual differences in the strength of these im-
pulse-voices (p. 179).
Finally, Maslow, like Jung, emphasizes the intrinsic
pain of growth, which "frequently means a parting and a sep-
aration, even a kind of death prior to rebirth, with conse-
quent nostalgia, fear, loneliness, and mourning" (p. 190).
The work of William James (1961) sheds lights on a par-
ticular sub-category of positive experiences, those he terras
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"religious" experiences. Some of these types of experiences
may be relatively brief, notably the "mystic" experience
which has 'transiency' as one of its defining characteristics
and the religious "conversion" experience which itself is
normally very intense and short-lived (often momentary—rare-
ly more than a few hours) but may have long-lasting (even
permanent) after-effects of a very positive nature. For this
reason, we will ©xamine those aspects of the conversion ex-
perience which appear to have some relevance for the under-
standing of the more durable state, which James calls "saint-
liness".
James views the conversion experience as a shift in con-
sciousness. Religious ideas or values which were once peri-
pheral to one's existence become (often suddenly) central.
But he adds:
If you ask of psychology just how the excitement
shifts in a man's mental system, and why aims that
were peripheral become at a certain moment central,
psychology has to reply that although she can give
a general description of what happens, she is un-
able in a given case to account accurately for all
the forces at work .... Neither an outside ob-
server nor the subject who undergoes the process
can explain fully how particular experiences are
able to change one's center of energy so decisively,
or why they often have to bide their hour to do so
(James, 1961, p. 165).
Even though a man may consciously strive to become con-
verted, in the end he must surrender to a higher power.
James believes Starbuck's explanation of the process is a
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good one and quotes it:
The personal will must be given up ... a man's
conscious wit and will, so far as they strain to-
wards the ideal, are aiming at something only dim-
ly perceived and inaccurately imagined. Yet all
the while the forces of mere organic ripening with-
in him are going towards their own prefigured re-
sults, and his conscious strivings are letting
loose subconscious allies behind the scenes, which
in their way work towards rearrangement, and the
rearrangement towards which all these deeper forces
tend is pretty surely definite, and definitely dif-
ferent from what he consciously conceives and de-
termines. It may consequently be actually inter-
fered with (jammed, as it were, like the lost word
when we seek too energetically to recall it) by his
voluntary efforts slanting from the true direc-
tion (1961, p. 167).
The conversion experience is often preceded by a dark
period—"a sense of incompleteness and imperfection; brooding;
depression, morbid introspection and sense of sin; anxiety
about the here-after; distress over doubts, etc." (James,
1961, p. 167).
The characteristics of this experience as described by
James (1961) are:
1) a sense of higher control.
2) a sense of inner certainty—a "loss of all the
worry; the sense that all is ultimately well with one; peace,
harmony, a willingness to be, even though the outer world
should remain, the same" (p. 202).
3) a perception of truths not known before.
4) a changed perception of the objective world—often
visual clarity is sharpened.
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5) An "ecstasy of happiness" is felt.
Some Of these effects may persist (usually m less in-
tense form) after the initial experience. However, James is
quick to point out:
Notoriously there is no such radiance (as to dis-tinguish the 'converted- man from the
' unconvertecf
)
nSn^fi^"^
""^'^
^ ^^^^^ indistinguishable fromatural men; some natural men even excel 1 some con-verted men in their fruits (1961, p. 195).
In spite of this statement, James does feel that in some
people the conversion experience bears fruit of a positive
sort. Some converted people lose desires for drink, tobacco,
or adultery (some, unfortunately, lose the desire for sex,
entirely). James terms the most durable and positive result
of the conversion experience, "saintliness" and gives its psy-
chological components:
1) a feeling of being in a wider life than that
of this world's selfish little interests; and a
conviction ... of the existence of an Ideal Power.
2) a sense of the friendly continuity of the
Ideal Power with our own life, and a willing surren-der to its control.
3) an immense elation and freedom, as the out-
lines of the confined self-hood melt doxm,
4) a shifting of the emotional centre towards
loving and harmonious affections, towards 'yes,
yes' and away from 'no' where the claims of the
non-ego are involved (1961, p. 220-221).
James' listing of some of the practical consequences of
this state make it obvious that the religious framework pro-
vides a raeaning-scheme for the "saintly" person. Such conse-
quences are:
1) Ascetisra-with offshoots of obedience, chastity
and poverty.
2) Strength of soul,
3) Purity—giving up "sins" and "fleshy pleasures."
4) Charity—caring for the poor.
Although James' Judgment of the condition of "saintli-
ness" is in general quite favorable, he also notes several
dangers or excesses of the state. In the lives of some
saints, for example, an extravagance of emotion was apparent,
the intellect being too narrow. James feels the lives of
other saints had no practical value to other human beings—
especially in those cases in which the person was absorbed in
experiencing God's "favors" and secluded himself or herself
from the rest of the world. Excesses of purity caused some
saints to go to extreme lengths to avoid temptation—thus
even further removing themselves from the world.
On the other hand, the tenderness and charity exhibited
by "saintly" people, James notes, often transforms even un-
likely characters for the good and is a creative and useful
social force. In addition, the ascetism and poverty of the
saint may lead to strengthened character and a lack of such
fears as losing money, which many "lesser" creatures are
plagued by.
Another major theorist in the area of personal growth
has been Gordon Allport (1958). Besides his stress on the
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possibility of a Leibnitzian focus on an active organism,
Allport emphasizes the role of motivated striving, above and
beyond the needs of "instincts" and neurotic needs—the di-
mension of the futurity of men's behavior relative to the
pursuance of work, values, or ideals outside of themselves,
Allport, unlike most modern theorists, stresses the import-
ance of studying and understanding the individual, rather
than the statistically "normal" man.
Central to Allport 's theory is his notion of the "pro-
priura", defined as "all the regions of our life that we re-
gard as peculiarly ours .... The proprium includes all as-
pects of personality that make for inward unity" (1958, p.
40). Properties of the propri\im include: a bodily sense,
self-identity, ego-enhancement, ego-extension (identity with
groups, possessions, and ideals), a rational agent (the "ego"),
self-image (including a person's aspirations), propriate
striving (persistent striving towards long-range goals re-
garded as central to one's existence), and a "knower" (or
seat of consciousness).
Allport argues that the "demands of our environment .
cause us to develop numerous systems of behavior that seem to
dwell forever on the periphery of our being • • • • We know
that we put on an appearance for the occasion, but we know
too that such expression is a masklike expression of our per-
sona and not central to our self-image" (p. 77). A hypothe-
sis arising from this idea is that if the environmental de-
mands upon a person are somehow reduced, perhaps more of his
"real" self (in his own terms) might emerge.
A major review of the current concepts of positive men-
tal health was attempted by Jahoda (1958). She classified
theoretical attempts to conceptualize positive mental health
into six major types of approaches:
1) Emphasis on attitudes toward the self as criteria
for mental health. Several aspects of such attitudes are
noted
:
a) Self-objectification: Both Allport^and Mayman
stress self-objectification or the ability to be aware of the
self as a major criterion of health. Barron, on the other
hand, states that a lack of self-consciousness is more char-
acteristic of health than of pathology. Kubie (with whom
Jahoda agrees) reconciles the apparently opposing posi-
tions by claiming that health requires not constant self-con-
sciousness but only the accessibility to consciousness of the
self when the need arises.
b) Correctness of the sel f
-concept : the importance
of seeing the self "realistically".
c) Feelings about the self
-concept: the importance
of accepting the self, including one's shortcomings.
d) Sense of identity.
2) Growth, development, and self
-actualization as cri-
teria for mental health: Besides Jung, Maslow, and Allport,
several other theorists have developed these criteria. Among
1All references not followed by dates are given in Jahoda
(1958).
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them are Mayman, who distinguishes healthy people by their
"investment in living"—the "range and quality of a person's
concern with other people and the things of this world
. . .
that he considers significant" (Jahoda, 1958, p. 35).
3) Integration as a criterion for mental health: Dif-
ferent aspects of this criterion are stressed by various au-
thors
—
a) Balance of psychic forces: Hartmann and Kubie
both emphasize the importance of being able to shift back and
forth between the Id, Ego, and the Superego.
b) Unifying outlook on life: All port's "proprium"
is certainly relevant here, as is Maslow's finding that self-
actualizing people have very definite ethical standards (al-
though these might be quite idiosyncratic) and Erikson's no-
tion of the importance of the acceptance of one's own life
cycle,
c) Resistance to stress: The more stress a person
can tolerate, according to some authors, the healthier he is.
4) Autonomy as a criterion for mental health: In this
connection, Maslow stresses that self-actualizers are "not
dependent for their main satisfactions on the real world, or
other people or culture or • • • in general, on extrinsic
satisfactions • • • • These people can maintain a relative
serenity and happiness in the midst of circumstances that
would drive other people to suicide" (Jahoda, 1958, p. 47).
Angyal stresses a balance between two trends: "self-deter-
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mination", the goal of which is "to organize
. . . the ob-
jects and events of (one's) world, to bring them under his
own Jurisdiction and government" and "self- surrender", "to
become an organic part of something that (one) conceives of
as greater than himself" (Jahoda, 1958, p. 48).
5) Perception of reality as a criterion for mental
health: Schachtel (1959) discusses the importance of develop-
ing perception relatively free from need-distortion. Jahoda
(1958) maintains that healthy people will be more likely to
test reality for its degree of correspondence with their own
perceptions, while the less healthy will simply assume such
correspondence. Foote and Cottrell (in Jahoda, 1958) empha-
size the ability to empathize with others (to perceive real-
ity in the other's terras) as important to mental health.
6) Environmental mastery as a criterion for mental
health: Included in this criterion are the ability to love
another emotionally and sexually (stressed especially by
Reich, 1942); adequacy in work and play; adequacy in social
relationships; and problem-solving ability.
Tomkins (1962) is one of the relatively few theoreticians
who has focused on a physiological and psychological descrip-
tion of the positive affects. He postulates two distinct po-
sitive affects:
1) Interest-Excitement (the former a low intensity af-
fect; the latter, high intensity): This affect is activated
by increasing neural stimulation. It is characterized physi-
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ologically by a pulling down of the eyebrows and a tracking
response involving active looking and listening. Tomkins
(1962) notes:
The absence of the affective support of interest
would jeopardize intellectual development no lessthan the destruction of brain tissue. To think, asto engage in any other human activity, one must
care, one must be excited, (one) must be continual-ly rewarded (p. 343).
He feels this affect is necessary for both physiological sur-
vival and for creative activity.
2) Enjoyment-Joy: This affect is activated by a de-
creasing gradient of neural activation. It is characterized
physiologically by the smile—the lips being widened up and
out.
Tomkins maintains that the most attractive stimuli:
possess both sufficient novelty and sufficient sim-
ilarity so that both positive affects are recipro-
cally activated, interest-excitement by the novel
aspects of the stimuli and enjoyment-joy by the
recognition of the familiar and the reduction of
interest-excitement (1962, p. 213).
Shelly (1969) views satisfaction in terms of reinforce-
ment. Citing Berlyne's studies of reported positive affects
associated with the "pleasure centers" of the brain, Shelly
conceives of pleasure as a momentary stimulation of these
brain centers. He defines "happiness" as the number of sa-
tisfactions exceeding the number of dissatisfactions for a
particular period of time. One obvious weakness of this de-
finition is the absence of an Intensity factor. Shelly also
introduces some specific terminology for the pleasuarable af-
fects, classified according to the duration of the affect:
"pieasure "—momentary
"satisfaction"— 5 seconds to one hour
"extended satisfaction"—one hour +
"happiness"—one week or longer
According to this scheme, the terra "extended satisfaction"
could be appropriate in describing some of the experiences
reported in this study and the term 'happiness', some others.
Several theorists, whom I will only briefly mention,
have also made contributions to the available fund of theo-
ries of positive being. Robert Neale, a theologian, views
optimal human development in terms of a model of play-defined
as non-conflicted actions, affects, and cognitions (1969)
Martin Buber, a philosopher and theologian, focuses specifi-
cally on the potential for positive human interaction in his
work, I and Thou (1958). He states:
No system of ideas, no foreknowledge, and no fancy
intervene between I and Thou .... No aim, no
lust, and no anticipation intervene between 1 and
Thou. Desire itself is transformed as it plunges
out of its dream into the appearance. Every means
is an obstacle. Only when every means has collapsed
does the meeting come about (pp. 11-12)
•
Pingarette (1963) describes the self in transformation from
neurotic or deficiency based actions to the consumraatory
pl^se of "mystic selflessness", during which one is able to
act appropriately and without internal conflict and especial
ly without hindering self-consciousness.
Before leaving the theoretical section behind, we must
briefly consider the role of some specific technical proce-
dures designed to change (over a span of years of practice)
the course of the practitioner's life in a more positive di-
rection. (These procedures may also facilitate short-term,
intense breakthrough experiences, for example, the satori 1
perience of Zen, which will not be considered here, as earli
er explained.) The Eastern tradition (exemplified in Zen
Buddhism, Yogi, and in the way of the Sufi) contains a more
developed set of such procedures than does the West. Such
procedures include various physical posture and movements
(the "asanas" of Yogi and the "spinning" of the whirling Der-
vishes), concentration on breathing (common in some forms of
Yogi and Zen), on a visual pattern (especially a "mandala"),
or on an impossible riddle (the "Koan" of Zen), on a sound
(or "mantra" in Yogi), or on the "void", "nirvana", or "no-
thingness" (Kapleau, 1965; Ornstein, 1972).
All of these procedures may be subsumed under the cate-
gory of "meditation" and, as various as them seem, they do
have something in common.
The common element in these diverse practices seems
to be the active restriction of awareness to one
single, unchanging process, and the withdrav/al of
attention from ordering thought. It does not seem
to matter which actual physical process is followed;
whether one symbol or another is employed; whether
eS^^^T^0^L1:?n^^^?!: ^fj^-e^ent repeat-
The aim of these procedures is to stop the normal pro-
cesses of thought and perception so that another mode of ap-
prehension may come to the surface. This other mode may be
seen as more intuitive, more
-'whole", more of the unhindered
senses, more timeless, more receptive (or "feminine") as op-
posed to that mode of consciousness taken by many as "real-
ity" in the West: the intellectual, the analytic, the ver-
bal, that tied to a linear, sequential view of time, the ac-
tive (or "masculine") (Jung, 1959; Ornstein, 1972). Orn-
stein (1972) relates the former mode to the right hemisphere
of the brain (which controls the left half of the body) and
the latter and the left hemisphere (controlling the right
half of the body).
Jung writes of the "technical transformation" achieved
by the above types of techniques:
The exercises known in the East as Yoga and in the
West as "exercitia spiritualia" come into this cate-
gory. These experiences represent specific techni-
ques prescribed in advance and intended to achieve
a definite psychic effect, or at least to promote
it ... . They are . . . elaborations of the ori-
ginal natural spontaneous processes of transforma-
tion /or "individuation^^ .... The natural or
spontaneous transformations that occurred earlier
before there were any historical examples to fol-
low, were thus replaced by techniques designed to
induce the transformation by imitating this same se-
quence of events (Jung, 1959a, p. 129).
Another type of technique employed may also be called
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•meditation., but it is of an "opening up" type rather than
the restriction of awareness type previously
„,entioned. Kap-
leau describes the advanced practice of the Sota Sect of Zen:
Shu^rJed'ver.r^r* ="""3:7 the mind must beunnur led yet at the same time firmly d1 anted ormassively composed, like Mt. Fuji, let us sav But
strfno° "'sfshL''"^'' -t"t-hei'll^e a%aurbow-'S i g. So S lkan-taza is a heightened state ofconcentrated awareness wherein one is neither ?ensenor hurried, and certainly never slack? It is themind of somebody facing death (1965, p. 53).
In some schools, "opening up" meditation is beinq
thnnnh^ °f » v^ithout judgment or excessivl
Gurdllb^^" ^r^J situation one finds oneself in!
rZVn^l/l^ students are, for example, constantlyemi ded to "remember themselves" at all timesAnother way of stating this technique is that one
hL""??? i^.^?^^"^^^^ happenings in every-day life and tries to minimize intellectualization.
abstraction, and value judgments (Ornstein, 1972).
Besides the largely theoretical treatments just discuss-
ed, there have been a very small number of empirical studies
which have some relevance to the positive state of being un-
der investigation in this paper. (Unfortunately, I have not
been able to locate a single empirical study in the psycholo-
gical literature focusing specifically on prolonged positive
states.
)
Empirical Studies
Most informative and rich among these few studies is
Laski's (1961) work on ecstatic experiences. Although these
experiences were almost always quite brief (rarely exceeding
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hour and often momentary) Laski's analysis aids in under-
standing some of the conditions necessary for, and some of
the characteristics of, positive experiences in general. She
draws her conclusions from two main sources: 1) responses to
a questionnaire concerning personal ecstatic experiences, and
2) an examination of the secular and religious literature on
ecstatic experience.
Laski's questionnaire was answered by 58 S^s; both sexes
and a wide age range were represented. The actual questions
asked were as follows:
1) Do you know a sensation of transcendent ecstasy?
2) How would you describe it?
3) What has induced it in you?
4) How many times in your life have you felt it—in
units, tens, hundreds?
5) What is your religion or faith?
6) Do you know a feeling of creative inspiration?
7) How would you describe it?
8) Does it seem to you to have anything in common
with ecstasy?
9) What is your profession? (Laski, 1961, p. 9).
The ecstatic experiences described by Laski's S^s were
sometimes characterized by a lack of touch with normal life
and with people not experiencing the state, and usually had a
noticeable (and often profound) influence on their later life.
Some of the more prominent subjective feelings reported were:
feelings of new life, satisfaction, joy, salvation,
purification, glory; new and/or mystical knowledge;
loss of words, images, sense; unity, eternity, hea-
ven: loss of worldliness, sorrow, desire, sin; up-
feelings; contact; enlargement or improvement; loss
of self; loss of difference, time and place; light
^i%aL'(?9\irp''ri5/'''' ^^''"^ ineffability;
The frequency of such experiences was typically rare: 50% of
the Ss claimed the experience in units, 38% in tens, and only
12% in hundreds or constantly,
Laski lists several stimuli or situations (which she
calls "anti-triggers") having an inhibiting effect on ecsta-
tic experiences. Among these are:
1) Routines of everyday life; practicality.
2) Thinking or reason.
3) Presence of other people; especially "everyday" peo-
ple*
4) Commerce (money matters).
5) Distasteful experiences (ugliness, brutality, war).
She also lists several common "triggers"—stimuli or
circumstances that facilitate or allow ecstatic experiences:
1) Nature—especially mountains and the sea. There were
many references among Laski 's Ss to "light" (especially moon-
light, sunlight, reflections on water, etc.). Morning or
night seemed more conducive to ecstatic experiences than was
broad daylight.
2) Art, especially music. The only architectural refer-
ences were to specific cathedrals, to ruins with historical
connections, or to cities if seen as "ideal" cities (London,
Venice, etc.)
3) Religion.
4) Intimate conversation or contact.
5) Exercise or movement—either regular, rhythmical
movement (running, horseback riding) or swift movement (ski-
ing, flying).
6) Knowledge—especially scientific or poetic.
7) Creative work—To Laski's Ss, "inspiration" and "ec-
stasy" were often inseparable.
8) Recollection of previous experiences.
9) Sexual love.
10) Childbirth (for women only).
11) Food—especially sweet food.
Laski categorized the ecstatic experiences reported by
her Ss and in the literature according to the following sche-
ma (experienced as progressively "better" by the S):
1) Adamic ecstasies—"feelings that life is joyful, puri-
fied, renewed" (1961, p. 92).
2) Knowledge ecstasies—feelings of knowledge being
gained.
2a) Knowledge contact ecstasies—if the knowledge is
gained through a feeling of contact with some force outside
oneself. Contact ecstasies often involve a loss of self.
3) Union ecstasies— "At the stage regarded as the best,
ecstasies may involve complete or almost complete loss of
sensibility, coupled with a feeling (necessarily afterwards)
that any contact made has been complete" (p. 92).
Laski (1961) also mentioned^ unfortunately only briefly.
some states of longer duration and involving less separation
from normal reality. These she terms, "unitive states" and
characterizes them as including "loss of feelings of self, of
worldliness, of time, gain of feelings of new life, joy,
knowledge" (1961, p. 65). She states, "An enhancement of
well-being, both mental and physical, is usual in unitive
states" (1961, p. 87). These states are occasioned by such
activities as creative work, holidays, love, and childbirth,
among others. In terms of classifying such experiences, Las-
ki states,
People do not compare unitive states one with the
other, so it is not possible to say whether any dif-
ferences are, as with momentary ecstasies, regarded
as corresponding with different degrees of value
(p. 96).
Finally, Laski (1961) states what must be a focal point
of the present study:
It is possible that both ecstasies and unitive
states represent only unusually intense varieties
of experience and states inseparable from being
healthily alive and human (p. 101).
Ricks and Wessman (in Southwell and Merbaum, 1971) pre-
sent a case study of "Winn-^-a happy man." Unfortunately,
this small study is so bland it almost suggests "happiness"
is a synonym for "dullness". The report is the result of a
three-year study of Winn during his undergraduate years at
Harvard. It utilizes the results of interview material and
test
.ateriaX (TAT, Rorschach. mPl, Hood Adjective CheC-
List).
Winn co^es fro. a comfortable, warm, accepting, respect-
ed family and was "gifted in face, form, intellect, health,
and talent" (1971 n "^aa^ up. 244). He was unusually self-confident
and optimistic compared to other men his age:
-'The major
contrast in Winn's emotional life contrasted zestful, ex-
tremely happy days with somewhat less happy ones." Unfortu-
nately we get very little insight as to the individual pheno-
menology of Winn's happiness other than the fact that it us-
usally included considerable consciousness of food. Besides
this we have the information that:
Energy, harmony and sociability with others, recen-
aeSer w?lT^ ^^^^^^ tendernessfto-L /''^^'•''^^ °^ approval by the community,
n97irp."'242)r''^°"^''''^ ""^""'^ happiest moods'
If nothing else, this study reinforces the need for fur-
ther study of the positive emotions and states of being if we
are ever to overcome the simplistic, bland, generalized de-
scriptions usually given of such states.
Shelly (1959b) performed a factor analytic study (using
the results of a questionnaire administered to 100 undergrad-
uate psychology majors) of the "most pleasant situation" dur-
ing both the day and the evening. (This author's use of the
term "pleasant" covers a wide range of intensity: from mild-
ly pleasant to happy, joyful, or even ecstatic.)
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He concludes:
It appears as though the evening is a particularlvimportant time in determining the individual's ^In
'inrf;tislactfon f^- infi^Jidual cann^^
a?:as^r36^t!^ ^'^^^"^ satisfactions in o^^^r'
«nS^^L^^S?^!''Pf''^^"''^ ^^^'"^ depend upon friendsand the ability to obtain excitement (p. 369).
Shelly and Adelburg (1969a) performed an empirical ana-
lysis of pleasant and unpleasant situations for a group of 75
urban youths. A comparison of the pleasant and unpleasant
situations reveals the following:
Environment
Behavior
Peelings
Pleasant
Much to do
Many friends
Much activity,
excitement
Did a lot
Talked a lot
Moved around a lot
Unpleasant
Little to do
Few friends
Little activity,
excitement
Went alone
Wanted to stay a long
time Felt badly on leaving
Was what he wanted to be
Everyone likes hire
Of special interest is the fact that loneliness often prece-
ded the most pleasant situation.
Shelly and Adelburg (1969a) justified their study by
stating:
t.n? ml ^1°^ "^^^^ ^yP^^ Situations are plea-
t^e ^?Y^^^,lP^™nity leaders create mSe of ?hisyp Of situation and thereby possibly improve thewell-bexng of the members of the communitrtp! 268).
Another study performed by the same researchers (Shelly
and Adelburg, 1969b) presented an analysis of "satisfaction
sites" (places where people congregate to obtain pleasure or
satisfaction or to relax) in Jamaica. Their main conclusion
was that people find most rewarding (gauged by the amount of
time spent in the absence of constraining factors) places at
the extremes of arousal: either highly exciting or highly
relaxing places.
A final empirical study of positive feeling states was
undertaken by Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965). They analyzed
the responses of 2000 men (between the ages of 25 and 49 liv-
ing in four communities varying in degree of economic pro-
sperity) to a questionnaire. Their main conclusions were:
Happiness is positively correlated with education level
and income.
Happiness is negatively correlated with age.
Happiness is uncorrelated with sex.
Unmarried men are less happy than married men.
They also found that:
positive and negative feelings are independent di-
mensions of such a nature that knowing a person's
level of one type of feeling will not enable us to
predict his level of the other (p. 24).
(Positive and negative feelings were each found to corre-
late with happiness but were found to be uncorrelated with
each other.) Bradburn and Caplovitz state,
The independence of these two dimensions suggests a
radical departure from usual notions about psycho-logical well-being because it means that it isquite possible for a person to report being, for
example, "very depressed" and still describe him-
self as "very happy". Such a report would be per-fectly logical if the experience of negative feel-ings were offset by the experience of several posi-tive feelings (1965, p. 20).
In this view, happiness is the result of the relative
strengths of positive and negative feelings, rather than of
an absolute amount of either one.
A drawback to all of these studies (except Laski's and,
in some ways, that of Ricks and Wessman), is the reduction of
individual material to normative data for groups as a whole.
Most of the richness and depth of the individual experiences
is thereby lost.
Fortunately, in addition to the theoretical and empiri-
cal studies, there exist several personalized accounts of
prolonged positive experiences. In these we may recover some
of the depth lost in the more normative works.
Firsthand Accounts of Prolonged Positive Experiences
William James provides a lucid description of a prolong
ed and exceptionally positive state:
From the Instant I reall^f^rt 4-i,=<- 4.uOf worry and anger wire remov^hi^ '=f"'='='^ ^P°tsWith the discovery of th^r^,^ ' ^^"""^ ^^^^ "e.
orcised. Prom that timil'f^^ K''"^!^ ^"^"^ "^-^^ ex-different aspect. ''^^ ''^^ ^" entirely
Aa;e-prlsen?ed"thL:e"ls°Sver°and"°"^ ^"'^
I have been unable to ^^"^ ^9^^". and
degree, I no lonaer rir-f!^ ^" slightest
anl I aSa.ed"ir4'^?^^,:Lerenerr'"^'
ever?ih?ng.'' ""^ -^i-Po^ition to love and appreciate
^= "° ^""''t in my mind that pure Chrls-
and »iV ^"f.P^'' Buddhism, and The Mental sciences
t^t
all felxgions, fundamentally teach what has
sented ^^T^tl^ ''"^ °f them have pre-
ol euminauon ''^''^ f/ ^"^^^^ "^^^V P"=^^'^
sire to rin • • ^ -^^^1 an increased de-
tzlt = K s°™?thing useful that it seems as if I
turned ^ and the energy for play had re-
thrpre;eAc; ^f'a^J^lu'lience'^^^"^^ tioht""^ ^"thunder have been encountered •u;d;r-conI?tronIwhich would have former! y_caused great depressionand discomfort, without /mv/ experiencin^a traceof either. Surprise is also greatly modified and
:i"ghtf irLitiT '° ^'^^''^^ --p-^'<^
. * .
I note a marked improvement in the way mvstomach does its duty in assimilating the food Igive It to handle .... I /am not/ wasting any ofthis precious time formulating an idea of a future
existence or a future Heaven. The Heaven that Ihave within myself is as attractive as any that hasbeen promised or that I can imagine; and I am will-ing to let the grov/th lead where it will . .(James, 1961, pp. 154-156).
Kapleau in The Three Pillars of Zen provides an account
written by a Canadian housewife of an experience which began
six years after her first experience of "satori":
books late into each night.
Buddhist
the^Ti^:?2;i^Eo^]^\\^^i.f f^^ing through
L^!PVf?^:^^~ oft^e^Buddh^^In^lL^-''tened quietly by candlelight to the slow movementOf Beethoven's A Minor Quartet, a deep expression
TtJ^T.ll
self-renunciation, and then went^to bed?
fc^r^'^'i''?' ^"^^ ^^^^^ breakfast, I suddenlyfelt as though I were being struck by a bolt oflightning, and I began to tremble. All at once the
rfr^ ""f difficult birth flashed into mymind. Like a key, this opened dark rooms of secretresentments and hidden fears, which flowed out of
Zl T K^^^S"-^??^- ^^^^^ pushed out and so weakenedme I had to lie down. Yet a deep happiness wastnere
. . , . Slowly my focus changed: "I'm deadiThere's nothing to call mel There never wis a mel
^4^^" allegory, a mental image, a pattern upolET
!f f ^^^^ modeled." I grew dizzy withdelight. Solid objects appeared as shadows, and
everything my eyes fell upon was radiantly beauti-
xux •
These words can only hint at what was vividly re-
vealed to me in the days that followed:
1) The world as apprehended by the senses is theleast true (in the sense of complete), the leastdynamic (in the sense of the eternal movement), and
the least important in a vast "geometry of exist-
ence" of unspeakable profundity, whose rate of vi-bration, whose intensity and subtlety are beyond
verbal description.
2) Words are cumbersome and primitive—almost use-
less in trying to suggest the true multi-dimension-
al workings of an indescribably vast complex of dy-
namic force, to contact which one must abandon one's
normal level of consciousness.
3) The least act, such as eating or scratching an
arm, is not at all simple. It is merely a visible
moment in a network of causes and effects reaching
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even enter There Is trul5 n^?Kf''^°'i^"^" ^^"""t
that can be known! ^ nothing to know, nothing
4) The physical world is an in^4«-»+.,
thus transparent, Evervthino ha<.
object is
inner charsr<-*^r. %4-o^ , ^ specialx naracte , its own karma or "life in time "
^^"^^ ^^^^^ is no place were thl^e
sofrrain^or f^^'^^^^^u «^^ther variation, a
whf; T \g^ntle breeze, touches me as a—
lv \nTnLT^'""'Kt''^^ unmatched wonder? beau-ty, and goodness. There is nothing to do: just tobe is a supremely total act.
chaln°n^''?v.^"^° ^^f^^' ^ something of the long
thinS of ^^r^
existence, and sometimes some-g the future. The past ones recede behindthe outer face like ever-finer tissues, yet^e atthe same time impregnated in it.
7) When I am in solitude I can hear a "song" corainqforth from everything. Each and every thing has
^
h.tf'^ f°"?i ^""^^ thoughts, and feelingsave their finer songs. Yet beneath this varietythey intermingle m one inexressibly vast unity.
a love which, without. object, is best
called lovmgness. But my old emotional reactions
still coarsely interfere with the expressions ofthis supremely gentle and effortless lovingness.
9) I feel a consciousness which is neither myself
nor not myself, which is protecting or leading meinto directions helpful to my proper growth and
maturity, and propelling me away from that whichis against that growth. It is like a stream into
which I have flowed and, joyously, is carrying mebeyond myself.
Another account contained in Kapleau's book was written
by a Japanese executive, also the result of a satori experi-
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Lrifertr^^^rdln^a^^?^ ^^^^^ ' • • • ^^^^ '^ee^
lutVn what'^e^y^ ^^^"^^^ ^^^^ enlightenment.
m2 enlightened mind is compara-
iil ? "-^i? swimming. That's exactly how it is—there's no stagnation. I feel no hindrance. Every-
turallv ''?hfr?^''lr.' E^^^ything goes na-^y. This limitless freedom is beyond all ex-pression. What a wonderful world?
I ara grateful, so grateful.
Gissing (in Laski, 1961, p. 64) provides an example of
an indigent young man forced by circumstances to spend a pro-
longed period (6 years) in London:
When my health had begun to suffer from excesses oftoil, from bad air, bad food, and many miseries,
then awoke the maddening desire for countryside and
seabeach .... On an irresitible impulse, I sud-denly made up my mind to go into Devon, a part of
England I had never seen. At the end of March I
escaped from my grim lodgings, and, before I had
time to reflect on the details of my undertaking, I
found myself sitting in sunshine
. . .
I had stepped into a new life. Between the man I
had been and that which I now became there was a
very noticeable difference .... I suddently en-
tered into conscious enjoyment of powers and sensi-
bilities which had been developing unknown to me.
To instance only one point: till then I cared very
little about plants and flowers, but now I found
myself interested in every blossom, in every growth
of the wayside
. , . . To me the flowers became
symbolical of a great release, of a wonderful
awakening .... So intense was my delight in the
beautiful world about me that I forgot even myself;
I enjoyed without retrospect and forecast; I, the
egoist in grain, forgot to scrutinize my own emo-
tions, or to trouble my happiness with other's hap-
pier fortune. It was a healthful time; it gave me
a new lease of life, and taught me—in so far as I
was teachable—how to make use of it.
Laskl terms this a "unitive state".
Another exar„ple is Benjamin Haydon's account of a period
Of inspiration (in Laski, 1951, pp. 87-88)-also a unitive
State in Laski's terms:
N"eVLte'!\:ini^h''!Sesi::iti°^ ^^^^5^'-
tinual urgings of'future greatnes^
''"''''^''thr''T|Lh--fIn— -n-^^^^
I lifted up ray heart and thanked God? ^'
A quite remarkable first-hand account of his experiences
was written by Carlos Castaneda (1968, 197 i, 1973), then a
graduate student in anthropology at UCLA. Many of Castaneda's
experiences bear similarity to some of the experiences report-
ed in this study, and several of the informants used concepts
derived from reading his books to help them understand their
own experiences,
Castaneda had gone to the South-West to gather informa-
tion on medicinal and psychotropic plants used by the Indians
there. In a bus depot he chanced to meet an old Indian-Don
Juan Matus-one of the last living practitioners of the art
of Yaqui sorcery. Castaneda began to meet with Don Juan to
learn about the plants—Don Juan had other ideas. He tricked
Castaneda into becoming an apprentice by telling him a sorcer-
ess was after his (Don Juan's) life and asking him for help.
The apprenticeship lasted over ten years.
Several of the concepts used by Don Juan are relevant to
the present study. Don Juan employed several psychotropic
drugs (including peyote and mescaline) to begin to "breaJc
down" Castaneda-s normal way of viewing reality. Initially
using the drugs, and later through voluntary shifts of con-
sciousness, Castaneda was able to perceive "a separate real-
ity"-a reality dense with what some might call "paranormal
phenomena": people able to transport themselves over vast
distances without any mechanical means; reliving in vivid de-
tail of 'past' occurrences in one's life; ones sorcerer's
ability to put his body into "physically impossible" posi-
tions (defying the laws of physics, gravity, etc.); sudden
appearances of persons in the view of a landscape, defying
all known laws of perception, reality, etc; the disappearance
and reappearance of large objects, like a car.
Don Juan continually stressed to Castaneda the Import-
ance of "stopping the world"—by which he meant Castaneda 's
usual perception of it and of "seeing" (Don Juan put an unus-
ual inflection on this word when he said it). "Seeing" al-
lowed one to apprehend other realities. Don Juan also used
another concept—"not doing"—by which he meant to not act
automatically as one is used to—not only in physical actions
but in perceiving. To "not do" a certain person, for exam-
ple, is to reject the normal perceptual description of that
person as the only possible one. "Not doing" also applies to
oneself. One time, Don Juan told Castaneda to apply the ex-
act opposite description of himself in every situation for
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several days. Castaneda found that this description fit him-
self just as well as his previous self-image. The value in
all Of these exercises was that Castaneda began to learn to
control his perception of reality, once he learned "reality"
was not an absolute,
Don Juan also stated that to attain "knowledge" (which
was one aim of Castaneda 's apprenticeship) one had to be a
"warrior". He told Castaneda:
?2iL^^ R ^^^^^^f,^^'^ survive the path of know-ledge. Because the art of a warrior is to balancethe terror of being a man with the wonder of beinga man (Wallace, 1973, p. 140). ^
One could choose to follow many paths in life but Castaneda
was advised to choose "the path with heart "-that path most
suited to his true destiny. On that path one would ultimate-
ly have to confront the fact of his own death—a confronta-
tion which gives a sharpness and clarity to living not possi-
ble otherwise.
<
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CHAPTER III
RATIONALE AND METHOD FOR A QUALITATIVE STUDY
OF PROLONGED POSITIVE STATES OF BEING
The necessity for studies such as this seems to me to be
almost self-evident. There is incredibly little information
about the actual experiences of people in the very positive
ranges of human experience. Barton goes so far as to say,
The phenomenon of a superstate of good mental health
mnesf"hart^'r"^ ^^^'^^ ordisabling''
We know'l^?tle Of ?i- H ^^^^^i^i^llY demonstrated!
4
J-j- tle it beyond occasional subjectiveeuphoric impressions of the subject that he is '
•bursting with good health',
-feeling grand '"or
world (in Jahoda, 1958, p. 113). —
^
Because of the lack of such studies, our theories about
human personality are bound to be biased in the negative di-
rection. Allport (1955) states,
Some theories of becoming are based largely uponthe behavior of sick and anxious people or upon theantics of captive and desperate rats. Fewer theo-
ries have derived from the study of healthy humanbeings, those who strive not so much to preservelife as to make it worth living (p. 18).
Recent empirical findings have also made obvious the
need for research into positive states of being. Bradburn
and Caplovitz (1965) argue.
In view of our finding that (there are) two inde-
pendent dimensions (a positive and a negative feel-
i2L f "'^'.^^''^ ^^^^^ is correlated with dif-ferent aspects Of a person's life, it is apparentthat greater attention will have to be pa?d^?othose forces producing positive satisfactions be-
fo^nTs^^elTbe'^li^g^rS^ ^'^^ deter^i^l^^aler-
Finally, several daring theorists and investigators are
suggesting that psychology as a science cannot ignore the is
sue of human values and, in fact, cannot remain a value-free
science. It must tell us something of practical value in at
taining a better life. Maslow (1962) states:
So far as human value theory is concerned, no theo-
ry will be adequate that rests simply on the statis-tical description of the choices of unselected hu-
man beings. To average the choices of good and bad
choosers, of healthy and sick people is useless.Only the choices and tastes and judgments of healthyhuman beings will tell us much about what is goodfor the human species in the long run (p. 143).
Many theorists (Allport, 1955; Krutch, in Allport, 1955
Jahoda, 1958; Maslow, 1962; Bradburn and Caplovitz, 1965,
among others) agree that the most prevalent methods avail abl
to psychologists—those of sampling, of questionnaires, of
the experimental manipulation in the laboratory of one or
two variables, and the subsequent statistical analysis of
variance or correlation between the variables—are simply in-
adequate for the study of more complex human phenomena. All-
port, for example, states,
Our methods, however well suited to the study of
sensory processes, animal research, and pathology,
are not fully adequate; and interpretations aris-
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Fortunately, there does exist a small tradition in psy-
chology Of qualitative, or unstructured, research methods.
Such methods have been more often used in sociology and an-
thropology, but the need for them in the field of psychology
is rapidly becoming apparent.
Lofland (1971) distinguished between the two basic types
Of research: quantitative research is more suited to describe
the characteristics and variations of a particular social phe-
nomenon; qualitative research is better suited to discover
causes and effects of particular phenomena or variables.
Dean, Eichhorn, and Dean (in McCall and Simmons, 1969) charac-
terize qualitative research as: 1) being non-standardized in
its methodology, and 2) relying on the use of the relationship
between investigator and informant for the elicitation of in-
formation. They give several instances where qualitative re-
search is called for: where the relationships to be examined
are not obvious or explicit; where the phenomenon is in the
early or exploratory stages of research; or where detailed
case-history material is desired. All of these characteris-
tics apply to prolonged positive states.
Dean et al^. (in McCall and Simmons, 1969) note some of
the advantages of qualitative research:
1) One can reformulate the problem at any stage in the
investigation.
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2) The impressions of the field worker are generally
more reliable for classifying people than are the rigid (of-
ten either/or) systems usually employed in questionnaires.
3) The field worker is usually in a better position to
impute the motives of his informants (he has a rich store of
verbal and non-verbal material to draw from).
4) "The field worker can select later informants in such
a way as to throw light on emerging hypotheses."
5) Depth material is usually more accessible to the non-
structured researcher than it is to the survey or laboratory
researcher.
6) It is easier in qualitative research to take advan-
tage of informants' particular skills or talents.
7) The qualitative researcher can more easily move back
and forth between data gathering and analysis (or theory-
building).
8) "Difficult to quantify variables are probably less
distorted by unstructured observation and interviewing than
by an abortive attempt to operational ize them for quantifica-
tion by survey. There is no magic in numbers; improperly used
they confuse rather than clarify" (pp. 22-23).
(These authors also note two disadvantages of qualita-
tive methods: 1) the possibility of bias due to the more per-
sonal nature of the relationships established, and 2) the li-
mitations of statistical treatment of the data due to the
non-standardized method of collection.)
Method of the Present Study
In view Of such considerations, I decided to undertake a
qualitative study of positive states of being, using a combin-
ation Of unstructured and structured interview techniques
with people who had experienced such states.
The first task was to somehow define what I meant by a
"prolonged positive state of being" while making sure the de-
finition was not so narrow as to exclude relevant experiences.
The description I finally decided upon was the following:
a prolonged experience (of at least several daysduration but possibly much longer) during which theperson felt fully alive, fully heal thy, functioningto the utmost Of his/her capabilities, and with an^absence, or minimum, of conflicts.
After writing down a description of my own experience
(contained in the Introduction), I attempted to define some
of the most crucial characteristics or issues for myself.
Some of these I "tested" in an informal way by talking to a
few people I knew who seemed to have had similar experiences.
I wrote a summary of these characteristics which I kept in
mind as I talked to each prospective informant.^ It read as
follows:
1) Subjective feelings of peace and calmness, ex-
citement and happiness dominate. Feelings of all
types are intense but not conflicted. Boredom is
I use this term in place of the traditional "subjects"
because the people in the study were more real to me than
the use of the term "subjects" would suggest.
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absent.
fo^^if "^K,^""^ °P«"' honest, and almost ef-
ItZn^i int:nsli^"°"^"''^ aevelop'^^S
4) The outstanding characteristic of this time isthat some aspects of being which are normally seo-
the .^r^^^^
conflicted are, for at least pJt of
mony/^"'''^^^^
^""^ feelings are united in close har-
b) Desires tend to coincide with values.
^^^^''i?''^ ^^^^ 9°°^ oneself seem to begood for others also (obliteration of the differ-
^^^^
^etween selfish and altruistic behaviors).d; There is no split between the mind and theDody.
e) The boundary between work and play is abo-lished. '
f) The dichotomy between the self and the out-
side world is diminished or abolished.
g) Actions feel both free and determined at the
same time; i.e. there is a very clear "inner voice"
--although one feels free to obey or to disobey thedictates of this voice, one always or nearly always
obeys It willingly. (It may be that some of these
unifications" are present during this period and
others are not.)
The next consideration was finding people who had experi-
enced a "prolonged positive state" according to my definition.
I started by asking some of the people I know (especially the 'heal-
thier ones') if they had had such an experience or if they knew of
anyone who might have. In this way, I quickly gathered a list of abou
eight names. I began contacting these people hy telephone-
introducing myself, telling the. who referred the™ to .e, and
briefly describing the study, i, they were still interested
at this point (the overwhelming majority were), I asked them
the following question:
Have you ever had a prolonged experience (for at
errd'ur\^;;r:hicr?o^"^ll1°?,^l'^ l?f^'-^ 1^,.
y. functioning to^^he'^^moft'o? yoircapabiLtfe"'-and with an absence, or minimum, "^of conflict" '
In response to this question, some people drew a total blank.
One person told me, "No experience like that comes to mind";
another stated categorically, "I've never felt that way";
another said bluntly, "Anyone who says they've had an experi-
ence like that is viewing the past through rose-colored
glasses." One person said cryptically, "It doesn't sound
familiar and I don't wish to discuss such personal things."
Some people were just not sure if they had ever had such
an experience.
Almost half of the people who were referred by others
and whom I was able to contact (I also asked each person I
interviewed for a list of possible informants) replied af-
firmatively to the question. The question seemed to trigger
in the minds of these people an immediate or almost immediate
memory of a period (or periods) in their life.
I then asked the person to describe briefly the experi-
ence he or she was thinking of. In a few cases where more
than one experience came to mind, it took a few minutes for
the person to decide which experience stood out most clearly
in his or her mind. I wished to know the duration of this "
experience, some idea of what the person was doino, and how
the person was feeling, m individual cases, I asked other
specific questions to get some assessment of whether the ex-
perience the person was talking about fit my criterion of a
"prolonged positive experience."
Somewhat surprisingly, every person that replied with a
definite affirmative to my question consented to be inter-
viewed and, even more surprising, all of these experiences
seemed relevant to the present study.
Over the course of approximately two months, I inter-
viewed 11 people—seven women and four men, ranging in age
from around 20 to over 40. Occupations included: two teach-
ers (one also a writer, the other also with experience as a
psychotherapist); a lawyer; a gestalt therapist; a presently
unemployed person who previously worked as a researcher; the
manager of a clothing store; a secretary; an occupational
therapist; a house-painter, a movement therapist, and an un-
employed student. Due to the starting point for my contacts
(the Psychology Department of the University of Massachusetts)
the interview population is well represented in the "healing"
professions. Four of the informants are presently working
on, or planning to work on, advanced degrees in this or other
universities. Two of these informants are married (another
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was to be ,„arried two weeks after the Interview), two are
pre.ent^Y divorced, four are un.arrie. but living with so^e-
'
one (or about to live with someone in one case), three are
unmarried and living alone.
The interview procedure turned out to be a fascinating
and rewarding experience for myself and, in Just about every
case, for the other person as well. The interviews were long
but usually so enjoyable and exciting, time was forgotten.
People Who had originally said they could talk for only an
hour or so ended up talking with me for five or six hours.
Many of the positive subjective feelings talked about in the
interviews returned with unusual force during the interview,
itself. In most cases, an unusually high degree of trust and
acceptance was present. Although this was true for both men
and woman, in general, it seemed more true for the women.
I started each interview by asking the person to describe
the experience we had talked about over the phone in as much
or as little detail as he or she wished. Several people were
a little uneasy about having the session taped from the be-
ginning because of the difficulty they felt they would have
in verbalizing their experiences. In some of the first inter-
views, I was more prone to give in to this request. In la-
ter interviews, I suggested that we try taping the session
and if it became too anxiety-provoking I would turn the tape-
recorder off. This latter procedure worked well in those few
instances of nervousness. For the most part, people didn't
seem to mind the recording equipment, especially once we got
into the actual interview.
After the spontaneous material "dried up" (which might
be after twenty minutes in one case or after three hours in
another), I asked the informant a list of questions. I was
interested in the answers to these questions, of course, but
the list was also used to trigger off other memories of the
experience which had been forgotten. In the middle of tell-
ing me about feelings during the experience, a person might
suddenly remember some sensory phenomena not previously re-
membered. Thus, except for unusual cases of very long digres-
sions (which were rare), I followed the person's response to
these questions even if it was more relevant to another ques-
tion. The interview then achieved somewhat of a synthesis
between structured and non-structured techniques. The ques-
tions asked were as follows:
1) How long ago did this experience occur?
2) How long did it last?
3) Where did it occur?
4) What were you doing during this time?
5) What were your relationships like during this period?
6) What were your feelings like?
7) What were your thoughts like?
8) What was your behavior like? Was it different from
usual?
9) Were your senses affected? If so, in what way?
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10) Was there any change in the sense of significance or
meaning? Was there any change in the sense of reality?
11) Was your sense of time affected?
12) Were any of the following unifications of opposites
experienced?:
a) Self/Other
b) Outer/Inner '
c) Subjective/Objective
d) Feelings/Thoughts
e) Masculine/Feminine
f) Desires/Values
g) Selfishness/Selflessness
h) Actions Free/Determined
i) Conscious/Unconscious
13) What preceded the experience? What marked the actual
onset of the experience?
14) How did the experience end? (assuming it was over at
the time of the interview).
15) How was this experience integrated into your "normal"
life? What were the lasting results?
16) Did you ever have any similar experiences?
17) Were there any religious or philosophical implica-
tions of this experience?
18) Did your outlook on life change?
19) Did the experience affect previous relationships?
The duration of the interviews ranged from a low of an
hour and a half to over nine hours—the average being almost
five hours. The total interviewing time was just under fifty
hours—about thirty of which were taped. (Besides the neces-
sity for making the person feel comfortable before taping in
a few Of the early sessions, I also turned the recorder off
if a long personal discussion between myself and the inform-
ant occurred which was essentially unrelated to his or her
experience. Also, Ih the last interview, the tape-recorder
malfunctioned-and I recorded only half an hour of a three
hour interview. Fortunately, the malfunction was obvious and
I took notes.
)
The tape-recordings of the interviews were transcribed
essentially verbatim except for long, abstract digressions,
personal stories or asides obviously unrelated to the experi-
ence being discussed, or long monologues that I occasionally
engaged in. (These tended to become more moderate as the
study progressed-) This procedure yielded almost 400 pages
of transcripts.
I then performed a type of rudimentary analysis on this
material in order to be able to view it a different way. Us-
ing each of the questions presented to the informants as a
base, I listed each statement, phrase, paragraph or longer
sequence of each informant under each category to which the
material seemed applicable. While engaged in this process I
became aware of other possible "categorizations" that would
help me see some patterns in these experiences: among these
were such things as mention of an "inner voice" (or "intui-
tion", "instinct", "inner sense", etc.), some physical ges-
tures that were common in describing quite a few experiences,
references to weather, the need for a teacher or spiritual
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guide, the importance of some dreams, the idea of personal
"power" experienced in these states, and, especially the oc-
currence Of some paranormal phenomena (ESP, premonitions,
etc.). In each of these categories, statements made by any
informant relevant to that category were also grouped to-
gether.
In the next section, we will examined the results of all
this interviewing, transcribing, analysis, and thinking.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OP THE STWY: INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES
Let ™e state at the beginning that I don't believe I can
"explain" these experiences or even attempt to understand
them fully.
Jung said of the development of personality in which
these experiences play a part: "There is always something
irrational to be added, something that simply cannot be ex-
plained." (1954, p. 182).
Besides the reduction to logical processes which the
world "explanation" usually connotes, there is usually an as-
sumption of another reduction when this word is used-the as-
sumption Of a general law or applicability of the findings
true for all members of some given population. The indivi-
duality of these experiences does not allow such an assump-
tion.
Franz (in Jung, 1964) stated:
Each of us has a unique task of self-realization
vari^f^onc J^^^^^^''''^^ summarize the infiniteati s of the process of individuation. Theracr is that each person has to do something dif-ferent, something that is uniquely his own (p. 169).
William James, writing of religious experiences, put it:
Our explanations get so vague and general that one
realizes all the more the intense individuality ofthe whole phenomenon (1961, p. 175).
in spite Of these cautions. so»e co™on elements have,
Of course, emerged.
I Will treat the material gathered in the interviews in
two ways: first, as intensely individual accounts of very
personal experiences (in this chapter, I win provide case
studies of each of the 11 experiences), and second, as ex-
periences which may be compared and contrasted in various di-
tensions (in the next chapter, I will discuss findings ga-
thered from all the interviews under such headings as
"thoughts",
..feelings",
.'senses'., etc.). m these two chap-
ters, my major purpose will be to try to describe these ex-
periences in as much richness as possible.
In the case histories which follow, I have attempted to
summarize and make more concise much of the material which
the person being interviewed felt was important. I have also
tried to include material which would answer most of the ques-
tions raised in the interview.
The first Of the 11 case-histories includes a minimum of
"narration" and is, in fact, largely composed of edited and
rearranged transcript material. Obviously, this method of
presentation is sanewhat longer than a more concise .'narrated"
version but I felt it was important to provide one example in
all its richness and this particular informant is especially
fluent and precise. The next 10 case-histories are written
more concisely and use a great deal less quotation material.
In all of these accounts, I have attempted to keep my inter-
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pretations and value judgments to a minimum (these I will
save for the following chapters).
Abbreviations used include the following:
^ ) = paraphrase of informants' own words
C J7 = "narration" of events, exploration,
etc. by the author
/Names, locations, occupations and some dates have been
altered to protect the identity of the informants. No other
details have been changed.
7
Angela Rimbaud
Angela Rimbaud is 43 years old, married, and a devout
-Catholic. She teaches French at a local University.
During the course of some 9 hours of interviews, Angela
related four distinct positive experiences. The first of
these was a "pealc experience" lasting 15 to 20 minutes which
occurred when she was 17 and was driving with her boyfriend
on a road south of San Francisco. As they came over a hill,
the sight of a beautiful valley triggered a deep feeling of
calmness and peace which had been unknown to her previously.
The second experience occurred when she was 21. She
spent three days in New York City with a man with whom she
felt very much in love but who was married. She knew the
three days would be all that they would have together since
he was returning to California and his wife. She experienced
during that time a feeling of extremely intense happiness to
an extent previously unknown to her.
The third experience occurred five years ago and in-
volved a love relationship with R., a celibate Jesuit monk.
Angela was married at the time. R. stayed with Angela and
her husband for over a week. There was never any type of
physical coratact between R. and Angela.
One thing he said was that there was a deeper con-
tact than the touch of hands and he was looking in-
to my eyes when he said that. I've never been
touched physically by anyone so deeply. And then
he said there's a deeper contact than the contact
of eyes.
Around this time she converted to the Catholic faith.
The fourth experience was the one we actually focused
on. This was the. most recent and the most all-inclusive.
The experience began in July, 1973, at a monastery in Maine,
to Which Angela goes for a retreat for four days every two
months. She had made a request during prayer:
-Let me be
able to feel love for people I am unable to feel love for
now. •
(What happened) was so dramatic and it was clearlyin answer to (my) specific request.
She "fell in love" with a woman whom she couldn't have ima-
gined she could even like—much less love—because of very
great differences in their personalities. Angela is intro-
spective, quiet, a very "private" person. Her new friend
(K.
) was loud, boisterous, exuberant, a "life of the party"
type. And yet in a brief period of time a very deep bond of
affection developed. Although they don't see each other
very often now, their friendship is still very close.
When I asked her about the duration of this experience,
Angela surprised me by responding,
I think it's still going on. Obviously there are
lots of variations and ups and downs and changes.
What is going on has transcended my relationshio
with K.
She characterized the total 10-month experience by say-
ing,
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Pectations X LV^.LTllrl L^if-.^L^e^^fr. ^^.r
Each time Angela went to the monastery on retreat (six
times since last July), something was 'given' to her which
she felt compelled to work on during the months before the
next retreat. Sometimes what was given to her was a conflict
to be resolved, a question to be answered, or a feeling to
understand. She is unable to find a pattern in this process.
Every time I try to find a pattern it gets broken.I have to not program it.
^i-^^^en
The experience at the monastery is often quite intense.
The monastery is a place set apart .... There's
a tremendous amount of power there. I can stop re-sponding in computer ways and be open in a waythat's hard for me when I'm expected to be active
k'^'' t^^""^^
.... It's easier to be in theflow when I'm concentrated and passive—as opposed
superficial ac-(Outside the monastery) I feel (the flow)
most of all when I'm (doing yoga). Then I'm closerto that other reality. (In Sunday school class Iteach composed of ten 11-year-olds, it's more diffi-
cult.) I think I'm trying too hard to keep ahead
of the situation. It's too active .... It'shard for me to 'be' for more than one or two peo-
ple. I'm very drawn out to the periphery by the
presence of other people. I can do it when I get
away from other people and be by myself. But then
when there are people who distract me, the vibra-
tions are hard to deal with .... It's compli-
cated getting un-programmed.
Leaving (the monastery) is always a shock
. . . be-
cause I always expect that it will (carry over, but
it doesn't). I really (feel) the shock of the dif-
ferent worlds Monastery and 'everyday^/. It doesn't
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uaUy'^hriS^L'^^nl^ ""^^^ ^ different. Us-
Outlook on Life: One of the most striking changes brought
about by Angela's experience is a change in her way of look-
Ing at her life.
A major difference is an ability to trust what'shappening rather than feeling that I have S be incontrol of what's happening.
She is more able than before to hear the inner voice of
her 'true self which she calls "Christ".
"It's the same thing. Christ is the true self."
Another change is towards an effortlessness and non-con-
flictedness of action which Angela characterizes as "not do-
ing."
All I have to do is not to do anything. Let itgrow the way it wants to grow, not lay my expecta-tions or desires on things. The thing that growsIs always infinitely nicer than what I could ima-gine. It's not just a static remaining in whathappens on the retreat. If I'm hanging on to yes-terday's situation I won't be open to today's sit-
uation. The struggle is always not to hang on to
yesterday's good thing in order that today's good
thing, which is unknown to me, which I can't pre-
dict, can come. It's so much more than anything
I could imagine.
Not doing is very active. That's a lot of what
I've been working on. Not doing something that's
socially acceptable but that I'm not into. Not
doing something that doesn't come from the center.
""''''^ important for me to be true
uef iL^t r terms of val-es, the truth is way on top.
The point of the whole experience is for Christ to
to tr"" ^!?°^^^ ^^^^'^ ^^^Y hard for me
someSAert ^^"^ 2.
^"^^^ (process) /. . somehow^wh e
. is the goal of the mystics— a kindOf Union with God which I haven't any real idea of.
^^^""^^^ ^^ senses and in the sense of significance or
meaning ;
Things have become much, much more significant.
The physical reality of things, the physical real-ity of words, the physical reality of gestures-
tall are) much deeper. I don't know how I coulddescribe that. (At the monastery) I eat very sim-ple things and I enjoy it but I don't glutonize the
way I do when I really get into eating. Perhaps(I m a little more conscious of the taste), but not
a great deal. I think I'm more conscious of appre-
ciation. Appreciating it and using it in a kind of
ascetic way.
There is a difference between the 'heightening of
sensation' (of this state) and normal non-percep-
tion, normal non-attentiveness. Maybe it's just a
heightened attentiveness that makes it possible for
me to be open more. Time is very slowed down. I
don't think I'm open to the kinds of things that
one would be open to on a drug trip—for instance,
colors and Nature and that kind of thing. I don't
think it's that I'm indifferent to the natural sur-
roundings, but they don't demand my attention a
great deal. What does demand my attention is the
church—the physical building, the interior, the
crucifix, the altar, the vessels, and the priests
and their 'dancing', which is very beautiful. When
they move around the altar to incense the altar it's
a very beautiful dance. The stained glass windows
are a very deep blue. I don't think these things
are heightened and brightened the way I think you
mean but they have an immense significance.
/Word^/: To be really open is to let words come in-
to one so deeply that the word becomes creative in-
side. Thinking gets in the way. The power of the
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(On Good Friday, the cross over the altar was sun
the a?tar .1 l''''^^ '^^''^ ^^^^^ ^hey stood upon
Their arMnn2 ^""^^^ unthinkable action to me).
^
™i^-f m""^ "^^""^ perfectly ordinary and at thesame time "perfectly out of this world". ?he ordi-
the extraordiL'"? °' significance as much as
'
fbL Ko^K K i !''^['^^^"~P^^^^Ps ^ven more so. But
^nH^4.^ ^ ^^"^ present, both the ordinarinessa d the extraordinariness. J."ci riness
h^na^^^hf^ ^^^P^^ ^"^^^^^ crucifix wasung. The cross was made of - very rough wood andthere was a horrible, tortured figure^of ?hriS?)
?hfL T^' ^""^^ ^ ^^^'^^^ ^^^^'t doing any-
n^c^f^nn^."^^ ^^f^ ^^^^5 it was commu-
?in H H ""'"''^ "'^ ^^^t there's no way of say-
r? ?°™icating. There was no sense
tL m^!^ TMT^^"^^^ awareness. The meaning washe ost significant thing, even though it wasn'ttnought. It was just a sense of 'Wowl ' The thingis deep, it is not just a thing that is four inchesdeep and occupies a certain amount of space ....
^It has) a kind of visceral meaning. It's experi-
enced with the whole body, not just the mind. It'snot experienced as an ordinary object among other
ordinary objects. It's experienced as somethingthat speaks.
There's also a sense of 'presence' in the church.(It's) very warm, very peaceful. /She gestured
with a wide sweep of both arms to indicate the pow-
er and intensity of this feeling./
Feelings
I feel different. I feel—Wowl —It ' s like being inlove
. . .
only when you're in love with a person
your being in love is so fixated on that one person.
With this, the sense of being in love comes from
everywhere. Like I'm being supported. Like float-
ing on a warm ocean. It permeates everything.
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quaUtfInWre^v^^^I-. '^''^ have a different
All I have to do is accept wh4fs given. U ha^^)a lot more energy; I need much lesnre;p onWabout SIX hours a night at the monastery).
Angela still experiences some difficulty with the ex-
pression of feelings, especially intensely positive or nega-
tive feelings in a social context.
If I'm reading my situation right, I've got to shut
a™^;:?' ^^fP ^^^"^ ^^y- They're no? sociaUy
^^S^^Ki ^^- ^""^ ''^^^ feeling is not socially ac-
atiof^? f ; ""i}^^ ^^^^^ the actual s?tu-
respSAses!""'""^ '""^^ ^^'^'^ ^-^r.inea
Thoughts :
(My thoughts are quieter.) And when I'm reallythinking I can really think. There's a very markeddifference between when I have something to think
about and when I don't. When I don't, I shut upl
Behavior ;
In terms of actual behavior, Angela feels that there
have not been many marked changes as yet. However, she does
relate one incident which illustrates a change in behavior
for her:
In one group I'm in I feel sort of like a burr un-
der its saddle. Their approach to things is pretty
different from mine. Ordinarily I would be very re-
luctant to express too directly my differences. One
day I felt pretty good .... I said, 'You're
really into this thing and that's okay but I'm not'.
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Relationships with others:
There s (been) a slow evolution of my attitude to-ward people who are not that important to me. Thepeople who are important to me—these rel ationshios
orde?lTth^; ^1^' ^K'^r' ^--^ natural and'"'
usuaf ^ (5h^ ^r.^^ ''^^^ seem so un-ual. T e more unusual thing) is that my attitude
lesfcri?^?^}^ ^^'^ ""^^'^ important is^becoming
menta? WhJnVT accepting, much less judg-
th^v^; rt^ love someone, I don't care what
Mn^i-^A.^WK """^ ^^^^ ^ "^^^^ J^^g^ P^^Pl^» it's(just that) the gravitational force (to do so) isnot as strong as it used to be. I'm less inclinedto get angry with people. It's a gradual thing.
H^c4-^!''
from being free from irritations and minordistresses, but they're less troublesome. I can bemore detached about them.
I was thinking about Perl's concept of frustration
and support and what a hard time I have frustrating
anyone. I've never felt myself able to be cleanly
angry with anyone. The inability to express whereI arn is growing less. I can see the possibility offreedom of expression, including anger.
The (expectations) of people still intimidate me.
(My relationship with my husband) has been made bet-
ter. This experience has made me begin to be able
to let him be (as a separate person). (Sometimes
we're apart) but then we come together again on a
much better level. (A quote that comes to mind) is
'Let there be spaces in your demands. ' It makes
apartness possible. We can grow and let each other
grow. Sometimes I find it a little threatening be-
cause of what I think its consequences might be.
Unification of opposites :
Self/Other ; The last couple of months I've been
doing a great deal of listening to people. I'm
more able than I ever have been to (simply) listen.
There's less of that little inner voice that stands
back and makes comments and categorizes and evalu-
ates. I'm being much more open.
straction L, ^'^f^f^esh and bones of an ab-
have abl^kcUons Si^h ?h2? ""^ abstractions, tolike having ghostsfVuntU '^SifffeeTwhen this whole business start^ y ^ 5k ^^^^ ^9°
hard (as a teacher) not to L'^
I tried very
into what T u,^^ tlL u? feelings intrudeiV^L X., ^ teaching. Something that I've no-
thari^fbLr'."'^? ^ tremendoul amount of foy
liv^nfmich ^:™^^torief 'th^n^in^ /'"^
structs (My analytil^^^^^i^lJi^^grhara^'orLrr"
storied '^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ because (o? the)
fwafl^ttfr^^lE-' J^'t'" ^^"^ ^ ^P^^t- Wh-n
ir^r.^K thought It was much better to be aboy than to be a girl .... i was a tom-bov Tochoose to be a woman is to choose to suffer
a woman^bnt^^^'S^H "^^^^^ suffering becaus; I ^a^but I had never clearly chosen it. A lot ofOf femininity I had shut down for various
h^rKif^^^"^
reasons. (Since this experience) thereas been an inner change—an acceptance of feminin-
i^l ''^i''^ ^ 2^^^^ ^^^P^Y ^^It before. I don't e^enknow that I feel it yet but the reason that I fee^
^Lbni fS^^S'-^S ^^?^^se of a dream, which was sosymbolic of the marriage between the^eminine womanand the masculine lover; between the earthy, warm,generous, exuberant woman—most of these things I've
repressed in me—and those masculine qualities inme—strength, integrity, (self-confidence, asser-tiveness). The man is so strong he rubs a lot ofpeople the wrong way ... . There were actuallytwo dreams: In the first there was a (marriage)
ceremony, in the second they were lovers, /^e
agreed about the possibility of a third dream—the
•logical extension' of this sequence—where the man
and the woman were united in one body^
Desires/Values: In general, (desires and values)
are going in the same direction. You can't do a
good thing if your inner being is not (in the same
place) as your actions.
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Actions free/Determfn^H. (The merginq takes Dl;.r^
relllt ^.f ^^'^^ relationsMp!) ^(lU
I felt frel and wLf^T^ between what I would do if
lac-ill llllr.t ^4 ^ ^ ^^^^ compelled to do out ofsoc a expectations, politeness, etc.)
Some Specific Experiences :
In order to more fully convey the flavor of Angela's ex-
perience I will provide the reader with two somewhat longer
descriptions-the first concerning a period of several days
m the monastery, the second involving an incident which too)c
place outside the monastery.
In the monastery ;
How can I describe what happened (during Holy Week)?It was just very, very heavy. Time just passed in avery, very slow way and I seemed to be getting deep-
er and deeper into (a very heavy feeling). The
wf^J^^^if^^^^??^^ ^""^ ^ process of getting in touchwith things I'm not normally in touch with, which Ihave to get in touch with (in order to grow) fur-ther. (If I don't get in touch with these heavyfeelings), they block (my progress).
What I was into was Judas. It occurred to me that
no one ever prayed for Judas. It seemed to me thatpeople ought to. To condemn Judas is to condemn
ourselves .... I think everybody is a betrayer
.... Judas was more committed to his conception
of what Christ was than being open to what Christ
really was. He believed Jesus was the Messiah—
for some reason which he couldn't understand, Jesus
wasn't doing what he was supposed to /in Judas' con-
ception, to provoke a political revolutio^.
The betrayal that that signifies to me (is that
people in general) find it extraordinarily diffi-
cult to be open to what is, to what is reality.
I have all sorts of ideas what reality is or ought
to be, what God is or ought to be, what you are or
ought to be. To see you as you really are and not
as some fantasy I lay on you and to be faithful to
message meant to me. ^' ^^^^'^ ^^^t the
(I had) a tremendous feelina n-F i ^.Good Friday. I kept looting ? c3esolation after(With the Easter Mass ^J?^ k'^x^ breakthough.if I'm going to be in'tSs ?h?n expected one),it's all right, it's aU right?^ ""^'^^^^ ^^^^^
grUng^^sfns:-'^ ^^^^.,-3 ^ steadily
anything very dramatic or .n^ ^-f^^- . I^ow it wasn't
shaking way. (?Ms was) .^^k^""^?? ^^^^h-My tel?ing^ou ChrLt ii risen'ifth^would tell you the r;=,^- fo ff^- ^ ^'^X ^
at the tin.e^." iS^.Ts^Ll^^^r^/^ac^
was sitting (and the rest of%h» ! t ^" "'^i<=h I
Outside the monastery ;
I was distressed about coming down after leavingthe monastery. (i fpi +•) t'^ u • J-eavm
correctlv- WhZ<- t handling somethingectly— at am I supposed to do with these two
yoga crass"'"if ^^"r""^ "^^^^^ ^ went t^thel ss. At the end of the rla^c: t w=o 4...^^4
sen;e thi^? ^''^iJ^ ^ ^ had thes
. .
at I was able to be transparent al-
not thS? 'TkP^^ hi-- wasat I loved him. But I was able to be a ve-
beaiti^ul impersonality of it wasu f . There was no attachment. I was not
^hino'^fhrf'^;^ ^ ^^^li--^ that thist ing that happens at the monastery doesn't qotwhen I leave the monastery).
Period Preceedinq the Experience:
In tracing the roots of her experience, Angela stated
that the previous November /November, 1972/ she and her hus-
band had a woman living with them. This woman got very in-
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tensely Into religion. Angela and the woman had considerable
difficulty in talking. One day they had a long talk.
wantHu^of^ufT ^^J^^i .r.""' '^'-^^^
aspects of nv Ufe th^<- t u ^^^^ ""^^"^ "^'^^ ^°«^^
Tnl thing thrt'l':aMrairof1^^a"l°see°th?^-
somewhat neurotic) was that I wou?d losfmy hus!'band. (I made a commitment to Christ) savlna?n^with me what you will' but i ^,=2 I? . 5 ^ ^ °
..^ „L, , ', ^ afraid I would
require of meP ^"'^''^^^^"^"^ "^^^ might
(Several months later, while in church, I felt avery strong impulse to cut my hair), i was notreally clear why I wanted to have it cut ?r Chat
knewTh^l^?^?- ^ ^"^^ symbolized something! I
'
^nH Ho ^^^^ something that I had to go outa d d right away. The impulse just got me by theelbow and took me to the hair-dresser?s (before anyopposing impulses could stop me).
^^^^
(During the next few months I experienced severalinstances of being overwhelmed by very strong im-pulses during mass.) ^
(That Easter /T9737 a certainty came to me.) ThatChrist's resurrection from the dead made some ab-solutely radical change in the nature of the uni-
Zk^^^S^ things would never be the same. This wasthe difference between an intellectual belief thathe rose from the dead and the realization that itmeant something. (It had) cosmic implications andimplications that went backwards and forwards intime and into the very heart of the nature of
reality.
From Easter to July was just pretty much a time of
waiting. The thing that happened in July was for
the first time really being able to pray—reallyhaving a dialogue. (In July the experience I havebeen talking about actually began—with my specific
request in prayer that I might be able to love the
types of people I felt difficulty in loving, and
the answering of that request in a very dramatic
way—through the intense feelings of love I felt
for K.
)
\Peter O'Donnell
Chemical engineer; mid 30 's.
Peter O'Donnell started his description by saying:
""^^y experience I've had thatcame close to what you (described). (This is)easily the most positive experience I've every had
it'sir^trh^H
especially significant becauseI t e c ed (over) 2J$ months.
Preceeding this experience, Peter had been at a univer
sity in South Africa studying engineering for five years.
The last year was especially intense. The last 13 weeks he
spent 11 hours a day reading for his final exams. Hardly
ever leaving his room, he consumed 60 cigarettes a day. At
the end he was just "physically and mentally exhausted."
Before looking for a permanent job, Peter decided to
meet a friend from his high school days at a town called
Tobernie, 200 miles north from where he had been studying.
There they would work together on a short-term construction
job—helping to build an oil refinery.
When he arrived at Tobernie, he met Brighton and two
friends who were living with him.
I immediately liked them. I could tell I was going
to get on with them.
At the time Peter was a bit anxious about a decision he was
trying to make: what type of engineering field to enter.
But after about a week, living and working and
socializing with these onvo 4.1. ^
all the sense of iraplndlno h«^l^ anxiety left-
arrived had gone Spletely "'dldn?^ IJ^^t ^even care about the (decision) ^ ^"^"^ or . . .
Life at Tobernie immediately settled into a regular rou-
tine: all four men lived together, worked together, went to
the pub after work together-in fact, they only times they
weren-t together were when they were "sleeping or fuclcing".
A very strong bond rapidly developed between the four of th«n.
--Ztlh^tl^"rH^lt ^^"^ ^ 9°°'^ friendship before
^^^^5 ti *"''^™- ^ "^""'t like being with any-one of them more than anv (other) T<- ; ^„ f^-ly the heaviest friendshio t „,! ? certain-
liked being with tS^se gu^sl * * ^ "^'^^
When I asked Peter if there seemed to be any change in
the usual self/other boundary, he replied:
With me and the other three that certainly happenedI can remember when someone talked I didn't worryabout the identity of the person as long as i^wL
we?r"thit.'^^ t^"" ^ could reply thinking,ll, that's one of the group talking.
The group experience was remarkable for the fact that
although the four men were together almost constantly for ten
weeks, there was no visible evidence of boredom (even though
their work, "viewed objectively" was tedious and boring) and
there were never any arguments.
There was never a sense of wanting to put anyonedown after living together so long. In all my pre-
vious experiences, sooner or later someone was sick
of the other's company.
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laughed
. t-hai., tv, ^^^"^ dismissed it or
Of ^oursk^ iha^lou don • rLSpt"'fthese other auvs L Jl-ii ir ^ felt I knew
to reply)! " wouldn't even have had
Within the confines of the group experience, things that
normally would have bothered Peter had either no impact or
were felt to be humorous. What might have normally been taken
for "criticism" was seen to be a harmless "observation".
I used to pride myself on having the best leans—
^^LTt^ ^^"^^ ^"^^ '^"t- nLilton told me thejeans I wore were the 'worst fucking leans' he'd
hu?t mf" I'tus?- y.^^ beforehand wodld have reallyn r e. j t shrieked with lauqhter tthought it was the funniest thin^I ever*h;a;d:
Shortly after Peter's arrival at Tobernie, a fifth man
came to live with the group. In spite of the fact that he
did the same things all the rest did, Peter felt he was never
part of the group experience.
Whenever I think of Tobernie I can see the four ofus and him sort of lurking on the fringes
. . .There was never any feeling of a conscious rejec-tion
. ... No one was even rude to him ....You d be talking and laughing at the pub and thenhe d say something and you'd suddenly be aware thatthere were five people there
. . . I can't even re-
member when he left.
This "fifth" person was the only one of the five to be ac-
tively corresponding with anyone at the time of the experi-
ence.
One of the major points stressed repeatedly by Peter was
how good he felt during this entire period.
It was a fantastic feelina tmore than a day ahead i? w.! * \ ^ didn't think
and such a high tha? I didn
' t'wan?\^ H??^ ^^^^^"9was going to happen. It ^-J^ ^ ^° ^^'^^^ ^^^ting
. . . absolS; no anxiety' "^^^thing so much
. . . everythina^;hJ ^"^^^^^ ^^ery-ing, drinking, screwino 1- ? happened—eat-
so fantastic^^nd they I{l'Se"?in'^H^^'"^ "^^^ ^^^^ver happened before or sincf that ne-that enough
. . a 4-o4-=i • • • •
I can't stress
erything was jGsi great! "'^ well-being. Ev-
When talking about his feelinos rinrir^^^ r g du ng this experience, Peter
frequently linked the. to the fact that he did not have to
do any "logical thought" or planning-that he could just "be"
in the present. This he said was "ideal therapy" after his
former exhausted condition.
Peter felt he "lived a far truer way than what (he) did
before or since". This behavior was more natural, spontane-
ous, and uncontrived. Some things he did then he "never
would have done before and never would do now."
For example, we'd get out of work and we'd startwalking home- 14 miles-there was no way of getting
calW t ;.H ^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^'^ ^^^e physi-^
plained!
""^""^ ^'^^^
Looking back at some of his behavior in bars, Peter
feels if he saw someone doing the same things he did—getting
drunk, laughing, singing, picking up women—he would probably
consider it "exhibitionistic". But he didn't feel any of
that then. There was an essential unity of thought, feeling.
and action.
verytnmg I did were identical.
One aspect of his behavior dnrin u ng this experience that
was different from usual for Peter w;,. ....r r as sexual activity.
I don't think I've evf^r h=.ri o, u
time-having so much success wSh'cfrJ" ""^^^^'^^
with^.ir.3 Which zrji e^j^ov^/rrt°rpLr:r-
Peter and his friends picked up „o.en in bars, restau-
rants or anywhere else. One of the women he was seeing at
this time was a nurse. This relationship differed from other
male-female relationships Peter had had,
nurLTIore^^
a relationship like the one with the
3hi; L iiZl^lTII Stn^eTs^-eo^l--"-
^f^t e;;^c?iTwSt-hf-s^-.-°- L
alT'^1t^CLllTv^-^^i1°r^,-n-^airL^
tt\TaV.tl-^ screwing. We never even thought ofI as a lasting relationship. I didn't feel hsdabout leaving. I,„ pretty Lre she felt ?hl sl^e
Peter stressed the fact that the way he talked with the
others was very different from the way he normally talks.
Part of the system I had gone through I was alwaysforming sentences before talking to people. I
would think out ray sentences and give them . . .
as much precision as I could .... At Tobernie,there was nothing contrived in anything anyone said.
— lokes l^.L^ff Simple, sort of beautiful thinas
Thi?e";s ne^er a;; sort ^^^"^s-friendship.
cussions. 5e jus^tM ked Ln^f" philosophical dis-to do, ' about what we were going
He never worried about saying something and hurting any-
one
-s feelings and yet he is quite confident that he rarely,
if ever, did hurt anyone else.
Not only was talk at a very basic, simple level-so also,
according to Peter, was his thought. He rarely thought about
anything intellectual, abstract, or philosophical. He was
surprised that he was not bored in 10 weeks of this.
After working for several weeks at Tobernie, there was a
short break for the Christmas holiday.
sort"buf °' ^'2^ 9"YS to a tourist re-t but the sense of comraderie wasn't there at
terrnnJ^^H " T ^
^ense, I suppose the high was in-
Won bu? "f^" "^"^ "l^^" I °" vaca-tio t
• . .
I was looking forward to going back
been before.
While at a party, Peter chanced to hear a record that a
girl he had been seeing while at the university used to sing.
It was just like a trigger. As soon as I heard thisrecord ... I said to Brighton I'm going to qo offand marry Pat ... . it seemed as though I de-
cided almost simultaneously with telling Brighton.Everyone at the party knew within a matter of two
minutes .... Those sort of things I seldom ex-press .... It was just so unlike me.
He borrowed a car and drove the 500 miles to Pat's hou
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Where he told her and her parents he wanted to marry her.
This time, although away from the others in the group, the
high was not interrupted. While driving to Pat's (and also
on the way back), Peter stayed along the coast and swam in
the ocean. His actions felt "very natural". When he got
sleepy, he'd just drive off the road and he'd be asleep "with-
in a minute". Whenever he was hungry (no matter what time it
was), he would eat. At one point, one of the tires received
a puncture-this didn't bother him at all. He simply got out
and changed the tire. (He had been driving on "bald" tires—
another example of something he did then he says he'd never
do now.) Although his trip to arrange the marriage was one
of the few times during the experience there was any appreci-
able concern with the future, once Peter returned to Tobernie
he "pigeon-holed" the thought of marriage "for future refer-
ence" and didn't think about it any more.
Near the end of his stay at Tobernie, Peter and Brighton
simply walked off the job to sun-bath and swim in a river.
They both got fired but they didn't care at all. In fact,
when informed of the fact by a fellow-worker, they both
"shrieked with laughter". This sort of action was something
that was "completely foreign" to Peter's previous (and later)
experience.
Finally, it all ended. Two of the group were going
back to college. They all just said good-bye. No plans were
made for the future. Peter has never seen those two since.
and we didn't want t^ T.TtZTlLTZl ittZ
Peter went with his friend Brighton to stay for awhiXe
at his brother's house. Here there were the pressure of
other people and other people's feelings to consider.
people's feelings ?o^consider hJ^^f^
realized our TobernieTl-e t^vf! ^
changed.
"^ i.e-style was drastically
At the end of the experience, looking back on it, Peter
had the inpression that it went incredibly rapidly. This con-
trasted with the feeling that, during the experience, "time
meant nothing". Living m the present n,ade Peter almost to-
tally unconscious of the passage of time.
Peter views his experience as a "gap taken right out of
(his> life". By this, he means he was very different during
the experience than he was before or after. Surprisingly,
Peter feels there were no lasting results of his experience.
JhfnIJ?
^^^"^ I learned from the experience ....T i gs are exactly the way they were before my To-bernie experience. '^iui.e 10
Peter felt there were no changes in values or change in his
outlook on life as a result of this experience. He is con-
vinced the whole thing was "absolutely coincidental". He also
said that if someone could demonstrate to him that it wasn't
coincidental, it would then perhaps have an effect on his
life.
Peter, in short, attributes the "lack of responsibility-
he was feeling at the time as important in determining the
experience. Since being married and having children, plus
having a job which he feels he has to "worry about" because
of the nature of the job, Peter feels "absolutely pessimis-
tic" about such an experience ever happening again. He feels
there have been "ample opportunities" for such an experience
to occur again in the four years since his Tobernie experi-
ence but there has never been a reoccurence or anything even
closely approaching it.
Craig Postman
Dairy farmer and landscape painter; 35 years old.
Craig Postman described an experience which happened
calls this a "magic place" hecause many other people have
been known to have very positive or h.'^Kjr Fu r igh experiences there.
At the time he was livina in » k<^4. ^ ^^ -Living a hotel about a mile from a
sive Gestalt therapy workshop. He was also meditating c^ite
Often and smoking hashish every afternoon, it was after a
light winter and the sun was Just returning to Oswald. "The
whole place was coming alive again."
One afternoon after having smoked some hashish, Craig
was meditating. He found himself in an "internal dialogue
with a teacher." This personification of one part of his
mind, he said,
th^on^^''^^^'^.^^^ that would comerough my mind but would not speak. He himselfwas the conductor of these voices.
^^"^se
He found himself asking his "teacher" various questions
and the "answers" would be presented in his environment.
When I got into this pha^
,
everything started hap-pening in perfect synchronicity. ^ I would sort o/ask a question laughingly and something would hap-pen in my environment which would immediately answer
laughingly said to himself, "By a lot of people's stand-
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ards, I-m sure you
-re quite mad right now."
Craig recognized that his internal
"teacher"'"-I. u n was someone
who had appeared in a drean Tn ^v.^ ^a m. i the dream, the figure was re-
presented as an old
.an^-wise and "-a very heavy character.--
road through a woods.
He never says anvthina ^ ^
-there's a'grear&;d-n;isy'cro^d'o.''" ^'^'"^"^Ing over each othe^ and josSi%"each oth^r?"'"
in the end of the dream, Craig found himself alone at the end
Of the road in Oregon. Now several years after the dream, he
found himself actually in Oregon and his
.-guide" had returned.
Craig does not consider this a "drug experience-'-in
fact, he's not even sure if he did smoke that day. m any
case, if he was stoned, he says "it didn't alter the experi-
ence a great deal." This seemed to mark the onset of a more
prolonged experience, lasting about a week.
Craig concentrated very heavily on his thinking process-
es when he was describing this experience.
fn^^ XTX clear about what I was do-ing. If I was running voices in my mind, I was
running them. I was av;are of them. If i fell si-lent, I was very quiet.
Sometimes, while meditating he would "experience a growth
of confusion", his mind would be a little "jumbled and rocky"
and he might even get a bit paranoid. Then there would be a
type of "break-through", after which he felt very clear-head-
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ed. His Visual perceptions also see.ed unusually clear after
such an experience.
Th^r; !arf q^;^i£e Tin ^'tf-"^'^ different,
things being'cfose! HyTylfllL'lTJ tT^^Very much out in mv f f ^^^^ telescopes.
bacJc in any sor? o^ ^Cnner^l^Ln:""'^" °' "''"^
During this period he found he was thinking ™uch .ore in
terms of images thanln words. Often he would get a "flash"
or mental image of something that was not perceived in exter-
nal reality. He then started checking out the validity of
these "intuitive flashes".
One day, Craig saw a friend standing about 50 yards
away. Suddenly, he got an image of his friend in a bar kick-
ing a table and throwing a pitcher of beer. When he shared
the image with his friend, his friend said he felt very angry
but he hadn't realized it until he had heard Craig's fantasy.
Later that day in a group, two people walked into the room
and Craig "had a flash of them fucking."
L^^f^ "^^r ^'"^ jealous. What is this? Butsometime later in the course of that session
. . .
Id L''''^ ^^^^ ^^^y^ j^^t balled for the fir^ttime—they were just returning from that.
Another day (the day he usually called his mother) he
had a fantasy of his mother receiving some money.
I called home and she had just gotten a check fromher boss's estate for $3000.00.
Craig couldn't recall an incident in which one of his
fantasies actually preceeded the physical event although in
the above example his fantasy was pre<.eded by his knowledge
Of the event. He states simply, "i „as in the ™ost intuitive
state I've ever been in
.y life." He feels this state lasted
perhaps five days or slightly longer.
Craig's thinlcing, besides being more visual, also had "a
dramaturgical quality", if there were words, these were
likely to be said or acted out by different characters-"a
little play" in his mind.
I would not think about ideas If «omo
oLnlf-"/^^ "'^^^^ to be"ersonf?ild'brthe:e°"peop e running off. ^ unes
About his feelings around this time, Craig states:
cufar^v^T'^^•^^^^''^^^^• u^^y parti-l ly lost m any wrenching melodrama spaces. Ifelt very smooth and high
. . . very clear Ihad the sense of not fighting or struggling! *
*
There were also some feelings of sadness, melancholy and
loneliness—although these were minor and not "particularly
agonizing.
"
In general, Craig was very much enjoying existence during
this period.
I was being very much of a hedonist at the time I
was savoring people, the environment I was living
in, my sense of space .... I had what I needed.
All was taken care of.
Another important characteristic of this period was a
Sharpness of the senses. The visual aspect has alrea.y
.een
mentioned. Ml the other senses were heightened at various
times. Cralg recalls that he could sit next to a person and
feel the warmth or coldness emanating fro. his or her body.
He says he also gave a good massage then because of his sen-
sitivity.
There was another change in perception, of a different
order
.
elenent^of consciousness and wisdoJ^f.^^rpSse-
When describing the activities of the day during this
period, Craig used the word "rhythm" several times,
^^daf^ ''Afon^''^°^ V^^^ satisfactory rhythm tomy day. Alone time—together time—time for what-ever I wanted to do. n
Connected with this rhythm was the concept of "freedom"
—in part determined by the fact that there were very few
friends Craig had in Oswald at that time. He experienced a
feeling of a "lot of space" to move around in.
Besides a lot of space, Craig felt he had a lot of time
—time felt "slowed down". He could often see something com-
ing in a group experience "three hours before it occurred."
He felt a "sense of Tightness" about everything he was
doing and talked of "the integrity of (his) style" during
that period.
Part of what Craig was doing was a "testing out" of
some Of the Gestalt notions, not in a philosophical way but
in an experiential way. Although he was in a Gestalt group,
he found he didn't participate all that much in the session!
Instead, he took something away from the sessions and worked
with it on his own. Mainly what he worked on was just stay-
ing in touch with what he was experiencing-being conscious of
it.
Relationships with people during this experience were
"not strikingly different" from usual . Craig didn't talk
about his experience much to anyone but when he did it was
usually in a humorous way. He felt he was available for con-
tact with people, but very definitely a separate individual.
One thing Craig did from time to time was to check out
the "projections" of other people, or, in his words, "how
people were running out their movies".
I had a very clear sense of almost a physical tug
that (certain questions) would give me. (It was)
their way of getting someone to do something—their
way of manipulating .... I could almost get a
physical sense of their projections—they had a
tangible quality.
Craig was very aware of the "games" others were playing and
the lack of real contact in many of the interpersonal ex-
changes,
Craig was also concerned with breaking see of
.is old
worn-out patterns o. behavior and perception. One of these
"programs" was the
..fact" that he had aMiity hut not talent.
Getting in touch with the unconscious sources of inspiration
manifested hy visual imagery played a part in diminishing the
strength of this old program.
Craig is not really sure when the experience ended-it
•Must sort Of trailed off... The meditation tapered off giv-
ing way to a fascination with taking pictures. This was re-
lated to the
..sense of recovering of the visual d^nensions in
(h.s) consciousness". Earlier Craig spoke of a central ex-
perience (involving some
-psychic- phenomena) lasting perhaps
5-7 days. Around this period-both before and after-things
are somewhat hazy. There seened to be a .'lot of leading in
and a lot Of leading out... He feels the very high feelings
might have ended once he left Oswald-about three months af-
ter his ..core., experience.
in the period prior to his experience, Craig experienced
some emotional difficulties. After a month or month and a
half of intensive Gestalt work he ..went into a slump... He
went out to Hawaii for the Christmas holidays feeling
..kind
of crazy and depressed... At a party at a friend's house,
Craig tried to stay on the sidelines because of the way he
felt.
have no idea of what I^;,?^ f i *° ''^n<3 I
ed later that I se? h^r off "c^r'-'^f ^^^Yrest of the night trvina to*.^ "^"^ the
• . . . And I was accSLd People's souls
about. use of somehow bringing that
Before going out to Oregon, Craig suffered fro. so.e
paranoid feelings of being attacked by
"supernatural she-de-
".ons or sort of bi.arre, out-of-the-„orld monsters, demonic
figures... in time, his paranoia went through changes, gradu-
ally becoming tied more to fears of being physically hurt or
getting sick. After several months of Gestalt work and medi-
tation, he came into a much more
..clear., space (the present
experience). At times it was
.clearer than at other times but
Craig did not become overwhelmed by paranoia at any time
during this period.
Although Craig viewed the experience as a ..turning
point" in his life, it was also seen as part of a natural
growth process that had been in evidence long before. He
feels the experience reinforced tendencies that existed in
him previous! y-tendencies some describe as
..mellowness., and
others describe as
..laziness'.-the importance of being in the
present rather than '.rushing off to get somewhere else in my
lifetime
—to be a success
. . .
.
"
The experience was a spiritual one for Craig and he
feels that to view it solely in psychological terms is a
mistake.
Emila Kinkaid
Secretary; around 30.
Emila Kinkaid described an experience which occurred in
the winter of 1974, She said of this period:
It still stands out as a special time a Hmc =
seemed to be different to me than thi' way"rufegoes on normally. ^
The experience took place over a span of five days, in
a Gestalt workshop at a growth center.
Emila described the period immediately preceding this
experience as a time of frustration and disappointments-both
in her work in a hospital and in a personal relationship with
a man. In addition, in the house where she lived she was
feeling oppressed by the number of people present and by
their demands on her time and emotion.
Too many people around. I had so many things im-pinging on me—so many people pushing me and so
many people asking for things from me that I iustgot tired of giving it.
It was also a time of transition—she was leaving the
hospital, which, although it had been frustrating, had provi-
ded a "core of friends". She was entering a new phase in her
educational career and looking for some "new bases of sup-
port". She says of herself that she was "open to new things".
About a week after leaving the hospital, she heard of a
Gestalt workshop to be given that week by Dr. Drake, a fairly
well-known therapist. On an impulse, she almost "literally
jumped up and went to the phone". She had previously read
part of a book by this man, but she really didn't know very
much about him. Yet, for some reason, she had a very strong
intuitive feeling that it was a good decision. While she was
excited at the prospect of the workshop, her attitude was es-
sentially that she had no real expectations, that she didn't
know what was going to happen.
This intuitive impulse is not foreign to Emil a—she
bought a house in 10 minutes on a similar feeling. She feels
these impulsive actions almost always turn out well for her.
As soon as the workshop started, Emila was immediately
impressed and affected by Drake's presence. More than any
other single factor, she stressed his personality and power in
relating this experience.
There was something about his strength and his pe-
netration/she laughed at the sexual connotation of
this word/7 He's a very penetrating person; he
really gets down to the core of people very quickly.
Although she didn't work with him individually until
late in the fourth day of the workshop, she felt
extremely close to him in a few hours just watching
him touch other people.
Drake's directness threatened some people but Emila did
not feel threatened. She felt she could share his own close-
ness and give him something. They had many long talks. In
some ways she viewed hira as the "ideal, mythical" father, th
"Gestalt good father"-al though she could also see his fault
and get angry at him.
Drake's strength and his honesty in confronting manipu-
lative attempts and exposing "games" gave Eraila a "sense of
safety":
His ability
. . . made me feel verv «?a-Ff» t rtA^^iuhave to be responsible for anyb^dy^
. Vtoultlet go because I felt like he was in touch and thathe would be in touch with me if I needed to let go^(I had) a sense of him saying, "I'm here to heloyou take care of yourself and you don'^need thosegames an^ore." Those were factors that contribu!ted to the feeling I had of being really at peace.
'
One of the major feelings Emila described was being com-
fortable or at peace with conflict or with not knowing exact-
ly what she wanted at any particular moment. She felt she
was "free to be ambivalent". Most of her individual work
with Drake centered on the making of decisions and on her
previous fear of ambivalence. The freedom to be indecisive
led her to become more clear, in the long run, of what she
did really want to do.
One example she gave of this freedom to be ambivalent
involved a relationship with one of the men in the group.
Emila was attracted to him but was "extremely ambivalent"
about this attraction.
What I said to him was "I want and I don't want".
And I allowed myself to say that rather than feel-
ing I had to make a firm decision to be with him
during the week or not.
Thia opened the door to further talking and exploring of
their relationship and one night they found themselves being
very playful with each othpr tk« v ^n e . They had decided to spend the
evening together with no further exDerf.f-^tT^ne pectations and they ended
up sleeping together.
That wasn't the hioh nn-fr,+-
But I felt good be^auL'S'f t'^^^,^^'? P-^^-^-^Y.into anything—I felt I h^H mL ^^^"^ ^^en coerced
felt that I had resnonLd^. ^"'^ decision. I
^^^^^^^^^^^
Emu a stressed the fact that there were no expectations
or major implications of this brief interlude. Neither per-
son had any illusions of a lasting relationship and each per-
son was very honest with the other about both feelings and
thoughts.
Besides the freedom to be ambivalent, Emila experienced
other types of freedom that week. One was the freedom to act
as she pleased-to be as separate or as close to the other
people in the group as she wanted to be at any particular
time. Sometimes she held the hand of the man she had played
with if she was feeling particularly in need of support.
(She stressed the importance of his being free not to give
that support if he didn't really want to.) This feeling of
freedom was tied to an "inner sense" which told her what she
really wanted. The consciousness of this sense was very
much facilitated by the "body work" in the Gestalt group.
She axso fext the f.ee.o. to
-.e- whoever she pleasea-
to Show various siaea of herseX.. incXuain. the
..ascuXine.
and 'feminine- eXements.
There's a reaX poXarity in me t ktasies of mv reaiXv tonoh =<j * 'j* * ' ^^'^^ fan-
soft side .
^^'•J-Y ug side and of my reaXly
Of those thiAg; iha? 512" ^ ttL^ f^^^ *° ^olhThe first day I went Thad J. ^^f, ^ Pressed,
skirt ... the next ^J^ r ^ "^"^^"^ beautifuX
and heavy boots. ^ """^ engineer overaXXs
EmiXa felt free from some of the normal expectations she
had Of herself. This, coupXed with the freedom to he ambiva-
lent. Changed the nature of the decision-making process for
her. Rather than being thought out, decisions arose in an
organic way out of the totaX present situation.
Besides the feeXings of freedom, EmiXa aXso feXt more
physical and sensual, more aware of her body and of the mes-
sages it was sending. Much of this had to do with the group
work but it carried over outside the group sessions. She
also felt more compassionate than usual, a term Drake used
in describing her. She was abXe to empathize with the feeX-
ings of the others in the group to an unusuaX degree-to
share their pain, aXoneness, or joy.
Emila found some differences in her relationships that
week other than those already mentioned. There was one man
in the group whom she Xiked but was not physicaXXy attracted
to. The man was attracted to her. She was a XittXe confused
at first how to express liking for him without his confusing
this .or a sexual co.e-on. She got into a "pXay.ul reiaUon-
Ship with him".
that but, as^It'^^urned'onJ an,bivalent about
nice way'of expressing faring bSnfdjn-..'^sexual .... I wac ,,i^T, ? out it didn't become= \ ~; T j-l a a
(anything els;, LTz ZZ th^t^e'rTc^e^^'t";^"^"^
• . .
be.ng able to say
.no- is TlLuTnice thing.
There was one wo.an in the group who was described by
Emila as very "touchy-feely". With this woman, EmUa found
herself able to express warmth and caring without "getting
roped into her touchy-feely world", she was able to avoid
the polarities of isolation and total envelopment.
On one occasion (Valentine's Day) Emila got a bag of
•little kids Valentine's cards'. She was a bit anxious about
giving them out to the group because of what they might think
("this is all so silly or stupid"). Part of her wanted to
give them out, part of her was afraid to. She decided to
bring the cards and, if she felt like it, to give them out.
That's what she did.
I didn't feel anxious about it. T felt comfortableand happy People thought it was neat. It was fun
book) *'Ynn^n^4-''''^^^ ^^"^ ""^ autographed copy of his;, ou not only give valentines, you are one.'
In most Of her relationships that week, Emila found she
could be both very giving but also "selfish" if she needed to
be. And these polarities could exist side by side without
the usual tension.
Emila felt a real peacefulness inside of her during that
week-especiauy noticeable when she was by herself waUing
in the woods. She felt especially receptive to the natural
surroundings-partly because she felt she was not hurrying-
"even in (her) head "-to get somewhere.
thnnvrroL:i;?i^hnn^i:^\-^^^erftu^r"S ^°
so ^''^ad'?^ ;u;h-.°'^
i^ecause I had something to do
could just be I run;;.: J ^ feeling that I
During one afternoon, Emila was so receptive to her sur-
roundings that the normal inner/outer boundary was momentarily
Obliterated.
I was walking by myself at lunchtime. It was such
rJ^T^T1^^^^"^^ '^^^ ^^^^^Y warm a^d Ieally felt almost that I wasn't there. That theenvxronment-the trees, the light, thi smell! thesunshine, everything-that I really was a part ol
all
like all those feelings wenfthe way mside me, that there wasn't a separa-
?fH^Hn.^^ ^ ^^"^ ^y^^^^ there.It did 't last long—maybe three minutes. I wasjust being very still and not moving. When I wasmoving, I was much more aware of my body and whereIt began and ended.
Emlla emphasized the fact that the weather that week was
exceptionally beautiful. The first day it snowed but every
day thereafter it was bright, warm (in the 30 's or 40 's), and
clear.
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visual Clarity was experienced as .ar.edly improved dur-
ing the week,
I ttWlHl pre^ty'a^are'^of''^- * ' ' ^-ryv^here
Shade. That'^was ^igh'for ^ef ^"'^
The times when she was most high were those times she
was alone-usually walking by herself in the woods. Even in
the group, Emila felt "alone" but not lonely-"alo„e in a
strong way." she became aware of a very strong need for pri-
vacy.
Emila-s thinking process was somewhat altered during her
experience. Her mind felt very "clear and peaceful "-as op-
posed to the usual pattern of racing thoughts, agonizing over a
decision, planning, worrying, and the like. The contrast be-
tween these two ways of thinking was evident each night as
Emila got in her car to drive home. Just after leaving, her
head would "start racing" again. The adjective "clear" was
important for Emila in describing her feelings, her decisions,
her visual perceptions, as well as her thinking.
One interesting aspect of Emila 's experience was that
some things were seen to be less significant than usual. She
put a lot of her "shoulds" away—
You should be more concerned, you should be study-ing harder, you should be reading this—and I'd
say, fuck it! I don't want tol
The end of the experience pretty much coincided with the
end Of the group. felt no sadness or need to hang onto
anything at the end-she "didn't feel like crying". To the
•It would be nice if we get in touch with each other-if it
happens, it happens.. To Drake she felt like saying
.heUo-,
rather than
.goodbye-
-"hello to all the things that were
.
happening in me, really.. The sensory vividness mostly ended
When She left that place, although at times she has recap-
tured it.
In her narration of this experience, Emila stressed at
length the results, or carry-over, of the experience to her
subsequent everyday life. One of the most immediate deci-
sions she made was to go to another, longer workshop with
Drake in California this summer.
Another major result was a change in the relationship
with Richard, her boyfriend. Immediately after the group,
Emila felt very much in touch with what she wanted from the
relationship. One of the things she needed was that when
there was a conflict between the two of them, that they dis-
cuss it openly. Richard felt unable to meet this demand.
She broke off the relationship.
It was really an upsetting time but I felt clear.
In the next two weeks, Emila renewed many old friend-
ships, made some major decisons, met some new people, and, in
general, enjoyed considerable freedom. After two weeks, how-
ever, she missed the closeness she had had with Richard,
called hi. to .ake a date-they got together again and mil.
feels their relationship has been much better ever since.
They are both more committed to each other and to the rela-
tionship than they had been previously. On the other hand,
their separation made Emila aware of "how much I gave myself
up to him" before-of "how much of myself I had been missing".
Now She is determined to retain her individuality in the re-
lationship. She gave an instance of Richard inviting her to
a dinner that he was "under an obligation" to attend. She
said she didn't want to go (an alternative she wouldn't have
considered before). Richard later told her he really appre-
ciated her honesty.
Another result of this experience in Emila's opinion is
that she has learned to start "taking better care of herself"
—spending more money on herself instead of agonizing over
whether she should or shouldn't. Shortly after her experi-
ence she took a week's vacation in Puerto Rico, a rest she
sorely needed but which she had previously denied herself.
Emila summarizes some of the main results in the follow-
ing way:
I feel like I'm more at peace with myself; I'm bet-
ter to myself; I've given myself more and I'm more
honest.
She is less worried over her relationships. She feels
more free not to contact some people without worrying what
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rou.:ea 3n..ous
since
.e. e.pe.ience. s.e aXsofeels less like she has to live up to th.^J-v^ e expectations of
anyone e.se. s.e
... previously
.ext
..oc.ea into 3 pattern"in he. vocation-that people e.pectea
.e. to ,0 a certain
ing .ro™ outside of Ue.. She has
.ejected he. fathe.-s
..uXe-
that, "Of course, you know what you want." she has given her-
self the freedom not to know all the ti.e (to be a.bivaient
at times). As a result of her new-found freed™, E^ila's
Ultimate direction is less clear-she's less certain exactly
vmat She Will be doing in. for ex^ple, one year. But she
feels very comfortable with this uncertainty and translates
it into a feeling of openness and adventure.
A final result was Emila's being more open with a person
with whom She lived and had considerable conflict previously.
They have come to enjoy each other much more.
Emila felt that her experience had some "spiritual" im-
Plications-that the therapy was a spiritual force. But she
didn't have any sense of a "supernatural kind of being that
was bestowing any kind of meaning or anything."
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Janice Darrow
Writer, early 30 's.
Janice Darrow described a period in her life that lasted
over a year.
Prior to this period, Janice had left school and lived
with a man in Rhode Island. She was very happy being with
him, although she now realizes she was very subservient to
him. They travelled to Europe together. Janice felt "up-
tight" about all the travelling. They settled in a rural
town in France-isolated from the rest of the world. While
Michael, her boyfriend, worked on his master's thesis, Janice
wasn't doing anything. Her whole identity was wrapped up in
Michael—she was the "helpless female". She enrolled in a
school in France "just as an excuse to be doing something".
The couple then went to England to live. There things were
even worse—the relationship was "starting to fall apart."
Janice did even less than she had in France. Finally, they
decided to split up.
Janice came back to this country and applied to a univer-
sity only three weeks before school was to start. Using a
combination of "half truth" and "half bull-shit" she talked
her way into a program.
She half-heartedly started looking for a place to live,
but she soon realized she would rather live with her parents
(in the same town as the university). She felt she needed the
security of her parents' home at that time. She needed some-
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place where she could rpi ^^4. wuuuj.a elax and not be concerned about hand-
ling the responsibilities of living on her own.
I was feeling sort of like I'd been in a frenzy fora long period of time and I was feelina lik^^Lf ?needed was total relaxation. ^^^^^^^9 ^^^^ what I
When relating these feelings to me, Janice was conscious
Of the leaving of one dependent relationships (with Michael)
and re-entering another (with her parents).
Janice was very excited about going back to school. In
fact she states.
Almost everything focused on school when I came back
^^^^J talk about all these positive sortsof things most of them were academic kinds of things.
The excitement contrasted sharply with the previous atti-
tude towards school: apathy and boredom. The year before
she left for Europe she skipped "2/3" of the classes. She
was "into peace and love and brotherhood" and academics had
no place in these values. While in Europe, her values began
to change, almost imperceptibly. She began to get interested
in thinking about things—especially history. (Michael, on
the other hand, started a shift in the opposite direction—
away from intellectual pursuits.) However, she wasn't really
aware of the great changes that had taken place until she re-
turned to school
.
That put me in a situation I was familiar with—it
was like a before and after. That was when I could
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really see it. I had really chanqed (r^Europe) I wasn't making any'^effor? i ;a;n*t lay-ing I'm going to devote this period to oersoLl^
^e^U^^-obSo^sr^ ^^^^^^ -
Janice described her behavior during this period as "su-
per.pragmatic." She did anything she felt was important to
her and found ways to get out of things she felt were unim-
portant. She talked her way out of three or four "stupid-
required courses. She had a very strong sense of "direction"
in her life, something that she felt was lacking in many of
the students around her. She had a sense of her actions be-
ing both determined and free:
Everything I did was determined—determined by me.I set about to do something—a very definite direc-tion. (I was) free in the sense that they were my
actions and I was responsible for them.
Some of her energy for school
-work, Janice ascribes to
a competitive urge. She felt she was just as intelligent as
Michael and she was going to prove it. At the same time, she
had her "own pure and honest interests and urges" to learn.
She was successfully competing in a largely all -male depart-
ment (history) but she was not afraid of losing her feminity.
(Previously, intellectual interests were considered by her to
be more of a "masculine" trait). Now she felt that sex-role
stereotype to be less important.
About her feelings during this, time, Janice first des-
cribed how relieved she felt to be in the easy structured
life Of home and school. She also mentioned how happy she
felt about herself as a "productive person". She focused on
a feeling of excitement which was often present:
T^T'^l'^ ^^}} P^''^}^ ""^^^ ^ goi^g through andI'd be really excited about it
. . T that kind ofexcitement (which_ people pick up
. . by osmosL
kLfof^Wo3- .^^'^"^ '-^^ immediate
'
ind of ' w, that's really great, terrific!'
She described the physical sensation often felt during this
period as like that felt "when you feel completely satisfied"
— "an absence of tension; confident; very sure of (herself)".
She felt her feelings were "more honest" because she was
"more honest with (herself)".
One idea that was quite predominant during this time was
the idea of the responsibility one has for his own actions.
Janice went through an "extreme" period during which she felt
she couldn't be held accountable for anybody else's feelings
—they had to take responsibility for them. She gave an ex-
ample of this:
When you walk into a room full of people—a party
where they're all your friends and you're with some-
body who doesn't know any of them. What is your
responsibility to that person? (Then) I would say,
this person will mingle with these people or he
won't and I can't be the one who's responsible for
that.
At present she views such thinking and behavior as "a lot of
bull shit". She feels she was trying "in an artifical way"
to bring the polarities, "selfish" and ^selfless" together.
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Now she feels they can't come together.
Another idea that dominated Janice's thinking was "the
power of positive thinking."
Her thinking, in general, she characterized as more ef-
ficient, which She sees as a "natural part of the growth that
I went through". She feels like her ideas and behavior "fit-
better during this period than previously.
Before a lot of my ideas were sort of 'in' ideasthat came from the outside-they were beirq actedout but they weren't really mine. Un th?I period)I assumed I presented an appropriate behavior to
n!^fL ^^^^i^g instead of presenting an appro-priate behavior to what I thought I should be think- "iny .
She relates the development of her own ideas to the lessened
peer group pressure she felt (because of less "social-type"
interaction)
.
A large proportion of Janice's description of her ex-
perience was concerned with her style of interpersonal rela-
tionships. Before leaving for Europe, her room at college
had been "like Grand Central Station".
I was everybody's friend. I knew 700 million peo-
ple. And I came back and found that I didn't know
any.
Once she returned, most of the old relationships she had
previously developed at school were found to be superficial
or boring. For the most part, these relationships "disinte-
grated". She had almost no friends that she merely "sociali-
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zed" with. She felt she was almost "blunf with people-she
had things she was interested in and had no time for "chit
Chat or idle chatter". She began to become quite intolerant
Of people Who weren't vitally interested in what they were
doing or who complained about a lack of interesting things at
the university. It was not hard to maintain this intolerance
because she was, in some senses, "isolated".
Janice was, however, attracted to people who, like her-
self, were very interested in, and excited about, whatever
they were doing. Some of these people (perhaps two or three
at any one time) she took as "models" for herself. One exam-
ple of such a person was described as "an incredibly talented
person"—a musician who could play expertly recorder, piano,
French horn and harpsicord, a craftsman who build his own
harpsicord and a medical student "who couldn't handle the
structure of medical school" and so dropped out and continued
his studies on his own. The self-discipline of such people
Janice particularly admired.
Although she was still writing to Michael, they had an
understanding that they would both see other people. During
the first semester back in school, however, Janice avoided
any type of emotional involvement with men. The second se-
mester she met one man whom she became quite close to. She
began to feel very restricted in this relationship.
I was so into this independence thing. That was
probably why any kind of closeness as a restrictive
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relationship
. . . didn't work \iuqet into a -i • -i v-^i 4.7 urjc .... When youycu -c i:i relationshin likf* -l-ha-t- a*.
s^SnsIn^
"'""^ ^^^^ respoLimityli you?:erf"'""
staSsr'l'^Lrfre^lli'^^^ otLrp:ison
that. ^ a y didn't want to deal with
The problem was in part solved by her friend's graduation and
subsequent departure from the area. They saw each other on
occasions after that, but with much less 'exclusive' connota-
tions. They became more like just good friends.
Janice stated that during this period, she:
f^Ll ^^'^^^^^^^ ^^s^e of reference, and from my new
valuabl^ ^^^^^^"^^
lif^ seemed^ whole lo^mSree than it seemed when I was in the other
The use of the phrase "the other life" gives some indication
of how profound a change there had been.
Janice did not notice any alterations of the senses dur-
ing this experience.
The end of this positive period' came about quite abrupt-
ly. Janice was turned down from four universities she had
applied to in England. This was the "first academically-ori-
ented thing that failed".
Following the end of this phase in her life, Janice ex-
perienced a period of about a half a year when things seemed
"very mediocre" to her. Friends of hers have told her that
she was "just horrible" and that they couldn't stand to be
around her then. After this period, a "happy medium" started
emerging. It was then that some of the "extremes" of the ex
perience narrated earlier were modified (for example, the ex
treme way of interpreting one's basic "responsibilities").
There have been several positive results of this experi
ence:
I m much more aware of the kinds of things I haveto have around me to be successful
—structure isone thing; order; vibrant, exciting people ~
. . .
^t doesn't always function. But I do believe even-tually all that's going to come together. I'm just
more clear what kinds of things promote positive
experiences. And I can—to some extent—organizethose things in my life so that my life will keep
moving on a positive keel .... I know now so
many things about my life—I know what I'm capable
of
. . .
what my motivations are.
One specific result of the experience was a change in
the way she related to her former boyfriend, Michael. She
went to Europe to see him last summer.
The change in me was wonderful .... I was not
intimidated by him; I wasn't threatened.
The only experience that Janice felt was similar to the
experience discussed here was the time she and Michael lived
together in Rhode Island. However, she draws the clear dis-
tinction that then:
so much of the positive rested solely in my rela-
tionship with him. Now all these things inside of
me are changing.
Lilian Krackow
Lilian Kraocow described a very x,osii- Ur.po tive experience
lasting about three or -Fnn*-cui four days which occurred in i-h^v.^uii.ea m the summer
of 1973.
A Close look at the period preceding this experience
see.3 to be especially important in this case, m the previ-
ous winter Lilian had spent a very intensive
.onth studying
for her comprehensive exarainations for the Ph.D. progra. i„
dance. Immediately after the exams were over, she felt very
depressed. In effort to find out what was bothering her,
she entered movement therapy with K. Over a four-month
period Of time she continued working in therapy, n.r body
kept taking one position again and again: the position of a
mother during child-birth "=0 i. jd XI a D tn— as if my body were trying to re-
ject something, press something out". Her therapist had to
leave the area near the beginning of June.
About the week after the termination of therapy, Lilian
was walking by the university infirmary. She had been having
some minor "female" problems. "Something just snapped in
(her) head" and she decided she had to go in the infirmary
and see a doctor. She asked for a Pap smear. Two weeks la-
ter it came back positive, indicating the possibility of can-
cer in the womb area.
Then followed two operations—the first a DNC or scrap-
ing of the uterus-definitely indicating cancer; the second
a hystorectomy nine days later. During the period between
the operations,
.Ulan was ,uite upset. s,e
.eXt Intuitively
that Whatever was wrong was ".ore than cancer-. She believed
that cancer in the „on,h area
.Ight he related to psychological
factors and that if she did not get in contact with whatever
It was causing the cancer, it would reoccur even if success-
fully removed. She got in touch with a therapist friend of
hers and they worked very intensively for several hours.
This was a preparation for facing "the death" within her.
Another friend threw the I Ching-WUan asked the oracle if
the operation would remove the death. It answered to the
effect,
-When the death is removed, new life will be born.'
She had been skeptical of such procedures previously but she
was 'amazed-. Another prediction was that she would meet a
man who would become very important in her life and who was
really an artist.
Finally, she entered the hospital and had the hystorec-
tomy. She was on a cancer ward for almost a month (the inci-
sion had abscessed).
It was a terribly difficult experience
.
. . every-one was dying .... By the time the month wasover. It was like being institutionalized. I was
2^ ^"-2? J^'^'^i'^'-Y "sed to it and beginning to thinkthat that was what life was like—my world was made
up of sick people.
During this time in the hospital, Lilian's family and friends
were "incredibly, absolutely, unbelievably" supportive of her.
Her surgeon turned out to be the man, in her opinion.
the I Ching had spoken of.
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He was really an arf ? cj-h u , ,
touching the'^surf^ce Of t^e l^in iLlZlt h"''ing inside the body
. . . i ^oi^^i i v ? t^^^lt'
and he was total ly''h;n;s; ^it^ me!
''"^ ^'"^
At the end of a month at the hospital, Lilian's body was
"crazy-nothing was functioning right". She had lost consid-
erable weight, her digestive tract was dysfunctional. She
could eat only very little and could not taste anything.
She went to her sister-in-law's house, which was near
the ocean, to recuperate. Her room faced the ocean. Lilian
describes the beginning of the positive experience she focus-
ed on in the interview:
When I got out of the hospital, the whole thino
started to hit me. Suddenly I started to see
"
^11^''^^^,''^''^ differently .... I couldn't believe
It. They v;ere all alive out there 1 They were all
well! I kept saying, 'Look at theml I don't under-
stand this.' It was just wild. I had forgotten
that there was that world out there ... that waskind of the beginning of the experience.
Her sister-in-law allowed Lilian to be an adult and "ne-
ver pushed her" to eat. Meal times always included candles
and a little wine.
After the first day, my body began to come alive
again ... I picked out a large green grape and
bit into it and it was like the first time' I had
ever tasted a grape.
Besides her taste, other senses were sharpened. Her
brother put on some classical music.
It was like the first time I had ever heard musicIt was so clear, so lucid and so beautiful.
Her vision was dominated by the ocean, which "was like a
healing force". She just watched "the changes of light all
day long".
She called the three or four days a "euphoric period "~
she felt "complete happiness". She felt "very appreciative
and in awe of everybody and everything".
It was just such a fantastic realization of whatbeing alive was about ....
^^'^^l^'^i^^^rent from the everyday, kind of mundaneixie uuau ^'m living now—which has high momeni-s—
this was a continual high ... a spiritual thing.
During this time she felt very much love for Myron, the
man who had read her I Ching. During the first few days of
her stay (which is the duration of her experience) he was not
with her. Towards the end of the week he visited, and, al-
though this was also felt very strongly and as a type of eu-
phoria, it was not as non-conflicted and 'real, real high" as
the earlier period. Part of the conflict revolved around the
fact that Myron was married.
It was just really close and nice. And the feel-
ings were very strong .... We didn't know how
to cope with it or what was going to happen. It's
a foreboding kind of tragedy, but you don't look at
it that way (at the time).
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On the second day of her experience, Lilian was undress-
ing and her sister-in-law was helping to change her clothes.
She happened to look in the mirror. The image of her thin, •
naked body brought to mind a 13 or 14-year-old girl. Her body
looked totally different to her. She exclaimed to her sister-
in-law, "I've been reborn. I can see it." The feeling she
had was of "a total rebirth". This feeling she connected
with an image that had come to mind during the therapy ses-
sion with K. The image was an egg and she was inside the egg.
Lilian noticed more changes in interpersonal relation-
ships during this time. She felt the relationship with her
sister-in-law was "more intense and more personal"—in part
due to the fact that her sister-in-law was tending to her phy-
sical needs. Lilian was not in a position to do anything be-
cause of her condition. She could only receive—something
she had rarely experienced, previously. She learned how to
receive during the whole of her operation and recovery—and dur-
ing the three or four day period being discussed.
Lilian also felt more free to say things to people. If
she felt love, she would express it to the person.
The process of thinking—during the entire period of re-
covery after the operation—underwent some major changes.
Lilian found it very difficult to connect thoughts; she could
not concentrate on reading for more than a minute. At her
sister-in-law's house,
There were not a lot of c:tim,,i4 x
ing Of a lot of otherlhlngrat'the U^e""'It was very peaceful. ....
The smallest task, like washing a dish, would exhaust her
both physically and mentally. One time a woman called Lilian
on the phone to offer her a job.
That conversation was hilarious because T couldn'treally connect totally what she was sayina and ?knew she didn't know. After about a hIl?\our I
'^^^^^ "^^^^ ^^^^^
'
-^
Lilian also had extreme difficulty in remembering names-ex-
cept for those of her family and closest friends. She ex-
plains these alterations in thinking as part of the healing
process—that her unconscious was acting in a protective way.
She felt that if she was thinking as she normally does,
I couldn't have handled the (psychic) implications.
±t s the whole woman being removed, in a sense.
At the same time as one part of her brain was "sleep-
ing", another part was reawakening. Her power of visual ima-
gery were "heightened tremendously". She remembers listening
to a record of some Indian music Myron had brought—it would
"send her off" on very vivid fantasy trips. She feels sure
such an effect would be much less pronounced in her normal
state of consciousness. Another time she was writing some
letters to Myron about the sea. She felt a "total part of
all that—it was a real connection with the Universe".
It was all pictures— (not words). I don't know if
Besides the sensory changes already mentioned-LUian des-
cribed these Changes as going "from death to life"-there was
another sensory change. She felt very strong sexual urges at
this time. She felt sure that if she could have made love
she would have. In one way, she wondered if she was testing
herself to see if that was still possible after the opera-
tion.
Lilian felt that during this experience,
Everything had more significance. Absolutely every-thing. It was people, food, a whole spiritual thing
. . . .
i^ire had more significance—something to be
really valued. ^
She found that her experience in viewing death (and in
facing the possibility of her own death) made her much more
aware of the fragility and transiency of life. She became
convinced that if there was something she really wanted, she
should take it, "because there really might not be another
chance". In some ways she realized that living meant taking
at times- a kind of healthy selfishness.
I don't believe in being 'selfless'. (Before this
experience) I think I functioned "selflessly" with
more concern for others than for myself.
Some other aspects of being were different for Lilian
during this experience. Of her "inner voice" or instinctual
impulse, she stated firmly, was clearer"." Besides the
loss Of boundaries felt with the ocean and her surroundings,
Lilian felt a similar merging with Myron whenever they were
together. Another factor which shouldn't be overlooked was
the "tremendous pride" and sense of accomplishment connected
withrelearningto do "simple" tasks-such as walking. One
day she walked all the way down a big hill to the beach to
get an ice-cream cone.
I had to feel I could do it and I did . . it
exciting
accomplishment. It was tremendously
The total high of the first three or four days started
to become modified when Lilian's brother heard about Myron
coming to the house to visit her. Her brother was quite dis-
approving of Lilian becoming involved with a married man who
had children. He felt she was being foolish. Thus, when My-
ron did visit, "There were some feelings of discomfort."
After a week at the house of her brother and sister-in-
law, Lilian felt strong enough to go home.
There were several important results of this experience
for Lilian. One of the first mentioned was a change in her
relationship to her former husband. Earlier she had "pro-
tected him and hurt (herself) by doing it." As a result of
this experience, she got in touch with some very negative
feelings towards him.
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I really realized how much I h^-hc.ri k<«like a cap had been on aU Jho^e year^i
.She was able to separate her feelings fro^ those of her chil-
dren-to allow them to have their feelings towards their fa-
ther but to allow herself to have her feelings towards hi..
She learned the importance of not putting things off and
Of treating herself well. Shortly after her recovery from
the operation, she called work and told them she was leaving
for a vacation in the West Indies.
?hit?s ^S'^AndTweTt/^''' '^ ^^^^
She has also learned to give herself more space and time
to relax on a day-to-day basis. Previous to this whole ex-
perience, she had so severely overscheduled herself that she
had to function "like a machine"—busy from 7:00 in the morn-
ing till 1:00 at night each day.
The experience helped her clarify the values—make them
"much more emphatic". She discovered how important her chil-
dren and friends really were to her. Her education, on the
other hand, "meant nothing, absolutely nothing". When she had
to decide whether or not to take a job in the mid-West and
leave her friends in New England, she decided to stay.
How could I give that up? People who had given so
much to me—it would really be like cutting out
half of me to do that. Why starve?
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Partly as a result of this experience, Lilian has become
much more aware of the presence and the power of the uncon-
scious within her. She feels that the "unconscious
.ind can
be trusted- with regard to major decisions. Unfortunately,
"there's no way to rush the damn thing".
Finally, some of the spontaneity and openess of the ex-
perience has remained. During the interview she told me:
If I wanted to hug you, I would do it ... . istill function that way.
(When I left, she did hug me.)
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Singh Ramur
Carpenter, practicing yogi; mid 20's.
Singh Ramur has lived in a yoga ashram in Massachusetts
the past three years. The prolonged, positive experience he
described to me has lasted for those three years-with minor
variations.
Singh studies and practices kundallni yogi with the other
members of the ashram. Their spiritual leader is Yogi Bhajan
—a fairly well-known adept of the Eastern way.
Much of what Singh told me was more "philosophical" than
"personal history" in the sense that many of his statements
were about his beliefs and most of his beliefs are derived
from the teachings of Yogi Bhaian.
Singh believes that most of his spiritual energy is de-
rived from "devotion to God" and from his practice of Yoga.
He feels that all limitations are self
-impositions and may
be removed by oneself with discipline. One may view oneself
and the world either positively or negatively—Singh feels he
is learning to see things in a more positive light all the
time. When obstacles or problems arise, these are not nor-
mally felt to be negative—they are instead viewed as chal-
lenges and also as opportunities to learn about himself.
Breaking through such barriers (finding solutions to the pro-
blems) is experienced with intense positive feeling.
Singh describes the total process he is going through
(of which the last three years is seen as a small part) as a
process of growth, a journey of discovery in search of his
higher consciousness. More and .ore of that consciousness is
revealed to him as he grows.
^herinQ''dirt''^li.r'i'"^ ^ mountain-just ga-
it^s'a^ onfgoing hig^^^^ expansion. That's'why
Singh views the path to enlightenment as a "long process".
He feels it involves becoming more and more "objective"-as
free from "personal notions" as possible.
Since coming to the ashram, Singh's world-view and his
understanding of himself, he says, "have been turned around
180°". His basic attitude towards the world is more what Yogi
Bhajan calls "an attitude of gratitude"—he feels grateful
for everything since everything can be seen in a positive way
and he is choosing to see things in their positive light.
Like I have a revelation that there's something in
my personality that keeps me apart from others
. . .It's a positive experience to discover that it's
not a negative thing. And I just say, wow, I'm
grateful to discover this in myself so that it does
not go on any longer.
The continued practice of Yoga and living at the ashram
have aided in a considerable diminuation of the conflicts
Singh once felt.
I find that everything I had a conflict with before,
I really don't now, or the conflict is so minimized
it's not worth giving any thought to.
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Singh states that at the beginning of the process he is de-
scribing, it was difficult to break some of the negative pat-
terns he had been used to. But as time goes on, the momentum
is heavily in favor of the positive direction.
Lren?.^° aT ^ ^""t '"^^^ trouble dealing with myparents. And now when I saw that-it doesn't mat-
or ha^fL ^^r^^^';-"^"'^"^ P^^^^^^ ^^^^ •te me— they do love me. However I related tothem was from my own fears or security
. . . Whe-ther it was positive or negative, it was really myown interpretation. Now I can go home and my mo-ther can say, 'I don't like the life-style youlive, I wish you didn't wear a turban and yourhair's too long'. But I just look at that and
^^^^^Y love her and see behind her words her lovefor me as her child.
The main activities that Singh engages in are the prac-
tice of yoga and work. That he feels so positively while
working Singh feels is a validation of the fact that this
feeling is "solid" and not a "momentary bliss-out".
No matter what activity he's engaged in, Singh feels he
is liable to stop and say to himself,
^Man, I am so lucky. Man, it's incredible. God, Ijust wouldn't want to live any other way/ And that
happens all the time.
The basic feeling is that "everything is all right."
Singh says that his feelings are "no longer governed by
fear". He gave as an example his feelings toward Rani, a
girl he was to marry two weeks after the interview.
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I look at Rani
—and T Hr>n»-f- ^r^^i t
thing to hang ontS her bScauffr i ."^"^ *°
wouldn't want to lose her lnJ»=H L'^^S ^° ^just total, absolute! 'l iove her? *^p^ f^!^^"9 ^«know. And the other : YO"
her- doesn't happen! ^ <^°"'t want to lose
In general, Singh feels his emotions have become more
"regulated"-it takes much more to provoke him, for example,
although he "can still give rise to a little anger once in a
While—not much, though."
Thinking, too, has become more regulated, more under his
control. He is less likely to be overcome by "staticy, erra-
tic, freaked-out" thoughts. He was once "a very violent per-
son mentally". Now he finds his thinking fairly devoid of
violent thoughts. He relates the process of gaining control
over one's mind through the practice of yoga to a greater
amount of freedom of action. Sometimes, especially while
working, he keeps a "chant in (his) head".
Singh feels that it is now more difficult than ever be-
fore to engage in "wrong" actions. It is usually very clear
to him what the "rightful way of being" is in any given sit-
uation. (As he said this, he made a gesture with his hand,
starting at his stomach and rotating upward and outward.) If
he fools himself into thinking something is "rightful" when
it isn't, a conflict results. When he does do something
"wrong"—he usually means this in terms of wrong for the to-^
tal group of people he is living with—he tries not to be
miserable about it—he just tries to correct it.
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Singh feels that the way he relates to women has changed
radically during this ti.e. Before practicing Yoga he often
got "very emotionally entangled- in relationships with women;
he was "protective, Jealous, self-asserting and domineering".
Now, because he feels so much more secure within himself, he
feels none of these things, he says. He also feels he has be-
come much more "discriminating" in the women he chooses to re-
late to. Previously he related to women more on the basis of
physical or sexual attractiveness.
(Now) what's important to me is that human-beinginside that body (who's) communicating something to -me or not communicating something to me.
At one point in the interviews, Singh said to me:
It's funny for me to be speaking in the first per-
son (singular) because I'm naturally conditioned to
speaking as part of the group .... So when I say
I" I mean "WE", too—because that's what I wouldbe saying if this weren't a personal interview.
He feels very strongly that the self-other boundary imposed
by most people most of the time is usually absent in his
everyday experience.
I don't exist by myself .... I can't separate
myself from the everybody that's me. From the me
that's everybody else.
Sometimes, he forgets this essential unity, but, "it's get-
ting harder and harder to forget".
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no
There's a part of me that knows there's no spn;,r.
Besides the merging of 'self and 'other', there is
major difference felt between 'outer' and 'inner'.
No separation. The outer world is totally perceivedby the glasses that my inner need puts on! ^?heworld IS negative when I'm negative; the ^orld ispositive when I'm positive.
w ia
Feelings and thoughts are also felt to be "more aligned
and more alike each other as days go by."
Singh experiences his senses as "heightened and clari-
fied: sight, sound, taste, feeling, everything. Pretty much
all the time!! But, he adds, "There's not as much desire to
gratify those senses because they're more in perspective."
An intense desire to gratify the senses is really
a mental thing—not a sensory thing. (When) the
mental thing is taken care of
. . . the senses justhappen when they happen.
Singh feels that, as time goes by, he is becoming more
and more "selfless"—concerned more with giving to others ra-
ther than with gratifying his own desires. He feels the
"wanting to give" is a "primary urge" and that "the satisfac-
tion that comes to (him from giving) is after the fact of
just wanting to give."
Singh briefly alluded to the period before he came to
the ashram.
And „.o cL ^Xtd Is-that"St'°f^eLf
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Jamy Bryerson
Psychologist, early 30's.
Jamy Bryerson 's experience occurred in Alburquerque, New
Mexico, in the summer of 1973 and spanned about 2k months.
Jamy had been working in Massachusetts as a psychologist,
prmiarly with schizophrenic patients. She went to a confer-
ence in Boston during which a woman spoke regarding the work
she and several others were doing (in Alburquerque) using
body movement as a key in treating schizophrenia. Jamy got
very excited about the description of this method and, during
a break, asked the woman if she needed any volunteers. The
woman assured her they would welcome her interest in learning
and working and invited her out to l^^ev; Mexico.
Her initial attitude towards going out to New Mexico,
Jamy told me, included both an eagerness to learn the treat-
ment techniques and a low expectation of New Mexico. "It's
gonna be hot and it's gonna be conservative."
Jamy arrived in Alburquerque and went to work at the
hospital where the woman who had spoken in Boston worked.
There she was introduced to an older woman named Wilma, with
whom she would share an office.
Wilma looked at me and I looked at her and we knew
that something v;as going to happen .... That we
were going to make something. It was just sort of
like a given in the first ten minutes. We felt a
spark.
Wilma immediately told Jamy she liked the way she sighed and
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breathed, but that Jamy had trouble in unstructured situa-
tions (Wilma could tell by the position of Jamy's legs).
They started talking about the messages people
• s bodies send
out and how to read them. Very shortly, there was a group
therapy session with some of the patients at the hospital.
Jamy was "overwhelmed" by this experience. Wilma walked
around the circle of patients, making contact with each one.
She demonstrated various means of coordinating the patients'
visual, thinking and motor abilities—such as throwing a ball
to someone while calling out his or her name. After this
group and after meeting Wilma, Jamy felt that she had finally
found the "medium" with which she could reach her own pa-
tients as well as the medium most suited to her personality.
After the first day of work, Jamy visited Wilma at her
home, a trailer near the desert.
I really truly felt I knew her and she knew me
though we'd only been together for one day . . . .
Everything was o.k. Just flowing.
The rest of the week they worked together every day at
the hospital and Jamy felt it was the "beginning" of some-
thing. The next weekend, Wilma asked her if she would like
to live in her trailer with her, instead of in the apartment
she had been temporarily sharing. Jamy accepted the invita-
tion.
Very much of Jamy's description of her experience con-
cerned her relationship with Wilma. Soon after she moved into
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t.e trauer. WU.a, e.ouna SO the ti.e, toxa he.
.he haObeen loo.in,
.or someone "to p... the to.ch on to-.-the to.chbeing her knowledqe of the k^^,.g O body and movement work. Jcmy „as
eager to receive that torch. She reXates the feeXing between
them at that point to the relationship between Don auan and
Carxos Castaneda. Wilma, like Don Juan, had "power".
^^el^h°^^^
-I ^rov^Tana-t^w^^d^^-?
unlike Don Juan, she wa3 somewhat afraid of how much power
She had. Jamy described how Wilma once worked with a patient
Who had been catatonic for a long length of time. The pa-
tient broke out Of the catatonic state with a "real primeval
scream" and became "totally chaotic". Wiima saw this as pro-
gress but the rapidity of the response made her a bit wary
and cautious about the use of her power.
Very soon after they met each other, Jamy and Wilma knew
their
-s would be more than a
-work- relationship. A feeling
Of Closeness and love was there. Jamy says of the relation-
ship;
^i"^.^ relationship so much where I felt I
?ne4-V% accommodate, adjust, be careful: Ijust feel like I'm loved. Whatever is me—uqlvbeautiful
—I'm loved for all that.
Jamy felt that Wilma appreciated parts of her that others
failed to notice—this was like a validation of her existence.
Much of their time together was spent playing. Jamy discover-
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ed that Wilma, lilce herself, liked to dance with shadows.
They seemed to share a very similar vision of the world.
tSnqi that'l'co'^fH my mind was the
-^K^
nsidered private and unsharable andjust withm my own fantasy or thinking
. ? .shewas doing .... she was living it Is if It werean everyday accepted fact
. . . ! i can't rl^iiltell someone the exact feeling I'ge^ when'/^ook'out and see the leaves on that tree. With her Icould say,
-Wilma, hey, look- and look back at' hereyes and she understood exactly what was going onand It was the same for her. Without explaining
Before meeting each other, each had felt a "pressure" to
share their world vision with someone. Now, with each other,
that pressure was being released. They reached a point of
"ESP" at which they very often knew what was on the other's
mind. One time, they had a long wait in the Registry of Mo-
tor Vehicles. They counted and averaged 20 times an hour when
one would say something and the other would say, "I was just
going to tell you that!" Jamy felt that she had entered a
"different reality". Besides the ESP, Wilma showed her some
other "paranormal phenomena". One time, Wilma told her about
"earth auras"—areas of the earth that are more charged elec-
trically than other areas, in which one could see a "glow" or
"shimmer". Jamy was able to see the "force lines" in this
area.
I stood on them. I could feel a tingling. It was
like getting charged up. And I felt like I was
holding cups of static electricity. That's the
only way I could describe it. And then I began to
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get dizzy, sort of liqht-hparlAri /tr^,
shouted)
-Get off I • ^
neaded
.... (Wilma
Jamy also said she was able to see "auras" around peo-
ple. During our interview she said she was watching mine.
Some of the other 'psychic phenomena is not dependent on
Jamy and Wilma being in close physical contact.
I!hoA ^f^^.^^^^f ^^5^ ^'^ going to call and I knowwhen she's going to call. And when we write, ourparagraphs cross--word for word, just about-lin the
??i r^.:.' • ^^^Ikirig on the phone, she can tell ifI'm sitting; I can tell how she's breathing.
After a while, it became obvious to both of them that
there was a sexual element in their relationship.
We realized it was a possibility .... It was aflow. There were extensions in a lot of ways andthis was another extension.
Although Jamy regards Wilma as her teacher in many ways,
there is a type of equality. Jamy has something Wilma does
not—she is good with words. She is able to translate some
of the concepts that Wilma has into a verbal form. Some of
these will be going into a book that Jamy and several other
people are putting together.
When I asked Jamy if there was a type of "merging"—
a
loss of the normal boundaries—between herself and Wilma, she
replied,
It wasn't merging so much as moving together . . .
We could be separate people and we still moved to-
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gether .... There was a merging of somethlnobeyond ourselves or bigger than ouLelvesIt was Ixke a rounded cloud .... She's disltmctly here and I'm distinctly there and we'resurrounded by stuff which is us but ^ha^ stuff isnot just us but also something else, biggerf May-be some people (call it) God. d gger. ^
Jamy felt that there was a force, perhaps within herself,
perhaps within her relationship with Wilma, that just carried
her along through the midst of quite ordinary events. And
this flow had no pre-ordained, certain direction.
We don't know where we're going. We just know thatwe're moving .... Trusting our own movement
enough to know it will come out somewhere.
During this time, Jamy felt the normal definitions of
"masculine" and "feminine" were less polarized. Although she
and Wilma were "definitely celebrating a woman thing", part
of their relationship and their work together "was almost be-
yond 'masculine' and 'feminine'."
All through their relationship, Jamy was learning from
Wilma about the body and about movement. Jamy had once been
attacked in North Africa by an Arab and bitten in the throat.
Wilma did a lot of work with Jamy's throat, which was very
tense.
One time Jamy relived the scene of the attack and re-
alized, •
The v;oman, being socialized, you don't hurt people
. . . • VJhen I could wake up the viciousness that
would save me, my throat was O.K.
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Another ti.e, Wil.a worked on Ja.ys throat, tilting her head
back, while supporting it in her hands.
I felt myself sinking more and more into a blackswirl, becoming littler and littler, younger and
tallTdl^^T ^ ^"'^^ ^ ^^^y^ -hi^^ was to be to-lly dependent on her and totally helpless.
Wilma demonstrated graphically to Jamy that when one did this
with patients, one got them to "regress".
Jamy feels her relationship with Wilma is the "most im-
portant in (her) life and will haye the biggest influence".
She has an intuitive sense that this is true, although she
couldn't really explain it.
Much of what Jamy was attempting to do while she was
with Wilma was to sUp into a type of thinking or state of
consciousness she calls "sub-cortical". This is a "subjec-
tive" state during which one lets one's "non-thinking pro-
cesses" (such as intuition) take over, during which one does
not try to "figure things out" or "pinpoint everything", dur-
ing which one "lets everything just flow". During this time,
thoughts had very distinct feeling qualities (and vice versa).
Thoughts were often "play thoughts":
We would have one thought and string other thoughts
onto it—to see where it went.
She and Wilma sometime want to do an experiment during which
they will go off somewhere by themselves and attempt to "turn
off (their) cortical".
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What „e?re forking for U perflct f^^ happens.Of feeling and expression/ ^ synchronization
aa.y feels this experiment will involve getting free fro. her
past, her family, her socialization and will involve a great
deal of emotional pain.
At the same time as Jamy was going deeper into her "sub-
jective" consciousness, she found she could concentrate bet-
ter on "objective" reality, also. She found herself reading
neuro-anatomy books "for fun"-picking up the material ex-
tremely well and also relating it to many other sources of
information (studies in graduate school, memories from child-
hood, etc.).
During her ten-week stay in New Mexico, Jamy engaged in
an exercise that made the duration seem longer. They called
it "time stretching",
which is slowing things down to the Doint where itis possible to experience the little things, allthe richness of things.
Time stretching involved an awareness of the present moment—
an ability to not get cut off from the present by the imposi-
tion of the future. v;hen Jamy came back to Massachusetts af-
ter the summer, she tried to maintain this ability. But it
was eventually largely lost when she "got caught up in sche-
dules".
Jamy felt her senses were "all alive and taking in" dur-
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ing this period. "Turning off the cortical" and "time
stretching" were both exercises that allowed an unusual rich-
•ness of sensory data to come in hu ^.ay
.
d ;q . At times, Jamy was so open
to sensory imput,
I felt over-loaded
.... When I try to take itin £lus make sense of it and see how it fits in nnHis usable, then it gets to be too much if
^f'^^^ow'"''? ""^^i;^
cortical and not block-jusi letit flow—I couldn't get overloaded.
About her feelings, Jamy said,
so^'un^ired
'^^"^ f expanded, whole andunt
. relief; 'at last'; ecstasy; therewas a vibrating excitement; like waking up
. .There was a kind of peace from a perfect kind of
*
snaring
.
. .
a different level of happiness—beyond
ray happiness here. w a
In spite of all these positive feelings, some conflicts
were present but "they didn't matter—they didn't take away
(from the experience)". One major conflict concerned her
parents calling and asking her for money. In these and other
conflicts, Jamy experienced the feelings of conflict, but al-
so "learned a lot about handling them."
In one sense, the experience ended when Jamy left New
Mexico to come back to Massachusetts. She had been seeing a
man in Massachusetts and her understanding with Wilma was
that she would be going back. In several months, her rela-
tionship with the man deteriorated. Meanwhile, she and Wilma
had been writing to each other. Jamy went out to see Wilma
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in February.
As soon as I stepped off the plane, there it wa<^again. We were back in ESP in fiv4 minuLs!
She stayed a week; they decided to live together (Jamy was
leaving for New Mexico shortly after I interviewed her).
Jamy briefly mentioned some of the results of this experi-
ence: she has worked out some of the problems she was having
with men; she feels it is easier to be closer to people now
than before; she is more aware of her body and its messages.
A very practical result was that she started leading movement
groups, in which her own "style" has rapidly emerged.
In terms of religious or philosophical implications, Jamy
felt there were none, really—the experience, itself, "incor-
porated" (was larger than) any such notions.
The only time Jamy has ever had a similar experience (be-
sides very short ones) was when she was in her early teens and
was in a Girl Scout camp. There were no pressures, no con-
flicts and Jamy remarked, "that would fit as a 'prolonged po-
sitive experience',"
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Anne Watson
High school teacher; mid 20 's.
Anne Watson briefly described an experience she had in
the fall Of 1972 while travelling in Europe. It lasted appro-
ximately one week. Anne felt that there was not really a lot
she could say about this time-perhaps because it was a very
'simplified' existence.
She had previous to this experience been travelling with
a girl-friend whomshe was not especially close to.
There were certain characteristics about her thatreally started bothering me ... . i didn't w^^ntto be bothered by them any more. . ^
'
Staying in a hostel in Germany, the two girls met a
Frenchman named Claude.
I knew this was someone I could travel with if may-be I wanted to split up with (my girl-friend) andtravel with someone else.
She felt that Claude was really an "at ease" person and
his inner security made her feel very comfortable in his pre-
sence. He was different from most European men that she had
met previously in that he seemed to understand American val-
ues and culture to some degree—he had studied American his-
tory and spoke English fluently. He didn't force her into
playing the stereotyped female role which she felt she did
have to play with some other men.
Anne split up with her girl-friend and travelled with
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Claude. They had no particular destinatlon-but traveXled
for .ost Of the wee. they were together m Switzerland. Anne
did not go into any great detail about her relationship with
Claude, but she did say she likpri hi <= ^Y n i iced his sense of humor and that
they were in a similar place mentally when they met-"the
timing was important." Both were aware of the fact that this
was not to be a long-term relationship. There were none of
the pressures of a long prior history and none of the pres-
sures Of an anticipated future. There was a certain affec-
tion but it was different from coming to the conclusion, "We
are in love now." Anne said she felt she had to make no spe-
cial effort to make things nice-either for herself or for
Claude. It was a comfortable, relaxed, non-expectant rela-
tionship.
Anne and Claude hitched rides through Switzerland. They
only went short distances which Anne feels is one reason the
travelling never became tedious. They were outdoors most of
the time, did a lot of hiking and some mountain climbing.
They ate very simply- "bread and cheese", mostly. The weather
that week "was gorgeous".
Another factor that added to Anne's ease was the fact
that Claude spoke French and German fluently. She was re-
lieved of the responsibility of having to communicate with
the local people. If she did want to, she could try—but the
pressure of necessity was off.
During this time, Anne felt "no pressure, very free
. . .
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more in touch with (herself)". As she described these feel
in9S, She .ade the now f^Uiar gesture of the hand rotating
outward fro. the stomach. When I as.ed her if there was any
one place in her body where she could localize these feel-
ings, She replied, unhesitatingly,
..In
.y stomach... She also
stated:
I^was more constantly myself. I felt more like my-
Her senses during the week were unusually open, especial-
ly to the natural surroundings-"earth, wind, trees, water".
She said, in fact, that the sharpened senses was "a really
good way to know" when one was in the midst of such a posi-
tive experience. Her feeling of appreciation of most things
was enhanced—especially "the sharing" with Claude.
Anne experienced during the week a feeling for the uni-
versality of man—in spite of cultural differences.
You get a feel for some quality that's (just univer-sal;. You can communicate no matter what the bar-
riers are.
She described this as a feeling for "humanity" or "people-
kind. "
Several "unifications" took place during this period.
There was less difference between "outer" and "inner" in one
sense
:
What I was feeling I was saying, and vice versa.
Feelings and thoughts were more aligned than usual. Desires
"weren't in dream-land" and tended to coincide more closely
with values. In the selfish/selfless dimension, she stated:
I was more of both. That is the best of the uni-fied dichotomies to express the whole experience.
The sense of time during this week "seemed irrelevant",
as if "it wasn't there".
The experience essentially ended when Claude had to
leave to go back to school in France. (He has since visited
Anne in this country and their relationship still is quite
good.
)
The major result of her experience for Anne was "the
realization that you can have those feelings and that they
can be lasting". This experience, she feels, reinforced a
direction in her life which she was feeling previously—fol-
lowing on inner "flow"—and it gave her some foresight where
that flow might lead. She felt that the experience was
"spiritual" but did not have "religious" or "philosophical"
implications. Its main significance was in the fact that it
was "so good".
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Suzanne Nervi
Medical technician; late 20 's.
Starting in the winter of 1968-1969, Suzanne Nervi ex- •
perienced a prolonged positive state that lasted about five
months. She was in her last semester of college at the ti.e,
was doing some meditation and dancing, and was eating macro-
biotically. She lived in a house with several other students.
Suzanne is not sure how the experience began-no specific
starting point stands out in her memory.
She emphasized some unusually positive feelings during
this period. She felt "balanced" and that "everything was
O.K.". Although she is normally an anxious person, she was
not anxious then.
I felt so relaxed in things that were happening andsatisfieo and alive, that I didn't have this fear ofwhat I should be doing to be alive. There were alot less things I was afraid of ... . It was atime when I saw what it was like for everythinq togo well and to feel kind of peaceful.
In general, her feelings were very "clear" to her.
Besides the feelings of balance and peace, there were al-
so feelings of adventure and excitement. At one time she had
to move from where she lived to another place.
It's hard to believe, knwoing the way I am now, but
I think I enjoyed the whole process of the change
.... It was like an adventure .... The not
knowing was fun. It was risk in the good way.
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Another time, Suzanne was in a car with some friends.
She had just smoked some marijuana.
All of a sudden, I reali!7(=.H -i-K^-t-
bly fast and my' normal reaction wouin^ going terri-
nervous and to want to alt r>tl\T^l very
Suzanne felt that she was so fulfilled and so alive, that the
fear of death had lost much of its sting-What if I die before
I even really live?
Suzanne experienced some unusually intense feelings of
"unity" or "oneness" with everything around her, especially
other people.
I had this feeling of everybody kind of flowing in-to each other ... and I felt very much at one
^nH • • •
liJ^e I 5^new everybody, almost,
a d I didn't have to say anything .... I feltwe were all part of something.
At the same time, Suzanne felt very defined as an individual—
and these two feelings were not experienced as a conflict.
Suzanne's self-image went through some changes. Normal-
ly, she worries how she is coming across to people—being es-
pecially afraid she is being "stupid". But during this experi-
ence, she didn't worry about being stupid. In fact, one time,
during a group discussion, a man turned to her and said, "You
are the most intellectual female I think I've ever met." She
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was able to "reallv acrp.n4-" ^diJ-y cept the compliment because it fit
with her self-image at the tim<=^- -HH^-f- uy cn rime—that she was very intelli-
gent.
Suzanne focused a great deal on her behavior during this
experience. She was more assertive, more articulate, and
more open about her true feelings. She didn't see other peo-
Pie as vulnerable and needing protection as she usually does.
Also, she didn't feel like she had to protect herself-she
felt like she was more interested in what she was saying than
Whether other people would react negatively to it. This is
In striking contrast to her normal "nervousness" and being
"wishy-washy" in confrontation situations-of not saying what
she really means. She censored her thoughts lauch less, but
"never felt crazy" (in contrast to her usual feelings), even
if people disagreed.
She also experienced a "nice balance of being active
and being not active." When she was not active, she didn't
worry about what she should be doing (again in contrast to
the norm). When she was active, she didn't worry about,
"V;hafs gonna happen when this ends?" She relates this feel-
ing of balance to her practice of meditation during this time.
When I started meditating, I just got up and start-
ed doing things with a kind of gusto that I had ne-
ver felt before.
This activity felt very "natural" and almost seemed to "hap-
pen to (her)". She didn't have to fight herself (per usual)
to become active. She says, "It was just a whole different
way of being alive."
Suzanne characterized her behavior as "more decisive".
She felt that everything she was doing seemed so "natural"
and so "right", that she was not afraid her decisions were
eliminating a lot of other possibilities. Thus, she felt
freer to make decisions. There was one other—more specific
—behavioral change: prior to this period, Suzanne had been
overweight. She had been a compulsive eater. During this
period, she found herself satisfied much more easily— "a bite
of something, if it tasted really good—was enough."
A very unique type of visual perception was present.
If I was walking dovm the street and looking at peo-
ple, I just was constantly amazed at how beautiful
everybody was .... Everybody looked like a
unique kind of painting to me— . . . kind of smooth
• . • soft ... glowing.
Things that would normally detract from a person's beauty
—
"messiness", "bad skin", or an overweight condition—did not
make the person any less beautiful in Suzanne's eyes. Dur-
ing a trip to Florida, Suzanne "couldn't get over how beauti-
ful" the water was. Lying on a boardwall, she had a feeling
like she was "making love to the sun". The whole environment
brought out in her very womanly and sexual feelings. She re-
lated this sensation to the feeling a woman gets during her
period—"womanly", "earthy", "very heavy" but "with (your)
feet on the ground."
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The thinking process also underwent some changes. Su-
zanne very much "enjoyed" thinking and was tremendously ex-
cited about learning in school. This was in striking con- •
trast to her previous attitude towards learning, which was
"being very nervous about remembering things and performing."
She felt "very open" to a lot of information and different
viewpoints. She was amazed at the fact that the material in
all of her course work seemed to be related to material in all
the other courses. It was like "the whole world made sense
to (her)". At the same time as she felt she "knew everything",
she also felt she "knew nothing"-and each of these made her
"feel great". She felt that there were billions of different
ways of looking at life and she was learning a few of them—
but all those ways led to the same realizations.
When I asked Suzanne about the meaning or significance
of the experience to her, she replied.
It had so much meaning that I almost can't answer
the question because I don't want to put it in a
category .... This is what life is .... I
feel like I've experienced a cosmic kind of thing,
knowing or being part of the v;orld—or being the
world—whatever.
She said that this was one of the few times in her life
when she wasn't questioning the reality of her experience.
Normally, an experience that felt so totally good vv;ould have
been questioned— "How can this be real?"
There were two relationships with men during this period
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which were also somewhat different from what Suzanne had been
used to (or has been since). The first of these was with a
"high school drop-out"-a "very selfish and irresponsible
kid". He was temporarily staying in Suzanne's apartment,
which she shared with three other girls. Suzanne felt "mo-
therly" and "protective" towards him. She defended him when
the other girls got mad at him for playing records very loud-
ly. They had a sexual relationship, but Suzanne stressed the
fact that she wasn't "hung up" on • him emotionally.
And I wasn't hung up that I wasn't hung up ... .
I ^ knew he was going to leave very soon. I just feltkind of warm and charmed by him. I didn't get a bi
g
infatuation and I didn't feel I had to please him.
I didn't feel I had to be adequate = . . (but) It
was very enjoyable and I did feel adequate because
of that.
Because he was such a "free spirit", Suzanne didn't feel like
she had to worry about hurting him— "he could handle himself".
She felt their relationship was "playful" and that she allow-
ed herself the luxury of being "selfish".
While she was in Florida for the Christmas vacation, Su-
zanne met a man in his 40 's. VJhile the first relationship
was unique in how young the boy was, this relationship was
the first time Suzanne ever had a sexual relationship with a
man this old. He was married but he was in Florida alone.
She spent a night with him in his trailer.
I felt very much like a woman with him. I felt
articulate, I felt mature ... I felt intelligent.
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like there were things I could teach him, ... not
.T.^'^T, t '"''^t^^.
^^^^^ it,
. . .
but'because heseemed interested.
When her friends drove back to New England, Suzanne decided
to stay a while longer in Florida. She stayed with the man.
I really didn't want to leave Florida. I felt thatFlorida was heaven
. . . like I was born to live
there.
Besides the self/other unity already mentioned, Suzanne
experienced some other unifications of qual ities, that are us-
ually separate or in conflict. She felt objectivity and sub-
jectivity "were the same thing".
That concept of opposites being the same can be a
scary thing v/hen you're not in this frame of mind
.... It's not only scary; it doesn't seem pos-
sible.
Thoughts and feelings were "very connected" and inseparable.
Suzanne also seemed able to pull from the "masculine" and "fe-
minine" poles—she felt more like a "real woman" and less like
a feminine stereotype. She didn't in any way feel "asexual".
Finally, she states that this experience was a "cross" between
the conscious and unconscious mind—but neither one of them
individually.
In the temporal dimension, Suzanne felt very much in the
present without the usual worries about the future. Time was
felt to be an ally rather than an adversary. There was enough
time for everything that was really important.
se-
The end of the experience was
..^.e a crash'-. Suzanne
had a little trouble remembering the exact chronological
quence of events, but she
.nows that she stopped dancing,
stopped meditating, and stopped eating macrobiotically. The
end Of the experience came very close to the end of her
school career but Suzanne is not sure if that had anything to
do With the crash. She does remember, however, a particular
girl telling her that she was "arrogant "'and possibly "sel-
fish"-and that this threw her off balance. She began feel-
ing guilty about wanting the privacy necessary to continue
meditating-that she was closing herself off from people.
Another manifestation of the end of this period was a feeling
Of guilt over eating certain foods-for example, cheesecake.
Before this, Suzanne was on the macrobiotic diet but allowed
herself moderate deviations from it with no guilt feelings.
Finally, she recalls the influence of her mother in bringing
about the end of the experience:
I remember ... a vaction during this oeriod v.henI went home .... (My mother
)
'kept saying, 'How
Th!^^-%^^';r\''?^^^ ^i"^^ feel hap^y?at isn't what life is. Life is uds and downs,
constant change because what is happiness withoutbeing unhappy?'
Suzanne felt very angry and frustrated with her mother's re-
action. She is not absolutely certain this reaction was a
cause for the experience ending, but it seemed to be related
psychologically to the end. Suzanne stated, 'My mother usual-
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lY does have a lot to do with the end.' Suzanne felt that she
herself had something to do with ending the experience but
that "fate" played a part also.
"It's our power but at the same time it's fate."
We have already said how Suzanne saw the beginning of
this experience unclearly in contrast to the "crash" at the
end. She did, however, specify a very clear
.
personality change
from the prior period. Before this experience she saw herself
as,
like the jester almost
. . . Funny all the time
. . .
but also compulsively eating and also hating
myself and being fat and feeling fat and ugly and
feeling like people liked me but al so . . . hated
me and thought I was a fool
.
After the experience ended, Suzanne went through a long
period of depression and anxiety attacks. She started going
to a psychiatrist right after she graduated. In spite of the
pain of the aftermath, Suzanne feels it was better than what
was before. Now she can accept the "bad" feelings much better
and does not try to ward them off by acting the clown. She
can cry when it hurts and feel "cleansed" and strong after-
wards. In many ways, she has stopped fighting herself.
Suzanne feels that her present life has some similarities
to this experience, although the latter was more "overwhelm-
ing". She relates the feeling experienced then to both the
feeling of having a period and also the feeling of orgasm:
^h^^- o
P^y^^^^^P^^t Of the orgasm, but the partt at goes through the head
. . . th4 sameness of
everything i also feel very much aware ofmy body and m that way I feel very separate.
She localizes these feelings in the "lower abdomen", which
was also the site of the basis of action during the experi-
ence. In this latter connection, she felt that what was in-
side (specifically, at that part of her body) was a part of,
somehow vitally connected to, the outside world.
One effect of the total experience has been the effect
on relationships previous to the experience. Suzanne rarely
sees anyone she knew before the experience.
Most of them
. . .
I wish I could be friends with
them. I see then and I realize that I really (can)
not.
Wescott Pomeroy
Corporate lawyer; mid 30 's,
: Wescott Pomeroy described one of the most unusual experi.
ences in this study. It occurred in April of this year and
lasted about three days. Wes quit his job on a Monday. On
Wednesday, he and a friend drove down to Pennsylvania where
they were going to watch a gymnastics meet. In retrospect,
even the driving was somewhat unusual. Usually, VJes would
look at the mileage and after about 200 miles decide to rest.
But this time he wasn't even conscious of the mileage— "all
of a sudden we were there and it was hours later".
Wes and his friend, Bob, were supposed to meet another
friend, Norm, in Pennsylvania. Norm was not "where he was
supposed to be"—instead he was staying at the house of Mike
and Wendy. Wes and Bob decided to meet Norm there. Wes
feels the house definitely had something to do with the ex-
perience that took place there. It was a big, old, "hippie"
house— a house in which many types of people on many types
of trips had lived. It was almost as if the house contained
the "cumulative effect" of all their growth.
What happened at the house was a specific and quite un-
usual type of group experience involving all five people.
It just happened. Like all of us felt like we were
drawn (there). These were five people that were
there: two of us came together, two lived there,
and the other person . . . knew the one person that
I was with.
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In many ways, this was a group of strangers for Wes-he
knew only Bob before this experience.
Wes felt that there was an "energy flow" travelling
through the house. This was obvious immediately in the way
everyone seemed "in tune"-or synchronous-with one another.
Much of the time was spent talking. If one person in the
group had a thought or a feeling, the other people would have
the same thought or feeling at the same time.
What was happening was the feeling was going aroundthe room. The force was going around the room.The energy was going around the room and, as a re-
sult, we were all tuned into the same thing.
At one point during the experience, Wes was reading from
a book to two of the group— the other two had gone to the
store. When the two that had gone to the store returned, they
were met by a hushed silence—a reaction to v/hat had been
read.
The feeling existed in the room. It was really
strong, really powerful.
Without anyone telling him, Mike "knew" what the others were
feeling. These experiences happened many times during the
weekend. At the beginning, people "tested" each other to see
if they were feeling or thinking the same thing, but when it
became obvious they were, there was less need to test it.
"ESP" became an accepted fact. Another example that Wes gave
of the synchronicity of events was the fact that people might
an go to bed at 5:00 or 6:00 in the
.orning, one woul. wa.e
UP at 9:00, for ex^ple, and another would have just wo.en up
Within 15 minutes, the whole group was assembled again. The
sense of synchronicity or "ESP" ri-5rir>»+- 4-y tb didn't transfer to people out
side the group.
Wes felt like he had entered a "different reality":
I realized that I was just operating at a totallydifferent level than I ever had befor^ ivif ? n ^body, my whole mind, my whole sout was* inf.ni n^-thic; <^vp*n-t- IT ^'>i'->J-i^ SOUL W volved m
1 ti%hir : : • ''^^^ experiencing a real-
The experience seemed to "open new doors" in Wes- conscious-
ness.
Even though everyone was "sharing" the experience of a
new reality, they all were experiencing it differently, each
in his own way. At one point during a period of silence,
for example, one of the people revealed he had been thinking
about how an earlier topic of discussion-the concept of a
"social reality"—affected him personally. He was thinking
in terms of dealing with graduate school. Wes was amazed be-
cause at that moment he had been dealing with the same con-
cepts but in terms of his life: thinking about his checking
account, car, and other material possessions. The third and
last person present, Wendy, had also been thinking about this
concept—but in terms of its impact on her as a woman.
One of the important consequences of this experience was
that Wes realized that each person has his own reality, in-
stead of there being only one reality. "Reality" was seen as
a "commonly accepted illusion"— subj ect to change if one's
perspective changed (which it did that weekend).
The group experience was intimately tied to the experi-
ence of alternate views of reality. Wes felt that although h
knew very little about the "physical lives" of three of the
people present (never having met them before); he knew a lot
about them "in terms of where they are in life" (their inner
selves). Letters Wes received from two of these people con-
firmed for him that their experience was as important and in-
tense as his had been. Curiously, one of the group. Bob, Wes
felt, didn't totally comprehend the group experience.
There were times when I noticed that Bob
• s behavior
was what I considered strange
. .
.—in terms of
how all of us were relating to the group as a unit,
and to each other, and to ourselves, Bob was relat-
ing differently at times . . . (although) most of
the time he seemed right there.
Bob afterwards told Wes that he hadn't felt the group experi-
ence as strongly as he felt Wes had.
During this experience, Wes felt more "like hiiiself",
less afraid to say what he was really feeling. He felt he
could be anything—he didn't have to be anything in particu-
lar. He would be accepted whatever he was. He related this
to Don Juan's concept of "not doing"—not doing the socially
approved or accepted action.
It was like all of a sudden I "not did" And ^ i o-hOf people "not did" at the san.e time, ind so whatIt amounted to was a leap for all of us.
At one point during the weekend, everyone in the group
took LSD; but only after the reality of the group experience
had already been firmly established. Amazingly, the drug had
little effect. Wes had no hallucinations. He also drove
over \h hours after having taken the acid. Wes felt that
the "doors were already open"— so the acid had little effect.
On the acid, Wes and Mike played a game of trying to blend
with their surroundings. Bob and Norm walked right by them
without noticing them. That night (apparently after the acid
had completely worn off) Wes tried the same tactic with some-
one else. Wes was the only person sitting on a bleacher-seat
in a gymnasium after the gymnastics meet. A friend was near-
by.
He was like on two steps below my feet. And he's
looking all over for someone he knew. And he look-
ed right by me I He just turned all around and
went right over my head. He just looked all around
me and didn't see me ... .
Wes relates his feeling during the weekend to the satis-
faction one feels after an orgasm:
There wasn't any physical sex, but there was sex.
Like I got that sexual feeling, that satisfaction
that I have had from sex. My mind was satisfied.
He also described some other very positive feelings:
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There was this whole thing inside of me. Like, ima-gine a whole other body within your body-the ^xac?same size as your body but inside you /. . and Jt's
kind '^'^^ " marshmellow. It's ?hat
feeding ^^f'^t^^;.; ioCe
'^'^
^^^^ ^^'^
, .
^ *
,
J-x fa v .... Those were myfeelings all weekend. ^
Wes felt the "inner glow" or "warmth" was more than metaphor-
ical: Although the house they were in was unheated and the
weather was cold, everyone felt physically warm.
When I asked VJes if his senses were affected during this
experience, he told me:
I can't really answer that because I think a new
sense in me developed by crossing the conscious/un-
conscious line. I think that became a new sense
.... That wasn't one of the five .... It
wasn't like my ears were hearing any better but I
was hearing different. It wasn't like my eyes were
seeing any better but I was seeing different ....
I was actually aware of what I was doing .... It
was like I was 'the one that watches' .... I
was the overseer of my senses.
A very important aspect of this experience for Wes was a
new awareness of his natural surroundings—this was not just
an "appreciation" of nature but a particular way of perceiv-
ing the interrelation between himself and happenings in na-
ture. His new friend, Mike, taught him some of these ways of
perceiving. Four of the group were in a Forest Reserve one
afternoon:
I've never been there like I was able to be there
then . . . just feeling myself totally at one with
nature .... What was going on outside of me
was also going on inside of me. I was a part of
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that .... There was no question about it.
The outer/inner boundary had been shattered. Wes felt that
his having a particular thought and a leaf falling off a tree
at that exact moment were intimately, totally connected.
They were meaningfully related ("synchronous" in Jung's defi-
nition). He felt that nature would provide him with "answers"
to questions he might have if he was aware enough of his sur-
roundings. He related this to Don Juan's teaching of Carlos
Castaneda.
In the forest, the group had to cross a stream by means
of a precarious tree limb. As Wes was crawling across, the
branch gave way and he found himself falling. He immediately
thought, he was not going to "try" to do anything—he relaxed
his body and the sagging branch stopped at that point.
The thing was that by doing that I went from within
to without.
Only one person fell into the stream. Wes feels it was some-
what significant that that one person was Bob, the "outsider"
in the group experience.
Everything during this experience seemed more "signifi-
cant" to VJes—and also more real in some ways. He felt that
he was more "in the present", more "there", less in daydreams,
fantasies, anticipations of the future, or nostalgias about
the past.
Besides the "ESP"-type phenomena, V\/es' thinking was af-
fected in some other ways. For on,:. 4-k,^ ne thing, he recovered many
past memories—for examnle 'nn-4- + ip , little incidents that happened
in little books that I had foraott^n t ^l g e I even read". He not
only remembered these instancesx Tian , but they were meaningfully
linked with what was haoneninn in ^-v.^H pp g m the present. He felt his
"unconscious had been broken into", that his unconscious w.,
becoming conscious, that there was "transference" between the
conscious and the unconscious.
There were also quite a few other unifications of oppo-
sites or conflicts. Feelings and thoughts were experienced
as much more connected and less separable. There was "no
conflict" between being selfish and being selfless. Desires
and values came together-old values were "shattered". Ac-
tions felt both free and determined at the same time. He
gave as an example their meeting at the house:
We were all pulled to the house. It was a free ac-tion on our part to go there but it was as if ithad been pre-determined.
There was also a change in the usual distinction between "mas-
culine" and "feminine";
There was nothing inside of me telling me I was a
man or telling me I was a woman. V7hat was inside
of me was that I was a person, and to me it trans-
cended that. I see that as being trans-sexual
. . ,I think that's within me now .... There's no
such thing as masculine and feminine.
Wes viewed the total experience as a "quantum leap" in
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growth. He stresses the fact that he "wasn't trying to do
anything"-it just happened. Another way he views the ex-
perience and its aftermath is the following:
There is a self that is me and part of that selfthat is me IS tied into something that's greaterthan me. And that's a door right now that's closedto a certain extent. It gets more and more openevery day. ^i^^
He sums up the experience still another way:
Everything that ever happened in life for me was
all pushed through the eye of a needle and the eyeof the needle was that weekend.
Some of the intensity of the experience, as well as the
group phenomena ended, when Wes left Pennsylvania. However,
he feels that the essential aspects of the experience have
not ended. Immediately after he left Pennsylvania, he started
trying to intellectually figure out what had happened to him
and the others. He "tied himself up in knots" before he re-
alized this attempt was doomed to failure. He started to re-
lax and to simply observe the effects the experience had on
his life.
There were many "results" of this experience in v;es'
life. He feels he has become more open with many people,
"like (he's) never experienced before." He's more honest
about his feelings and less worried about what others will
think of him. He's less self-conscious.
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fclous .... I^f Sl e"?o ^-If-con-m terms of experiencing the whole o?"^!?."^'""
He stiU sees the worXa in
. "new perspective". He gets "mes-
sages" from certain songs or records or in certain books-
messages that confirm his new world-views. He is more in
the present; some of his past has been "erased"; the future is
Of less concern to him and it's also less certain. This lack
Of certainty carries with it certain feelings of "awe" or
even a type of "fear". Wes is taking steps to become more
aware of both his feelings and his body-he talks much more
than ever before with close friends about his feelings; he
has done things like taking a day-long seminar in foot-mas-
sage to learn more about his body. He is becoming much more
aware of "habits" or patterns that have kept him in bondage-
his awareness of these have led to changes over time in some
cases. He is looking inside himself for answers now, rather
than outside himself. Wes also spoke about a very specific
change in the area of his sexuality.
I never really made love to anyone until last week.And I never knew that I'd never made love to anyone
.... I've had ejaculations but I never had anorgasm—.
. .
body, mind, and spirit
. . . iust ex-ploding or uniting together.
Wes still feels "confined in certain situations"—espe-
cially when he's around people whom he knew before the ex-
perience. He finds it "difficult to be different from what
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(he) was".
This experience has had some very profound philoso-
phical implications. The first is that Wes sees life as a
"process", now as opposed to "being (in) finite units". He
doesn't feel this process leads to a certain point—it's ne-
ver-ending. The second major implication is that life is a
paradox. Wes wants to live "within the paradox" rather than
trying to resolve things as being either X or Y.
The only mistake you can make is to resolve the is-
sue .... You want to live with the paradox. As
you do that things become less and less critical.
'VJhat difference does it make? It's not the right
question!' No matter where we started—no matter
what book, what statement—we always come back to
that.
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY:
DISCUSSION OF SOME OF THE RELEVANT DIMENSIONS
OF THE EXPERIENCE
It became obvious during the course of this study that
many of the prolonged positive experiences being discussed
had several elements in common. Some of these elements were
a confirmation of m.y a priori abstraction of this state (giv-
en on pages 5i-2>)
.
Others were additions to that picture.
Some elements were characteristic of one or more people's ex-
periences but were minimal or totally lacking in others'.
In this chapter, I will compare and contrast the differ-
ent experiences explored in the last chapter in terms of some
of the dimensions found to be most relevant to understanding
the experiences. I will also relate the findings to relevant
literature in this chapter.
Duration
There was widespread variability of duration in these
experiences. The following table gives the duration of each
person's experience;
Angela Rimband 9-10 months (on-going at time of in-
terview)
Peter O'Donnell 2^ months
Craig Postman 5-7 days ("core" experience); overall
experience—several months
Emilia Kinkaid 5 days
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Janice Darrow over one year
Lilian Krackow 3-4 days
Singh Ramur approximately 3 years (on-going at
time of interview)Jamy Bryerson 2^ months
Anne Watson 7 days
Suzanne Nervi 5 months
Westcott Pomeroy 25^-3 days
One surprising commonality was the relative ease with
which most people were able to mark the 'boundaries " of their
experience: it began at a specific time and (if it was over
at the time of the interview) it ended at a specific time.
The only exceptions to this were Craig Postman who felt the
end of his experience "just sort of trailed off" and Suzanne
Nervi who had difficulty remembering exactly when her experi-
ence began. The duration of these experiences places them
somewhere between Maslow's momentary "peak experience" and
permanent state of "self-actualization". Laski's term, "uni-
tive state" would be applicable in terms of the duration of
these experiences.
Location
The location of the 11 experiences is given in the fol-
lowing listing /these are the true locations—therefore, the
informants* names are not given/.
1) Massachusetts
2) Pennsylvania
3) Phoenix, Arizona
4) Nev; Zealand
5) Big Sur, California
6) Montague, Massachusetts
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7) Leverett, Massachusetts
8) Massachusetts
9) Switzerland
10) Amherst, Massachusetts
11) Cambridge, Massachusetts and Key West, Florida
The natural features of the location were emphasized in
several of the interviews. Two of the people felt the loca-
tions of their experiences (Big Sur, California and Phoenix,
Arizona) were very important in determining the experience.
Big Sur was called a "magic place" and Phoenix was thought to
have some special characteristics because of the Indians who
once lived in that area. The ocean played some role in four
of the experiences (especially emphasized in Lilian Krackow's
experience). Emilia Kinkaid felt most at peace alone in the
woods. Anne VJatson very much focused on the natural surround-
ings (especially the mountains) in her description, v;hile
Jamy Bryerson's experience was connected with being near the
desert. It should be recalled in this context that one of
the "triggers" for "ecstatic" experiences in Laski's analysis
was nature—especially mountains and the sea.
Prior Period
The most common characteristics of the period preceeding
the actual positive experience were subjectively negative:
anxiety, depression, conflict, frustration.
Peter O'Donnell at law school was "physically and men-
tally exhausted"; Craig Postman went through a paranoid peri-
od before his experience and also felt "crazy and depressed"
at times. Emilia Kinkaid was feeling frustrated in her rela-
tionship with a man and having some extreme conflicts at the
hospital where she worked. Janice Darrow was feeling very
depressed, isolated and overly dependent on the man she was
living with. Lilian Krackow had gone through a depression,
learned she had cancer, and had to endure several operations
and a month in a cancer ward. Singh Ramur was "not fulfilled
and had some emotional problems before he came to the ashram.
Anne Watson had been travelling with a girl friend whom she
was becoming increasingly annoyed with. Suzanne Nervi before
her experience felt "manicky", "confused", "superficial",
"like a jester" and wondered if people hated her.
The only informant who went into detail on the prior
period and didn't stress many negative feelings was Angela
Rimbaud. Her feeling was one of anticipation or "waiting".
Several theorists have postulated extreme negative feel-
ings before a positive "break-through" experience. Jung
wrote of "inner or outer fatalities" (1959); von Franz, of a
"wounding of the personality" (in Jung, 1964); Maslow, of a
"kind of death prior to rebirth, with consequent nostalgia,
fear, loneliness, and mourning" (1964, p. 190); and James of
"brooding depression, morbid introspection, anxiety, and de-
pression" (1961, p. 167). Jung felt such feelings were ne-
cessary to motivate the person towards growth, a manifesta-
tion of which is the positive experience. The "Death-Rebirth'
analogy is also very applicable: before the emergence of a
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new personality, the old one must
-die- and that usually in-
volves some degree of pain and suffering. Lilian Krackow
used this very analogy in describing her experience.
Onset
The onset of every one of these experiences can be seen
as involving some sort of change from the prior period. In
most cases, this change involved some rearrangement of the
external environment. In the two cases in which primary fo-
cus was put upon internal changes, the external environment
was also involved (as will be seen). There were three types
of situations associated with the onset of these experiences:
(1) A change in physical location— this figured in se-
ven of the 11 experiences: Peter O'Donnell left his school
and hitched 600 miles to Tobernie; Emilia Kinkaid went to a
growth center in California; Janice Darrow left Europe and
returned to the United States; Lilian Krackow left the hos-
pital cancer ward and went to her sister-in-law's house by
the ocean; Singh Ramur came to the ashram in Massachusetts;
Jamy Bryerson left New England and went out to New Mexico;
Westcott Pomeroy left New England and went to Pennsylvania.
In each of these experiences, the onset seemed to coincide
or nearly coincide with the person's arrival in the new en-
vironment. Feelings of anticipation or excitement often per-
vaded the actual arrival. It will be remembered that Laski
(1961) had listed a change of location (especially "holidays")
as a possible occasion for a "unitive state". The change of
location was associated in some of these cases with a feeling
of relief or escaping an oppressive situation. This was es-
pecially true in the experience of Peter O'Donnell, Emilia
Kinkaid and Janice Darrow,
(2) Meeting someone whom the person had not known be-
fore—this type of experience was associated with the onset
of five of the experiences (there was overlap with the above
category in three of these cases): Peter O'Donnell met Hamil
ton and Rogers for the first time when he arrived at Tobernie
Emilia Kinkaid met Drake when she arrived at the Gestalt
group; Jajny Bryerson met VJilma when she learned they shared
an office the first day she worked in the hospital; Anne Wat-
son met Claude at a hostel in Germany; Wescott Pomeroy met
Norm, Mike, and Wendy for the first time when he arrived at
the house in Pennsylvania,
In most of these cases, there was an immediate, intui-
tive feeling of a type of closeness that usually must await
the passage of some superficial preliminaries. Peter O'Don-
nell "immediately liked" Hamilton and Rogers; Jamy Bryerson
felt a certainty that she and Wilma would be very close—she
felt a "spark"—within the first 10 minutes; Wescott Pomeroy
felt a unique type of communication between himself and his
new friends almost immediately. Emilia Kinkaid felt "ex-
tremely close" to Drake in a few hours of watching him work.
Laski (1961) had mentioned a love relationship as one possi-
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ble occasion for a unitive state and "intimate conversation
or contact" had been listed as a possible trigger for an ec-
static experience. These meetings remind one of the 'I-Thou'
encounter described by Buber (1958; see my page e9 ).
(3) Ihere is a third type of change which is more unus-
ual and more difficult to briefly generalize. However, sur-
prisingly, there were two examples of such an onset in this
study and they had distinct similarities. We may character-
ize the aspects of this type of onset:
(a) The person is actively involved in with-
drawal from the normal external environment—Craig
Postman was involved in meditation at the time of
onset, while Angela Rimbaud was deeply immersed in
prayer. Ornstein (1972) states that the original
purpose of prayer, like that of meditation, was ex-
periential, and, in fact, had a function similar to
meditation—the conscious withdrawal from routine
thoughts and perceptions in order to allow another
dimension of consciousness to emerge.
(b) Communication with a deep level of the
person's consciousness, in both these cases, occur-
red during the withdrawal exercise. For Angela it
was the first time prayer meant "really having a
dialogue". This dialogue was between her ego (or
"self") and Christ (which is identical with the
"true self" for her). In this dialogue, it will be
remembered, she made a specific request-to be able
to love people she normally couldn't feel love for.
Qraig, during meditation, became engaged in an "in-
ternal dialogue" with the "kind of guru who never
answers"-an old wise man, who had earlier appeared
in a dream. He asked this teacher some questions.
(c) The deep level of the person's conscious-
ness (Christ for Angela and the 'teacher' for Craig)
is experienced by the person as 'answering' the re-
quest or question through means of the environment.
The environment for Angela produced K.—who was to
become exceptionally close to her— a "dramatic an-
swer to (her) specific request". Craig's environ-
ment would "immediately answer" the questions he
half jokingly asked his internal 'teacher'. This
correspondence of internal and external events is
"synchronicity" in Jung's terms (I969d). I will re-
serve a more detailed discussion of this type of
phenomena for the section entitled, "Psychic Phe-
nomena".
Diekman (in Tart, 1969) used the concept, "deautowatiza
tion" to characterize the meditation procedure: 'normal ab-
stract thoughts are inhibited and replaced by a receptive
perceptional mode. This mode is characterized as more "pri
mitive"—similar to the perceptual and cognitive functionin
of children and primitive people. It is not uncommon for
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Children to hold dialogues with "invisible friends" but for
normal, healthy adults, this is rare, to say the least
(Craig Postman had thought to himself, "You're out of your
mind, you know").
I don't think there is any way to 'explain- the onset of
these experiences, to the extent that knowing certain vari-
ables we might predict or actually voluntarily bring about
such an experience. I do think we are in a position to say
that certain external situations appear more favorable than
others—for example, a change in physical location. When the
favorable external situation coincides with a receptive in-
ternal situation—perhaps occasioned by a period of suffer-
ing, trying to consciously "solve" conflicts, and an eventual
"surrender" to higher powers, the result ma^ be such an ex-
perience. Or we could argue that the "surrender" or giving
up of effort produces a sort of vacuum that must be filled— '
and since the old way no longer works, a new way must arise.
If this new way truly derives from the deeper levels of one's
own personality (the "true self" in Jung's terms), the re-
sulting experience will be felt psychologically as being
"more oneself", "truer to oneself "—descriptions which many
of the people in this study used when talking about their
experiences.
Another condition which apparently must be met for this
type of experience to occur is a confrontation with pain in
the prior situation. Deadening onself to this pain keeps it
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from motivating the person to grow beyond it-perhaps produc-
ing some sort of neurotic stalemate or vicious cycle. Open-
ness to one's own pain appeared to be necessary for growth
in these experiences.
Characteristics of the State Itself
Activity
.
Basically, people in this period performed
many of the same actions that they usually would. However,
the informants did stress certain types of action as playing
a large part in characterizing their experience.
The most prevalent type of activity mentioned was physi-
cal activity—in several cases there was a heightened aware-
ness of the body, especially in motion. Peter O'Donnell's ex-
perience involved heavy physical labor (construction), much
walking, a large amount of sexual activity, and swimming;
Emilia Kinkaid felt highest walking in the woods— she was al-
so very much in touch v;ith her body due to the Gestalt work-
shop; Singh Ramur focused on physical work and on the prac-
tice of yoga; Jamy Bryerson's work at the hospital involved a
particularly acute awareness of the body as well as consider-
able physical involvement; Anne Watson hiked and climbed in
the mountains while travelling; Suzanne Nervi emphasized the
fact that she was taking dancing lessons for the duration of
her experience; Wescott Pomeroy mentioned walking in the
woods as an integral part of his experience; Angela Rimbaud
often feels highest when doing yoga.
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A type of activity related to physical movement (and, in
a way, subsumed under it) was engaging in types of therapy-
either as a client or as a therapist-^focusing on the body.
There was an unusually high degree of such activity in this
group: both Craig Postman and Emilia Kinkaid were clients in
a Gestalt workshop; Lilian Krackow had been in movement ther-
apy prior to her experience and closely linked the two experi-
ences psychologically; and Jamy Bryerson was involved in be-
ing a movement therapist as well as being a 'student' of Wil-
ma ' s.
There was a relatively high incidence of meditation in
this group: Craig Postman, Singh Ramur (yogi meditation);
Suzanne Nervi (transcendental meditation); Angela Rimbaud
yogi meditation, as well as an experiential form of prayer
very similar to meditation). Although Lilian Krackow did not
call what she did "meditation", some of her activity, espe-
cially sitting and watching the ocean, seemed very related.
One of the long-term effects of meditation is the dishabitua-
tion of the "normal" (usual) responses to stimuli in the en-
vironment (Ornstein, 1972). Thus, it is possible that in
some of the experiences in this group, the activity of medi-
tating was at least in part responsible for some of the sen-
sory phenomena.
Three people in the study mentioned drug usage—Craig
Postman (hashish), Suzanne Nervi (marijuana or T.H.C), and
Wescott Pomeroy (LSD). In no case was it felt to have been
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primarily responsible for the experience. It may be seen as
simply one avenue of self
-exploration engaged in by people
who are on a voyage of discovery.
It is interesting to note that only two people in the
study—Peter O'Donnell and Jamy Bryerson—were working
"straight" (9:00 to 5:00) jobs during their experience. In
both cases, the work experience was heavily modified by the
presence of very significant others (the three others in the
'group' with Peter; VJilma to Jamy). Peter pointed out that
in his 'normal' work (in an engineering firm)—in which there
are responsibilities and clients to worry about, such an ex-
perience would be impossible. Jamy mentioned that the most
significant part of her experience with Wilma occurred after
work—when they could, in private, explore some of the impli-
cations of the day's work. Jamy also stated the difficulty
of maintaining the positive state of consciousness once she
returned to the East and "got caught up in schedules". It
would appear, then, that the organized work world is essen-
tially inimicable to these types of experience. The break-up
of time ("scheduling") and the heavy feelings of responsibi-
lity often associated with work are particularly counter-pro-
ductive to this type of state. Each draws one's attention
away from the present moment—either in the memory of past
situations or in the anticipation of future ones.
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Rel ationships VJith Others
One of the most interesting aspects of these prolonged
positive experiences was the manner in which people having
such an experience related to other people. Three dominant
themes emerged in the discussion of relationships: 1) a
sense of freedom—to be with another or not to be with an-
other at any particular time; to express oneself freely with-
out worrying about another's feelings; and to just "be" one-
self without feeling a pressure to conform to the expecta-
tions of others; 2) a feeling of intimacy in primary relation-
ships, often after very little contact with another; 3) in
less central relationships, a more relaxed, tolerant, play-
ful attitude.
The dominant theme was that of freedom. People in this
state felt the freedom of choosing who they would relate to
and when they v;ould relate. Craig Postman was very conscious
of a feeling of "space". He would choose to talk to a person
in a workshop one night, and a person on the staff of the
growth center another night. He could also choose to be alone
—he emphasized the need for privacy as central to his ex-
perience. Emilia Kinkaid also felt very free "to be with or
to be separate". In the relationship with the man who was
her massage partner she felt the freedom to say 'No', when
the question of sexual involvement arose.
Another type of freedom stressed was the freedom of ex-
pression. People during this experience felt more free to
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express what they really felt or thought. Peter O'Donnell's
speech was more "uncontrived" than ever before (or since).
What "(he) thought (he) said". He was less worried about
hurting anyone's feelings than usual, yet, he feels he said
very little that was meant to hurt anyone's feelings because
he felt so content himself. Lilian Krackow felt more free to
express whatever she was feel ing—verbally or non-verbally.
Suzanne Nervi emphasized the fact that her speech was much
less censored than usual—she was more interested in convey-
ing her thoughts than she was worried about how they would
sound. As a result, she felt that she was more successful in
getting across to another the image of herself she felt was
real. Wescott Pomeroy emphasized the fact that with the
others in the group he could "cut through the normal social
bullshit" very quickly—it wasn't necessary. Janice Darrow
felt she carried honesty to the point of "bluntness", and had
no use for "social chit chat".
Along with being able to say what one feels about an-
other, seems to come an increased ability to accept what an-
other feels about oneself. Peter O'Donnell's feelings were
not hurt by his friend's observation about his jeans—or by
another friend's criticism of the way he sneezed (he felt
that he normally would have taken offense). Jamy Bryerson
felt very open to observations made by Wilma about her body,
movement, breathing, that would seem threatening to some peo-
ple, Singh Ramur does not feel threatened or offended if
3 78
someone criticises hia turban, clothes,
^o,, ,3,^.
The l.st type of freedo. spoken about was the freedo™
"to do., or
..to be onesetf... Peter O.Bonne^^ feets he lived a
"far truer., life then than ever before. He has a hard ti.e
understanding now how ho felt so unselfconscious while he was
dancing, singing, drinking, and picking up wo.en in bars.
But he does know that he never felt like he had to live up to
^ny particular expectations with the others in the group. In
Wescott Bomeroy's experience, he states:
businossr„an^=!°r.• i ^.-.^.l h^^r t^b^ra^ythincI just could be whatever I am. anyth g.
Travelling with Claude, Anne Watson felt no pressure of the
past and no pressure for any particular future. She felt
comfortable and at ease just being herself. She felt "more
like (herself)" than at other times. Emilia Kinkaid felt
safe and secure enough with Drake's strength and honesty that
she "could let go".
He would be in touch with me if I needed to let go
and I didn't have to have any games to cover uo theinside of me.
With Wilma, Jamy Bryerson felt no need to "accomodate, adjust,
or be careful". She felt like the more she could be herself,
the more she v;duld be loved. She emphasized the fact that
Wilma' s "appreciation" of her qualities allowed her to "be
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herself" more fully.
A second major theme that evolved from the interviews was
.that of intimacy-very deep feelings of closeness and inter- •
personal communication of a very "real" sort. Peter O'Don-
nell felt his friendship with Brighton, Hamilton, and Rogers
was probably the "heaviest friendship of (his) life". He had
a "real affection" for the others. Emilia Kinkaid felt "very
close" to Drake—during her long talks with him she sensed
his al oneness and felt she gave to him as well as received.
Lilian Krackow's relationships with her relatives during her
convalescence were "more intense and more personal "—especial-
ly with her sister-in-law, who was caring for her physical
needs. A unique aspect of Lilian's relationships during this
period was that she learned to accept care from others— she
had previously been used to only giving it. Jamy Bryerson
felt that her relationship with Wilma was "the most important
in (her) life". It was characterized by exceptional close-
ness and intimacy to the point where they experienced "extra-
sensory phenomena" (ESP) with each other to a very large de-
gree. Their intimacy also had an element of play in it—whe-
ther it was sharing thoughts or specific activities. An ele-
ment of equality was also present: Jamy was able to 'trans-
late' into verbal concepts some of Wilma 's non-verbal intui-
tions or perceptions; Wilma was able to teach Jamy much about
the body and the non-verbal realm. Wescott Pomeroy, during
his group experience, felt like he knew very well the inner
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lives-"where they are in life"-of Norm, Mike and Wendy. As
with Jamy Bryerson and Wilma, this relationship was so close
.that Often words didn't have to be spoken for one person to
know what another was thinking or feeling. Again, this was
identified as an "ESP" phenomenon.
A particular type of relationship that developed in two
cases-those of Peter O'Donnell and Wescott Pomeroy-a common-
ly shared group experience-is of particular interest. Before
undertaking this study, I seriously doubted that a prolonged
positive experience of the type l" described could take place
within a group simultaneously to more than one person. This
appears to have happened in these two cases. It is useful to
note, however, that in one of these two cases (Peter O'Don-
nell), no personal growth was experienced as a result of the
group's phenomena. The other case (V/escott Pomeroy) also
left me with some doubt about the degree to which the experi-
ence was personally integrated—the interview with Wes seemed
to be one of the most "fragmented" in many ways. These ob-
servations would fit with Jung's view of group-experienced
periods of growth (although he appears to be thinking pri-
marily of larger groups):
To experience transformation in a group and to ex-
perience it in oneself are two totally different
things. If any considerable group of persons are
united and identified with one another by a parti-
cular frame of mind, the resultant transformation
experience bears only a very remote resemblance to
the experience of individual transformation. A
group experience takes place on a lower level of
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5h?s1nCr?n^?r ^h^^^P^^ience of an individual.I is IS due to the fact that, when many people qa-
^^fn ^'^^ to share one common emotion, the to-
n^^K^ frnerging from the group is beliw the le-
thi nL 1 psyche .... That is why
^f r. K ^-r^^^^^^^^^ experience of transformation
tn%^^°^^^iV^^''^ ""^^ short-term group phenomena
IrY^tZT S ^^^^^^f"^^- It is also much easier toachieve, because the presence of so many people to-
greater suggestive force (Juno, 1959a.
Whether the type of group experience which occurred to the
two people in this study is, in general
. a less integrated
experience of growth, remains to me an open question. There
is some evidence in this study to show that it was less in-
tegrated—especially in Peter O'Donnell's case in which he
admitted there was absolutely no carry-over from the experi-
ence.
An interesting side-road to the group phenomenon is the
fact that in each of the groups, there were four major parti-
cipants and one person, a "fifth member", who remained psy-
chologically outside the experience. I will only mention the
fact that Jungian psychology stresses the importance of the
occurrence of certain numbers—the number "four" is especial-
ly indicative of "wholeness", or "completion" (v. Franz, in
Jung, 1969).
Most people were able to experience both intimacy and
freedom during these periods. There was one case in which
these two aspects of living were in conflict. Immediately af-
ter Janice Darrow returned from Europe, she shunned any type
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of emotional involvement, especially with men. In the second
semester, however, she did get involved with a man. This re-
.lationship lasted for a while but then Janice began to feel •
restricted. Her independence was more important to her than
the relationship, so she ended the "heavy" involvement.
Perhaps one reason that freedom and intimacy could co-
exist in most of these experiences is that the intimacy was
of a sort that allowed a lot of space for other relationships
or activities. The intimacy in most cases was a shared ex-
perience of a particular point in time—and not seen as a de-
mand for all time. Many of the intimate experiences were of
short duration—people left each other—most v;ith an open-
ended attitude about the future. Peter O'Donnell never saw
Roger and Hamilton again; Emilia Kinkaid left Drake; Jamy
left Wilma; Claude left Anne VJatson; VJescott Pomeroy left
Norm, Mike, and Wendy. Two of these people, Emilia Kinkaid
and Jamy Bryerson, were thinking of recapturing at least part
of their experience. Shortly after the interviews, each was
leaving on a journey to see the person they had come to know
during their experience: Emilia to be in a month-long work-
shop with Drake in California and Jamy to go to live with
Wilma in New Mexico.
The third major theme that emerged from the interviews
with regard to relationships had to do with those relation-
ships that were less central to a person's life at the time
of the experience. We might call these "peripheral" relation-
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ships. Most people found themselves more tolerant, easy-go-
ing, and "playful" in these relationships. Angela Rimbaud
felt more accepting, more tolerant and less judgmental of
people who were not central in her life. Peter O'Donnell
felt much more tolerant of others than he ever had before (or
since) in his life. While travelling, Anne Watson met people
of many nationalities and felt with most of them a basic com-
monality of experience—due to their "humanity" or "people-
ness"—which transcended national boundaries.
An interesting exception to this increased tolerance for
others was Janice Darrow who found herself less tolerant of
some people—especially people who, like herself previous to
this experience, were bored with, or apathetic towards, learn-
ing. She felt that her isolation—occasioned in part by the
conflict she felt between "independence" and "closeness"~al-
lowed this intolerance to remain unchallenged.
The attitude of casual ness and playfulness carried over
into sexual relationships. Several people were able to
thoroughly enjoy sexual relationships without any of the ag-
ony sometimes occasioned by heavy emotional involvement.
Peter O'Donnell, for the first time in his life, enjoyed a
very carefree, "natural" sexual relationship with the nurse
without any restrictions, expectations of fidelity, expecta-
tions about the future, or emotional entanglements. Emilia
Kinkaid ' s one-night "affair" had no lasting repercussions on
the rest of her life—mostly it was just fun, Suzanne Nervi
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was "not hung up emotionally" on her high school drop-out
friend, nor was she "hung up that she wasn't hung up". Jamy
•Bryerson's experience was especially significant in that, in
'
her relationship with Wilma, there were elements of both play-
fulness and seriousness, transiency and durability.
Most of the characteristics of the people in these ex-
periences (with regard to their relationships) are similar (or
identical with) characteristics Maslow ascribed to "self-ac-
tualizing" people"; "increased acceptance of others; increased
spontaneity; increased detachment and desire for privacy;
greater richness of emotional reaction; increased identity
with the human species; improved interpersonal relationships"
(1962, pp. 23-29). However, it is also importanl to state
that a person may be experiencing an otherwise very positive
state and at the same time experiencing the opposite of one
or more of these characteristics (for example, Janice Darrow's
increased intolerance of certain people while in the midst of
an otherwise very positive state).
Feelings
Some of the most uniform findings in this study related
to feelings experienced during the positive period. Most of
the feelings described were, of course, positive—the manner
in which I defined the type of experience I was looking for
was certainly at least partially responsible for this.
Many of the positive feelings could be grouped into two
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main categories (after Tomkin's ZT9627 breakdown): 1) interest-
excitement and 2) enjoyment-joY. In the first category were
mentioned such feelings as being excited about learning, feel-
ing very "alive", feeling a "vibrant excitement", feeling "ec-
static", or "euphoria", and feeling a "sense of adventure" in
taking some risks. In the second category were mentioned
such feelings as "peacefulness", "total absence of tension and
anxiety", "relief", "total sense of well-being", a "feeling
of balance", "confidence", feeling "whole", the feeling that
"everything is O.K.", feelings of "satisfaction"— "simil ar to
sexual satisfaction"; feelings of "relaxation", feeling
"smooth", "happiness" and " joyfulness"
. The second category
seemed to predominate in the descriptions to some extent, al-
though most people mentioned both types of feelings.
Two feelings that were consistently mentioned were a
feeling of freedom and feelings of love. VJescott Pomeroy
felt a new "freedom to breath" during his group experience.
Angela Rimbaud felt the sense of love "coming from every-
where"— "life floating on a v;arm ocean". Emilia Kinkaid felt
more "compassionate" than usual with the people in the work-
shop. Singh Ramur felt more "loving" towards everyone since
his experience began. Wes described the love feelings as an
"inner glow" and "like a marshmellow" inside his body— "a
real good warm feeling."
Most of the people in the study also described some ne-
gative feelings during this experience. Angela Rimbaud felt
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She had to go through heavy negative feelings at time, in or-
der to continue to grow. These were experienced as part of
the total growth process. Peter CDonnell felt a little an-
xious at the start of his experience while he was trying to
decide What field to enter-these feelings left entirely af-
ter about a week. Craig Post.an felt sad and lonely at ti.es
but
-not particularly agonized". He .ay have had some feel-
ings Of paranoia-but if so, they were much more tied to his
physical condition (and had some reality basis) than were
previous paranoid episodes. Janice Darrow felt intolerant of
others at times and also felt "restricted" in her one "heavy-
relationship during this period. Lilian Krackow felt "some
discomfort" about her brother's attitudes towards her lover.
Jamy Bryerson had some conflict feelings while in contact
with her parents, but she learned how to handle these. In
general, the negative feelings were very minimized
^^^^"^ the entire experience. In some cases, the
experience of "negative" feelings was thought to be essential
to growth.
One feeling was described by only one person in the
study—Suzanne Nervi—but it seemed so important, I will men-
tion it here. Suzanne, during a particularly reckless car
drive with some friends, felt a sense of ecstasy to the ex-
tent that she experienced a loss of the fear of death—per-
haps an acceptance of death, at least for a, brief time. Un-
fortunately, I did not ask any other people in the study if
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they had experienced a similar feeling. Lilian Krackow did
state that before her experience she had to confront the pos-
sibility of her own death by cancer. Both Don Juan and the
Zen Masters stressed the importance of the confrontation
with, and acceptance of, one's own death. Don Juan's de-
scription of the encounter:
Death has two stages. The first is a blockout. ItIS a meaningless state .... It soon vanishes
and one enters a new realm, a realm of harshness
and power .... (This) second stage is the real
stage v/here one meets with death; it is a brief mo-
ment, after the first blockout, when we find that
we are, somehow, ourselves again. It is then thatdeath smashes against us with quiet fury and power
until it dissolves our lives into nothing (Castaneda,
1971, p. 237). *
The Zen Masters' description of the 'correct' mental attitude
towards life included the consciousness of one's own death
(Kapleau, 1967). Jung, in a small essay, "The Soul and
Death" (1969b), expressed the opinion that shrinking from
death is unnatural —that it is indicative of a person who has
not lived fully—of someone who needs more "time" in order to
really live. I would expect that the type of experience be-
ing focused on in this study could make one more conscious of
the fact of one's death and could possibly change one's
stance towards that fact.
Thinking
Both the process of thinking and the content of thinking
were generally altered during these experiences.
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Several people experienced a "quieting"
' of their' mind
during this period: there was less "internal talk". Angela
Rimbaud experienced periods of "silence", Emilia Kinkaid of
"calmness", Jamy Bryerson of "no thought". Thoughts were of-
ten experienced as "clearer"-not as jumbled or contradic-
tory. Emilia described her thoughts as "slowed down", in
comparison to the normal "hurrying" or "rushing" going on in-
side her head. Thinking was often less disconnected from
other aspects of behavior—such as speaking or feeling.
Peter O'Donnell said that whatever he had thought about he
said (there was very little censorship of thought).
The process of thinking was also changed in other ways.
Several people felt that thinking was more efficient when
they were really concentrating on something. Jamy Bryerson
was amazed at how easily she could pick up complicated neuro-
anatomy books and comprehend them; Janice Darrow was in her
intellectual "prime"; Suzanne Nervi felt much more "intelli-
gent" than usual. Along with increased efficiency to "absorb"
new connections between normally very disparate topics, Su-
zanne was amazed how all of her school courses seemed rele-
vant to each other— she felt like "the whole world made sense
to (her)". Jamy found memories from graduate school and from
childhood connecting logically with things she was reading
about in neuro-anatomy. In this latter instance, new con-
nections were facilitated by the recovery of long forgotten
memories, an emergence of material once unconscious. In
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Wescott Pomerov's exnerif^n^A = v-^y ^ p ience, a recovery of such memories—
so.e fro.
.-little
.oo.s that (he) had forgotten (he) had read-
also occurred. This recovery of forgotten material, represent,
one level of a collaboration of the conscious and the uncon-
scious. Jung felt that only through such a confrontation and
collaboration could the process of individuation take place
(1969e).
Another characteristic change in the thinking process
was towards more "playful" thoughts. Jamy Bryerson and Wilma
enjoyed "stringing thoughts together to see where they would
go". Suzanne Nervi found herself much more enjoying the ac-
tual process of thinking-rather than worrying about the fi-
nished product.
There were some more dramatic changes in the thinking
process. Several people reported increased visual imagery in
thinking and a decrease in verbal abstractions. Lilian Krack-
ow's visual imagery was "heightened tremendously"; Craig
Postman's imag-ry was "much more vivid". He had a sense of
"thinking visually rather than verbally
. . . attending to
the images and not tacking on words". Lilian's increase in
imagistic thinking came at the same time as a decreased abi-
lity to handle very complex thoughts—especially abstract
ones. She had, for example, extreme difficulty in remember-
ing names. Craig's thinking at this time possessed a quality
of drama—the ideas were represented in his head as a play be-
ing acted out. This reminds one of Angela Rimbaud's change
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in thinking from abstract "concepts" to "stories". This type
of thinking is more "primitive" but, in some ways, more live-
ly than the usual thinking in abstract verbal concepts. Orn-
stein (1972) relates such thinking to the right hemisphere of
the brain—the more intuitive, sensuous, receptive, experi-
ential side. This is the mode of perceiving and thinking
awakened through most meditation procedures. Craig and Ange-
la had both been meditating in a formal sense. Lilian had
been "meditating" on the ocean and its changes throughout the
day in a less formal sense. Apparently, the shock she had
experienced with her operation was, in fact, responsible for
the slow-up of the normal intellectual functioning—which al-
lowed the latent mode of consciousness to express itself,
A final change in the thinking process occurred during
Wescott Pomeroy's experience. Contrary to some of the other
experiences (especially Emilia Kinkaid's), Wes felt that his
thinking was speeded up, in part due to the tremendous amount
of input being received from the others undergoing a similar
experience.
Besides the changes in the process of thinking, there
were also some changes in the content. Some people experi-
enced much "simpler" thoughts than usual. Peter O'Donnell is
certain he didn't think about any intellectual, philosophical,
or abstract ideas during his experience. He thought mostly
about very simple things: friendship, women, drinking, eat-
ing, jokes. Some other characteristics of the content of
see peopxe.s thoughts were: Xes. futu.e-orientea thooghts,
less worries, less violent thoughts (stressed especially by
Singh R..ur), and ™ore "positive" thoughts (stressed l,y both
Janice Darrow and Singh). Janice felt her thoughts during
this period were "more realic;i-i r"iCQ isr c and more her own— as op-
posed to introjected but unassimilated "in" ideas.
In several people's experiences, dreams played an im-
portant role. Craig Postman's
-teacher' was an old man who
had previously appeared in a dre^. Angela Rimbaud's two
dreams concerning the union of masculine and feminine aspects
convinced her that these aspects were becoming less polarized
in her life during her experience. Related to her dream is
Jung's hypothesis that the "self" is represented in dreams
as either a bisexual being (the hypothesized third dream in
Angela's sequence) or as a "divine, royal, or otherwise dis-
tinguished couple" (v. Franz, in Jung, 1964, p. 204). Lilian
Krackow's dreams and fantasies about herself being united
with the ocean played a large part in determining her state
of consciousness during this period.
Aspects of thinking related to 'psychic' phenomena will
be discussed in a special section^
Behavior
Behavior for most people during these experiences was
harmonious and 'balanced'. As Suzanne Nervi put it, "a nice
balance of being active and being not active". There was nei-
sen
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ther too much activity nor too much passivity.
To attain such a balance, old patterns of behavior based
on Old patterns of perceiving and thinking had to be broken.
Here it is impossible to separate the perceptual component of
being from the behavioral. Change involves both-often simul
taneously. Don Juan's technique of "not doing" was employed
by several people. People "not did" what they normally do
due to a changed perception of reality (or vice versa). Of-
ten this change took the form of "not doing" the normal so-
cially-expected behaviors in communication with others. Thi
was possible primarily when the degree of trust and openness
in a relationship allowed people to dispense with these oft
superficial and 'peripheral' (in AUporfs terms) rituals.
Another form of "not doing" is breaking habitual patterns of
behavior based on preconceived time schedules ("eat lunch at
1:00; sleep at 12:00", etc.). Several people mentioned
changes in this direction.
As a result of "not doing", behavior was generally more
spontaneous, uncontrived, and relaxed, less determined by
long-range goals or desires, and, in general, more 'natural'.
Peter O'Donnell did what he felt like doing—even if it
meant getting fired for swimming while he was supposed to be
working. He said what he was feeling without censoring it.
Taking care of bodily necessities (such as eating and sleep-
ing) more often followed his body's actual rhythm and less
often followed a preconceived "schedule". Craig Postman also
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mentioned the ^'rhythm" to his movement through the day. Many
people mentioned a new found "freedom" of movement (Wescott
Pomeroy mentioned the "freedom to breath"). In some cases, •
this could be seen to be at least partially due to the exter-
nal situation—many of the experiences occurred during a
"time-out" from the usual hectic schedules of modern living.
Angela Rimbaud's most intense experiences often occurred at
the monastery; Peter O'Connell was in a "non-worry" job (he
didn't care if he got fired or not since it was only tempor-
ary); Craig Postman and Emilia Kinkaid were in therapy work-
shops; Lilian Krackow was recuperating from her operation at
the ocean, Anne VJatson was travelling in Switzerland and Wes
Pomeroy was essentially "on vacation". Many of these people
experienced a change during this period in the direction of
slowing themselves down, taking a rest, becoming less active.
The balance had previously gone too far in the active direc-
tion (Peter O'Donnell and Lilian Krackow had previously phy-
sically "exhausted" themselves from overwork; Craig Postman,
Angela Rimbaud, and Emilia Kinkaid all stressed the freedom
from "too many people" during this period). One result of
slowing things down ("time stretching" in Jamy Bryerson's
terms) was that a person had more time to play. Behavior
became more playful. Emilia Kinkaid emphasized how much fun
she had playing with one man in her therapy group
—
pillow
fights, "gymnastic type things", dancing in a very spontaneous
and rhythmical way. Jamy Bryerson and Wilma played much of
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their time together-'Viancing at shadows- was one favorite.
In people who had formerly been too passive (perhaps
bored and apathetic), the new balance was more in the active
direction. This was true for both Janice Darrow and Suzanne
Nervi, who discovered a new pleasure in being active. Both
got turned on to learning for perhaps the first time since
they were children. Janice felt very 'productive', in con-
trast to the usually over-active people who felt best just
'being' and not producing anything. Interestingly, Janice
was perhaps the only person in the study to emphasize the po-
sitive value of structure and of a regularly scheduled rou-
tine during her experience, in contrast to the usual emphasis
on the freedom from structure
-and routine. The idea of a ba-
lance reconciles what might have otherwise appeared to be
a contradiction. Whatever one had to do (or "not do") in or-
der to attain a balance of movement more in keeping with the
rhythm of his or her body— this generally occurred during
these experiences.
In a few cases, behavior was very much 'simplified'.
Anne Watson just walked, climbed a little, and ate—not much
else. Lilian Krackow, after her operation, was incapable of
any but the simplest actions—anything else v;as just too men-
tally and physical exhuasting.
Some people mentioned being more decisive — Emilia Kin-
kaid because she allowed herself to be ambivalent until what
she really wanted became obvious; Janice Darrow because she
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generally knew what she wanted; and Suzanne Nervi because her
choices didn't seem to be eliminating other desirable alter-
natives. Coinciding with Suzanne's lessening of motoric con-
fusion was a lessening of communicative confusion-she felt
very much more articulate during this period. Decisiveness,
articulate speech, self-assertiveness-all are part of being
aware of what one really wants or feels. When one is clear
on the "internal message", behavior acquires a unity of ac-
tion that is manifested in fluidity, gracefulness, and power.
These were all characteristic of behavior during many of
these experiences.
Senses
People varied to the degree that their senses were af-
fected during these experiences. Several people (Angela Rim-
baud, Peter O'Donnell, Janice Darrow) felt that their senses
were not changed during the experience. In spite of this,
both Angela and Peter made particular mention of how much
more they "appreciated" sensory phenomena and Angela also
felt she paid more "attention" to certain stimuli in her en-
vironment—especially significant objects in the church or
monastery (such as the crucifix).
Most people, however, did report changes in the senses.
The most common experience was a heightening of visual input
or a visual 'clearing'. Craig Postman after meditating men-
tioned a visual quality of "sparkling clear energy", as if
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things were very close or his eyes were "real telescopes".
Suzanne Nervi experienced a sharp visual impression of peo-
.pie's faces-they appeared clearer, soft, almost "glowing", •
as if with an inner light. Emilia Kinkaid felt like she
could "see better"-she was very much aware of color, light,
and shade-especially in the forest. Lilian Krackow was very
much aware of the changes of light on the ocean. Jamy Bryer-
son reported a somewhat different visual phenomena: she
could see a "glow or shimmer" in different areas on the
ground—these Wilma referred to as "earth auras". She could
also see "auras" around people. Castaneda (1968) had also
mentioned seeing such phenomena. Changing the normal type of
receptivity to sensory phenomena—whether by some form of
meditation or by "shutting off the cortical" in Jamy's case-
may result in a new capacity to perceive sensory data not or-
dinarily able to be perceived (Ornstein, 1972). The religi-
ous experiences in James (1961) and the ecstatic experiences
in Laski (1961) often included similar changes in visual phe-
nomena. Reports of changes in visual processes as part of a
long-term experience (as in this study) are much more rare.
Several other specific sensory changes were noted—all
in the direction of increased sensitivity. Craig Postman
mentioned an increase in the tactile mode—he could feel the
warmth or cold emanating from a person's body if he sat next
to that person. Lilian Krackow mentioned a heightening of
both the senses of taste (while eating a grape) and hearing
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(while listening to music). The way she described these ex-
periences-as if it were the first time she had ever eaten a
grape or listened to music-gives one a sense of the dishabi-
tuation of the usual perceptual categorization-a momentary
suspension of thought about the stimulus and a new awareness
of that particular stimulus. Such a description corresponds
to the experimental results attained in studies of yogis
after meditation (Arand, Chhi^a, and Singh, in Tart, 1969;
Ornstein, 1972) and in Zen masters during meditation (Kasa-
matsu and Hirai, in Tart, 1969). "in these studies, repeti-
tion of an external stimulus (an auditory "click") did not
result in habituation of the response—the last click was re-
sponded to just as strongly as the first. Apparently, no men-
tal "model" of the stimulus as repetitive was formed, so its
impact was not diminished (Ornstein, 1972),
Two women in the study, Lilian Krackow and Suzanne Nervi,
experienced an increase in sexuality. This would seem to be
specific type of increased bodily awareness. Emilia Krack-
,
when discribing a particular sexual episode, made it
clear that she was more in touch with, and able to respond
better to, her bodily feelings.
Several people made more general statements about
changes in their senses. Singh Ramur felt that,
Everything is heightened and clarified: sight,
sound, taste, feeling, everything
—
pretty much all
the time.
a
ow
However, he added that he experiences less desire to gratify
his senses now. Anne Watson noted a heightening of all her
senses and a greater responsiveness to the natural surround-
ings (trees, water, wind, etc.) in particular. Lilian Krackow
felt that all of her senses went "from death to life".
Besides changes in the existing senses, at least one per-
son (Wes Pomeroy) mentioned a feeling of having a "new sense"
developed. He said.
Instead of being anyone of my senses, I was allfive. I was the overseer of my senses .... I
was the one that watches.
He states that his hearing and seeing weren't any "better",
but they were "different". This difference had to do with
him being more "aware" rather than his senses being differ-
ent. It is difficult for me to fully comprehend this change
—perhaps it is merely another way of stating what the other
people have called a "sensory change.".
Writing about the sensory changes during 'mystic' or
'religious' experiences, Deikman (in Tart, 1969) noted:
It is hard to document this perceptual alteration
because the autobiographical accounts that Under-
bill, James, and others cite are a blend of the mys-
tic's spiritual feeling and his actual perception,
with the result that the spiritual content dominates
the description the mystic gives of the physical
world (p. 33).
One advantage of my largely 'secular' accounts of such
changes is their obvious lack of 'contamination' of the re-
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ports Of sensory phenomena by a pre-existing religious fra^e-
work.
Related to the sensory experience during these periods
is the fact that several people made specific mention of the
weather. Craig Postman's experience had Its onset about the
time the sun was returning to Oregon, after the winter. He
states:
Everything was coming alive again .... We wouldgo outside and just sort of space-out in the sun-sn 1ne
»
During Anne Watson's travels through Switzerland, the wea-
ther was "gorgeous". After a light snow the first day, the
weather while Emilia Kinkaid was having her workshop was
"really wonderful
. . . just beautiful."
Closely related to the sensory phenomena was an overall
feeling of "appreciation" of them— a enjoyment of the world
as experienced through the senses. Craig Postman felt he was
a "hedonist" at that time, "savoring everything". Peter
O'Donnell enjoyed everything— talking, drinking, sex, laugh-
ing, eating—far more than ever before. Lilian Krackow dur-
ing her euphoric three or four days was "very appreciative
and in awe of everybody and everything", so much so that she
felt "reborn". Janice Darrow appreciated vibrant, exciting
people much more, but bored, apathetic, complaining ones much
less than before this time. Angela Rimbaud said she felt ap-
preciative of various sensations—such as eating—but she
felt no need to "gluttonize"—she was using her senses "in an
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ascetic way". Singh Ramar's attitude of gratitude helps him
appreciate almost everything, although he admits that he's
"still more partial to being outside in the fresh air than
being in a basement in a warehouse".
of Significance or Meaning
One question I asked every informant was whether or not
during this experience he or she felt a sense of significance
or meaning in everyday living that was not felt previously.
Several people (Angela Rimbaud, Wescott Pomeroy, Lilian
Krackow) felt that "everything was more significant". Angela
stressed especially the "physical realities" of things, words,
and gestures—all were experienced much more deeply, often in
a "visceral" way (as in the exan^.ple of the crucifix). Cer-
tain events— such as the two monks standing on the altar to
remove the cross—also possessed a very high degree of sig-
nificance for her. She felt the juxtaposition of the "ordi-
nary" with the "extraordinary" in such an event was part of
the significance of the event. Lilian felt that "life had
more significance" then, as did everything else. Janice Dar-
row similarly stated that, "life seemed a whole lot more
valuable ..." and Suzanne Nervi that, "this is what life
is—I've experienced a cosmic kind of thing."
A lesser number of people felt that the only real signi-
ficance or meaning of the experience was that "it was so
good" (Anne Watson) or "enjoyable" (Peter O'Donnell). Both
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Of these people stressed the fact that they felt no other
sense of meaning or significance in the experience. Inter-
.estingly, these people stressed the importance of external •
situational variables more than most of the others. I think
there is probably a connection between these two facts-if
one places the locus of control totally outside oneself (the
experience is felt to be due primarily to external contin-
gencies), one is less likely to feel a sense of deep signifi-
cance or meaning in the experience.
Craig Postman felt that things v.cre not more significant
but that he was perceiving a significance or meaning that was
always there but that he hadn't always seen. Everything seem-
ed significant in that it was part of a "flow", that it was
part of a "directed" "teaching". To Craig, this experience
revealed an "element of consciousness, a wisdom and purpose-
fulness" in the Universe.
Finally, Emilia Kinkaid emphasized the' fact that it is
possible during such an experience to regard some aspects of
living as less significant. She threw away a lot of her
"shoulds" and didn't accord them the significance and mean-
ing she once had, thus, in a sense, breaking their "power"
over her life.
Sense of Real ity
Human beings have at their disposal under normal condi-
tions a sense of how "real" a particular situation feels. In
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its most Obvious form, this sense can differentiate between
the
-reality" of the drea. and the "reality" of waking
..-usually the latter is felt to be "more real". When this •
sense of reality breaks down, when one can't distinguish fan-
tasy from external reality or dream from waking, one is us-
usally called, "psychotic".
I wanted to find out if this sense of the "realness" of
living was affected during these experiences. Did the person
feel more "real"; did the events in his life seem more "real"?
This was a difficult concept for some of the people in
this study to grasp. Once I explained it satisfactorily, a
number of people (Angela Rimbaud, Peter O'Donnell, Janice Dar-
row, Lilian Krackow, Anne Watson) felt that they experienced
no change in this dimension.
Some people, on the other hand, felt there very much was
a change in this sense of reality. Every one of these people
felt the change was in the direction of experience as "more
real". Most of them related the sense of reality to changes
in sensory vividness—especially the heightening of visual
acuity (true for Craig Postman, Emilia Kinkaid, Suzanne Nervi,
and Wescott Pomeroy). Apparently, the more "clear" one's vi-
sion is (at least in this culture), the more "real" the per-
cept is felt to be. Suzanne felt this was one of the few
times in her life when she found herself not questioning the
reality of her experience— am I "really" happy? The realness
of the experience eliminated the need to question it.
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A few people felt that they didn't experience things as
more real but that they instead experienced a different real-
ity
.
Singh Raraur said his view of reality has changed entire-
ly—that he has a different framework for viewing the world.
Jamy Bryerson felt she hadn't experienced the "usual" reality
participating in such activities as standing on "earth auras".
Wes Pomeroy, in spite of his statement that "things were more
real", also felt like he had discovered the relativity of this
concept, that each person had his own reality and reality is
subject to change.-
Unification of Opposites
During my own experience, there were times when I felt
myself in a situation in which aspects of living that were
normally spearate or in conflict were somehow united, Jung
wrote of a "transcedent function", arising from the union of
conscious and unconscious contents, manifesting itself as a
"quality of conjoined opposites" (1969e, p. 90), and Maslow
(1962) of the resolution of dichotomies in self-actualized
people. In this section I will discuss the responses to
questions concerning some specific unifications.
Self/Other . I asked every informant whether there was
any time during the experience when his or her "self" seemed
united with that of another person.
Several people felt that their "selves" were very dis-
tinct, separate, or "defined" in relation to other people dur-
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ing most of this experience. Some of these people (Angela
Rimbaud, Craig Postman, and Emilia Kinkaid), at the same time
as they felt very separate, felt "more open" to other people.
Angela felt she could "listen better"; Craig felt "available
for contact". Janice Darrow during her experience also felt
herself very separate and defined, but in contrast to the
others, felt less open to most people. She felt her isola-
tion was necessary in order that her "self" could become
stronger. She had previously been "too available".
There was considerable evidence of unification. This
was experienced by some (Peter O'Donnell, Lilian Krackow,
Singh Ramur, and Wescott Pomeroy) as a "merging" of self and
other, a loss of the normal boundaries, or a "loss of eao"
and by others (Jamy Bryerson and Suzanne Nervi) as both a
separation and a unification at the same time. Jamy stated:
There was something about having a very distinct
sense of who I am—more so than- at other times in
my life, and, at the same time, finding it most easy
to be synchronous with another person, without los-
ing myself .... It wasn't merging so much as
moving together.
She felt that there was a merging of something bigger than
either she or Wilma. Suzanne felt "at one with everyone" she
saw— a "definite oneness with people and things, but, at the
same time, "very defined and individualized".
Anne Watson's response was a little less clear to me.
It seemed as if she felt both a separation and feelings of
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"humanity" or "people-kind "-which might have been experienced
as a type of merging.
Outer/Inner
.
Most of the people in the study did exper-
ience a unification of aspects of reality that might usually
be separable into "outer" and "inner"—the basis of the dis-
tinction being v;hether something is felt to be "inside" or
"outside" the person's body.
Several people felt a unification of "inner" and "outer"
within the sphere of the "self". Peter O'Donnell stated that
his thoughts were identical with his words and behaviors.
Janice Darrow's thoughts and behaviors seemed "more in line",
one result of her thinking having become more her "own"; Anne
Watson spoke of a unity between feelings and what was being
said.
Other people felt this unification involved other aspects
of reality besides the "self". Here we are speaking of a uni-
fication of the "self" vjith the "environment". Emilia Kinkaid
experienced a momentary disappearance of the normal boundary
between her insides and the outside world while she was walk-
ing in the woods. Lilian Krackow felt a very strong connec-
tion between herself and the ocean:
The sea—the waves
—
just feeling a total part of
all that. It was a real connection with the Uni-
verse.
Singh Ramur stated firmly his belief that there is "no separ-
ation" betv;een outer and inner—if the world looks negative,
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it-s because he's feeling negative. Wes Pomeroy, especiaUy
while outside in nature, felt
really strongly that what was going on outside ofme was also going on inside of me.
^^^^^^
Suzanne Nervi experienced a
-definite oneness
. . . with
things" in her environment.
.Subjective/Obiectlve. Most of the people in the study
had a difficult time relating their experiences to this con-
cept. The way I defined it was: an essential unity of sub-
jective, or personal, evaluation of a person, situation, and
place with what the person judged to be the "objective" (as
apart from his own judgment) reality of that person, situa-
tion, or place. Some people felt they could not separate the
concepts in their everyday life, so they weren't sure if, or
how, they were changed.
Only one person stated with any definiteness that there
was a unity experienced of subjective and objective. Suzanne
Nervi said, "they were the same".
Jamy Bryerson related the term "subjective" to her con-
cept, "sub-cortical" and "objective" to her concept, "corti-
cal". She felt her experience was primarily "subjective" in
these terms—shutting off the normal thinking processes—but
that the experience was "objective" at certain times—for ex-
ample when she was studying neuro-anatomy.
Singh Ramur, on the other hand, feels the process of
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growth leads one to become more and more "objective" and less
"subjective". For him, "objective" is related to the infi-
•nite, and "subjective" to the "finite".
Feelings/Thoughts
. Feelings and thoughts are not really
opposite. They are often, however, in the course of everyday
life, in conflict.
During these prolonged positive experiences, there was
an almost unanimous finding that feelings and thoughts were
"more connected", "more alike", "more aligned" than they us-
ually are. This means the common conflict between the two
v;as drastically reduced. It is important to note that "feel-
ings" were in most cases still distinguishable from "thoughts"
—they weren't "merged"—they just were not in conflict. As
Jamy Bryerson put it, "feelings had thought qualities and
thoughts had feeling qualities". Singh Ramur did, however,
postulate a possible merging in the future; he said thoughts
and feelings were becoming "more alike each other all of
the time".
Angela Rimbaud thought of this dichotomy in terms of
"stories" (feelings) and "intellectual concepts" (thoughts).
A story is the "flesh and bones of an abstraction". Angela
felt her analytical thinking had become very much enlivened
during her experience by its becoming less separable from
feelings ("stories").
Masculine/Feminine . I wanted to determine whether a
person's usual polarization of "masculine" traits and "fe-
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mlnine" traits was more unified during this period.
Most people Chose to answer the question in terms o.
themselves, rather than in terms of their perception of other
people.
Several people felt there definitely was a "merging" of
these two qualities in their own lives during this experience.
Emilia Kinkaid felt an nnnc;,,-,! ^r,,^^^ ,u usual freedom to display both her
"tough" and her "soft" sides. These sides were manifested in
the clothes she chose to wear-one day a beatiful skirt, the
next day overalls and heavy boots. Jamy Bryerson felt that
both she and Wilma possessed qualities of both polarities and
that some of their work "was almost beyond masculine and fe-
minine". Wes Pomeroy felt that what was inside him was more
just a "person" than either "man" or "woman"-he felt that he
had transcended sexual differences to some degree. This he
referred to as being "trans-sexual". Angela Rimbaud wasn't
able to pinpoint any actual changes in her life, but she
still felt that these polarities were starting to merge on the
basis of her dreams of a union between one figure represent-
ing womanhood and another figure representing manhood. When
I originally asked this question, I had assumed that if there
was merging of the two polarities, it would mean as acquisi-
tion of some of the opposite sex characteristics. In con-
trast to this, Angela felt her experience was enabling her to
better accept her feminine qualities, which she felt had been
repressed to some degree before this.
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several people dia not feel . merging of masculine and
feminine qualities but they did feel les. stuck in the ex-
treme polar stereotypes during their experience. Anne Watson
dldn.t feel like she had to play the stereotyped feminine role
With Claude-she felt like she could just "be herself. Two
women-Janice Darrow and Suzanne Nervi-felt the ability to be
interested in intellectual matters for the first time. Prior
to this, they had felt this was more of a "masculine" pro-
vince. Both emphasized the fact that becoming more intellec-
tual did not make them feel less feminine. Suzanne put it,
"I felt like a real woman" by "not being a woman" (playing the
standard stereotyped role-which to her meant "playing stupid"
to some degree).
Other people (Peter CDonnell, Crnig Postman, Singh Ramur,
and Lilian Krackow) were not aware of any changes in this di-
mension towards greater unity.
Desires/Values
.
Again, these are not strictly opposite,
but they are often in conflict in everyday life-the conflict
between what one wants to do and what one feels he or she
should do.
Most people felt these two polarities were closer to-
gether or even coincided during this experience. Emilia Kin-
kaid threw away some of her "shoulds", thus diminishing the
distance between values and desires. Janice Darrow's desires
and values came together in the "whole academic push". Lili-
an Krackow 's "decision to take" was a unifying influence. Be-
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cause she was so content, Anne Watson's desires "were" not in
dream-land". Bringing them down to earth helped them to co-
incide with her values. Suzanne Nervi was so content during
this period in her life, she said she had few intense "de-
sires". She would have rather substituted the term, "likes"
for "desires"-her "likes" did seem to coincide with her val-
ues. Angela Rimbaud felt her desires and values "are going
in the same direction", in general.
Selfish/Selfless. Several people felt that during their
experience this dichotomy was less polarized. Wes Pomeroy
said there v^as "no conflict" between the two, Suzanne Nervi
that they "were not different". Emilia Kinkaid felt as if
she could bo cither if she had to and that there was less of
a polarity between them. She gave as an example of this sense,
her clarity in knowing what she wanted (friendship without
sex) helped the man she was with (in her workshop group) be
more clear on what he wanted. Her actions were both "selfish"
(in that they were for herself) and "selfless" (in that they
served another's best interests). Anne Watson said she was
"more of both" during her travels in Switzerland and that this
was "the best of the unified dichotomies to describe the whole
experience". In this regard von Franz had noted, "an uncondi-
tional devotion to one's own process of individuation brings
about the best social adaptation" (in Jung, 1969, p. 223).
Janice Darrov; felt that she tried to make these two cha-
racteristics come together in her attitude towards taking re-
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sponsibility for oneself, but looking back now, she feels
this w.s "artifical"
.nd that these two can't really co.e to-
gether.
others in the study experienced very much of a separation
between these two concepts. Singh Ramur and Craig Postman
felt less "selfish"-to them this word had negative connota-
tions. Lilian Krackow, on the other hand, was just learning
hov; to become "sel-fish" Tn v.cv- -i-i^-? ^ j ^ ,^t-j .-xbn
.
lo her this word had a more positive
connotation.
Freedom/Determinism. During my own experience I felt a
stronger unity between freedom and
' determinism
. By suspend-
ing action and thought long enough to get in touch with my
"inner voice"—certainly experienced as part of myself but
not a part of myself I had any conscious control over—
I
sensed what I really wanted to do in any situation. Because
I had no conscious control over this part of me, this direc-
tion felt "determined" in a sense. But, at the same time, I
knew this was "me" making the decision, so I felt free at the
same time. In addition, I felt free to disregard this inner
voice if I so chose, but I don't remember doing so.
Most of the people in this study felt a similar "merg-
ing" of, or at least more closeness between, these two pola-
rities. One of the major aspects of this merging was that
there v/eren't a lot of alternatives at any one time v;hich one
had to decide between. Usually, action just "flowed natural-
ly" and it might only be afterwards that one realized he or
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she had made a decision. Suzanne Nervi felt very free but her
actions "didn't even feel like a choice". She also said, "It's
our power but at the same time it's fate." Peter O'Donnell
felt his actions were very much determined by the external en-
vironment, where he was living, who he was with, his job sche-
dule, etc. What he did never varied very much so there was
little feeling about alternative actions. Yet, at the same
time, he felt extremely free.
Wes Pomeroy gave a good example of the unity of these
two polarities. With the other people in the group he had
felt "pulled" to the house where their experience occurred,
yet he had felt free to go there or not to.
Angela Rimbaud qualified the unity by saying it was pre-
sent for her in "good" relationships and when she was alone
but was less present in social situations. Here the freedom
to be herself was often cramped by the determinism of social
conventions and politeness.
Emilia Kinkaid distinguished freedom from determinism in
her actions but they appeared to be less in conflict and more
in harmony. Getting in touch with what she wanted (which
seemed 'determined' to her) was followed by increased freedom
of action. Emilia felt more able to make decisions, and, un-
like some others in the study, more conscious that she was
making a decision.
Lilian Krackow felt "more free" during her three to four
day period but there was no feeling of merging between freedom
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and determinism.
Conscious/Unconsrions. This was a question I asked of
only the last few people since I hadn't thought of it at the
beginning of the study. A person I was to interview but who
had to cancel the appointment for personal reasons suggested
the dichotomy. It also became salient after reading some of
Jung's works.
Several of the people to whom I asked this question did
feel less of a difference between conscious and unconscious
during their experience than at other times. Suzanne Mervi
felt her state was "a cross" between the conscious and the
unconscious. Wes Pomeroy said his unconscious was becoming
conscious, that there was "transference" between the two, and
that his unconscious "had been broken into". Singh Ramur felt
more and more of his unconscious was becoming conscious—ev-
entually he feels there will be no unconscious.
Consciousness of an "Inner Voice"
One of the more "unusual" questions (I had thought) I
asked was whether or not the person was more in touch with an
"inner voice" or "inner sense" during this experience. I was
not sure if anybody would know what I meant; this is somewhat
of an elusive and difficult to verbalize sensation. Surpris-
ingly, almost every one of the informants knew what I was
talking about. They had almost all been conscious of such a
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"voice". One person preferred to cell it an "inner sense",
another (Angela Rimbaud) felt the voice was that of Christ
(or her "true self"). One person said the inner voice was
"clearer", someone else that he was "more in touch"' with it,
and another that he had a "sense of rightness" about his ac-
tions because of this inner sense.
During the interview with Janice Darrow, she was describ-
ing some physical feelings (relaxation, absence of tension,
almost a "heaviness") associated with this state. On an im-
pulse, I asked her if she could localize these feelings in her
body, if the "inner voice" seemed to emanate from any particu-
lar place in the body. She couldn't.
In the next few interviews, I also asked this question.
My feeling that there might be a localization in the body \^as
partly unconscious inspiration and partly based on an observa-
tion I had made during several of the interviews. While de-
scribing this experience (especially how they felt or acted
during it), some people used a specific physical gesture.
This was a circular motion of the arm, starting at the sto-
mach and continuing outward and upward and then downward, un-
til an arc roughly equivalent to a semi-circle had been de-
scribed. One word in particular was associated with this
movement—the word, "flow". My hunch was rewarded: four out
of five people were able to localize the "inner voice"; the
gesture had been meaningful. In every case, the localization
was in the stomach (in one case the "lower abdomen"). Jamy
Bryerson replied when I asked her:
j^eflUacff ?his1fi;:! r f-""^-- /Indicating
porcupines curl around-thaf s the gutThis is where the feelings are
. 'nZ^lfor sure. ... Ihis is it
—
Singh Ramur said,
sourcfo^^^^''^ /indicating his stomach/ is the
"
'
'-a.j. v^ni, tne sorcerers nf -f-i-io
south-west United States.' When you ^ovl ?our vi-
gut Tellll'a T "^ "^^^^^ moving this, ij^at^s at eimg, for sure.
Maslow's (1962) notion of "impulse voices" and the "in-
ner voice" described by Jung (1959) and v. Franz (in Jung,
1969) are relevant here. Jung feels this voice generally
whispers "something negative, if not actually evil". The
voice puts one in touch with a part of himself that he pre-
viously had considered outside himself and had usually con-
sidered 'evil'.
If we do not partially succumb, nothing of this ao-parent evil enters into us, and no regeneration orhealing can take place .... If we succumb com-pletely ... a catastrophe ensues. But if we suc-
cumb only in part, and if by self-assertion the ego
can save itself from being comoletely swallowed,
then it can assimilate the voice, and we realize the
evil was, after all, only a semblance of evil, but
^ bringer of healing and illumination
(1954, pp. 184-185).
Although the "inner voice" often compelled the people in the
present study to undertake actions that were different from
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their usual actions (and, in many cases, contrary to former
values), there was no mention of the impulse being felt as
"evil". Most Of the descriptions of this process were more
similar to MasloWs definition of "impulse voices"-knowing
"what one really wants or doesn't want, what one is fit for and
what one is not fit for" (1962, p. 179). The Chinese notion
of "Tao"— "the undiscovered vein within us"—likened to "a
flow of water that moves irresistably to its goal" (Jung,
1959, p. 186) is another way of speaking of the "inner voice".
The concept of "intuition" is very similar to hearing
one's inner voice. Jung called intuition, "perception via the
unconscious" (1959b, p. 282). Several of the people in this
study mentioned an increase in intuitive ability during this
time. Emilia Kinkaid's decision to go to Drake's workshop
was an "intuitive impulse". It couldn't be rationally ex-
plained, but it felt right. There was also a very keen sense
of excitement present. Jamy Bryerson's decision to go out to
New Mexico after hearing the woman talk about her work there
also v;as very much an intuitive impulse—not at all rationally
thought out or planned.
Time Sense
I was interested specifically in how the passage of time
was experienced during these periods.
Two responses predominated: the first was that the pas-
sage of time was felt to be very slowed down. Angela Rimbaud,
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Craig Postman, and Jamy Bryerson all experienced time in this
manner. Jamy, in part, voluntarily brought this sensation
about by her technique of "time stretching" described earlier.
The second major response was that time was "irrelevant",
"meant nothing", or was "unimportant". Peter O'Donnell noted
during his experience on the job in Tobernie, "no one clock
watched". Singh Ramur feels time is "no hassle" and that the
"notion of time has to dissolve" eventually to achieve the
most total growth.
A few people noted that they sometimes lost track of
time (never to any "pathological" degree) due to their intense
involvement in whatever they were doing.
Viewing the experience from the end (after It was over)
Peter O'Donnell felt it went very quickly, in spite of the
fact that during the experience, time felt slowed down.
Suzanne Nervi felt her experience contained elements of
"timelessness"—it seemed outside the normal flow of time.
A few people did not feel any change in the sense of the
passage of time.
A different aspect of the modality of time is one's lo-
cation of oneself along a continuum stretching from the past,
through the present, into the future. Most people during
these experiences felt themselves located more in the pre-
sent, less in the past or the future. The present moment was
being drunk in all its fullness--"second-guessing" the past
and "pre-programming" the future were drovmed in the waters
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of the present.
Psychic Phenomena
One Of the „,ost dramatic, unexpected, and exciting find-
ings in this study was the presence of
.psychic- phenomena-
those felt to transcend the normal functioning of the sensory
modalities;
"extransensory" happenings. I had no a priori
questions about such phenomena-they emerged spontaneously dur-
ing the interviews. Pour of the 11 informants mentioned spe-
cific instances of psychic phenomena. Before considering these
in any detail, we shall review some of Jung's ideas on the sub-
ject.
In a paper entitled "Synchronicity : An acausal con-
necting principle" (Jung, 1969d), Jung tackled the subject
head on. "Synchronicity" was defined as "the simultaneous
occurrence of a certain psychic state with one or more exter-
nal events which appear as meaningful parallels to the mo-
mentary subjective state" (1969d, p. 441). Synchronous events
were described as consisting of two factors:
1) an unconscious image comes into consciousness
either directly (i.e. literally) or indirectly is\m-
bolized or suggested) in the form of a dream, idea, or
premonition;
2) an objective situation coincides with this con-
tent.
Some examples of synchronous events given by Jung are: extra-
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sensory perception (ESP); astrological predictions; psycho-
kinesis (PK);
..out Of the body experiences" with a perception
Of simultaneous "outside" events at a distance from the physi-
cal body of the person; premonitions.
Jung gives an example of synchronici ty from his own
practice:
A woman I was treating, had, at a critical moment,
a dream in which she was given a golden scarab.While she was telling me this dream I sat with myback to the closed window. Suddenly I heard a noisebehind me, like a gentle tapping. I turned round
and saw a flying insect knocking against the windowpane from outside. I opened the window and caughtthe creature in the air as it flew in. It was the "
nearest analogy to a golden scarab that one findsm our latitudes, a scarabaeid beetle, thp common
rose-chafer
. . .
which contrary to its usual habitshad evidently felt an urge to get Into s dark room
at this particular moment (19 69d, p. 438).
Synchronous events are defined as, and experienced as,
non-causal. Jung states:
Under certain conditions, space and time can be re-
duced almost to zero; causality disappears with
them .... (1969d, p. 446). '
Just as the introduction of time as the fourth di-
mension in modern physics postulates an irrepresent-
able space-time continuum, so bhe idea of synchroni-
city with its inherent luality of meaning produces a
picture of the world so irrepresentable as to be com-
pletely baffling (1969d, p. 513).
Jung felt that synchronous or acausal events only appear-
ed to be baffling or mysterious because of our "ingrained be-
lief in the sovereign power of causality" (I969d, p. 518). As
stated eairlier, these types of events are thought to be more
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prevalent in crucial phases of the process of individuation.
With this as a brckground, let us look at some of the
psychic experiences reported.
Angela Rimbaud had been praying. It was the first time
she felt herself really able to "have a dialogue". She made
a request in prayer to be able to love the types of people she
felt herself unable to love. Shortly afterwards she met K.
,
"fell in love" with her, and felt the external environment
had provided the answer to her request. Although this was ex-
perienced as an acausal phenomenon, it may be argued that An-
gela prepared herself psychologically for such an occurrence,
thereby facilitating the actual occurrence. Although the con-
ditions certainly are not controlled enough to satisfy a para-
psychologist, the "subjective reality" was of an event outside
the normal realm of causal phenomena.
Craig Postman gave several examples from his experience.
He felt he could ask his "internal guru" a question and the
external environment would immediately "answer". Unfortun-
ately, he gave no further elaboration on this particular pro-
cess. Craig also felt "intuitive flashes" at times--visual
images. He began checking out the accuracy of some of these
in terms of their correspondence with the external reality.
Once he got an image of his friend throwing a pitcher of beer
in a bar. His friend was standing nearby. v;hen Craig told
him the fantasy, his friend said he had been feeling very an-
gry but hadn't known it until Craig had told him the fantasy.
.e
That same day, in a group, Craig got an image of two peopl,
making love. He found out later they had just made love fo:
the first time prior to coming into the group. In these two •
examples, one could argue that Craig had available to him
bodily cues that might explain the intuitive flashes without
the necessity of hypothesizing ESP. If this was the case, we
must still admit Craig possessed a degree of sensitivity to
such cues far beyond the usual range. In another example
Craig gave—a premonition of his mother receiving money and
his later finding out that she had received $3000 from her
boss's estate— the argument of a heightened sensitivity to
bodily cues is not possible. Here we have either a coincidence
or an example of synchronicity— "ESP"
. The subjective reality
for Craig was that this was a synchronous event—a meaningful
parallel between internal and external realities without a
causal connection.
Jamy Bryerson experienced with Wilma a number of occur-
rences of "ESP"—where what she was thinking was immediately
verbalized by VJilma, or vice versa. One time, while waiting
in the motor vehicle bureau in Albuquerque, they averaged 20
times an hour for such occurrences. Jamy (in Massachusetts)
could also tell when Wilma (in New Mexico) iv'ould call before
she actually did. She also mentioned their paragraphs cross-
ing— "v;ord for word, just about"—in the mail, Jamy also men-
tioned some other "paranormal " phenomena—seeing "earth auras"
and "auras" around people's bodies. I will not try to 'ex-
plain away' any of these occurrences.
Finally, VJes Pomeroy experienced probably the heaviest
concentration of psychic phenomena during his group experience
in Pennsylvania. Very often one person could verbalize about
word for word the next thought in another person's head—this
seemed to be happening almost continuously for over three
days. In one case, Wes was reading from a book to two people.
He finished reading and there was a hushed silence. The two
other members of the group returned. One of these people
didn't have to be told the central idea that had just been
read—he could "sense" it in the room—as if the feeling just
hung there. During this period, Vies tried to make himself
"one with his surroundings". Another person v>;ho knew him was
very close by but apparently didn't see him or recognize him.
Due to the nature of the setting— a large gym in which V7es
and his friend were the only two people present—his friend
on a bleacher two steps below Wes—it is highly unlikely that
this v;as a "normal" misperception. In the woods, Vies felt
an intimate connection between his inner thoughts end exter-
nal events—such as a leaf falling at the exact instant he
had a particular thought.
The weight of all these reported experiences leads me
to conclude that "synchronous" and other paranormal events can
be a part of these prolonged positive experiences. As if the
reports of such events weren't enough to lead me to this con-
clusion, an event of this type occurred during one of the in-
terviews. While I was talking to Suzanne Nervi about'her ex-
perience of some of the unifications of dichotomies, I kept
getting a particular visual image in my head. This correspond
ed with nothing that was being said verbally. After a while,
I said, "I keep getting a particular visual image as you're
talking". I was just about to show her the image using my
hands to illustrate—I already had one fist clenched. She ex-
claimed, "I know how the other hand is going to go". She then
proceeded to show me how I was about to put my other hand. It
was exactly right (it was sort of cupped, a few inches from
the other hand that was in a fist). We both looked at this
and wondered what our unconscious had come up with. My imme-
diate DGSOciaticn v;as to Yin and Yang— the male and female
principles—the active and the passive. She agreed. Mostly,
we were both amazed.
In connection with these experiences, I must mention some
work done in Czechosl avakia and reported in Ostrander and
Schroeder's Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain (1970)
Dr. Mil on Ryzl , head of an ESP laboratory in Prague, feels
that the ability to visualize images mentally is central to
good psychic (ESP) performance. He describes an "active men-
tal inactivity"—the inhibition of verbal thought (which
sounds very similar to Jamy Bryerson's "turning off the cor-
tical") and the waiting for an emergence of a visual mental
image. Several people in this study had reported a decline
in verbal thought activity (corresponding to the left brain
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hemisphere according to Ornstein, 1972) and an increase in the
ability to visualize mentally (corresponding to the right ce-
rebral hemisphere).
Teachers or Spiritual Guides
Another concept that arose during the course of the inter-
views was the concept of a "teacher", "guru", or spiritual
guide. A prototype of the teacher is Don Juan, the old Yoaui
sorcerer. Castaneda had to entrust himself into Don Juan's
hands in order to learn his vision of the world, in order to
see with Don Juan's eyes. Once he had grasped this vision
(after ten years "apprenticeship") there was nothing further
Don Juan could teach him—he was on his ov;n.
Several people in this study mentioned people whose in-
fluence seemed to be that of a teacher or guide. Emilia Kin-
kaid's emphasis on Drake's personality and strength and how
these enabled her own strength to emerge is one example.
Janice Darrow mentioned using certain people in the academic
environment as "models" for herself during this period, Singh
Ramur clearly identified Yogi Bhajan as his guru, one who
taught him a particular vision of the wcrlj. Wilma for Jamy
Bryerson was also clearly a teacher—on one level of bodily
movement and techniques of therapy, on another level of a
world-vision including psychic phenomenon, "earth auras",
etc. In a more limited way, Wes Pomeroy felt Mike was a type
of guide for him—in helping him relate to nature and to see
the relationship between himself and nature.
One characteristic of most teachers or guides is a degree
of personal power. Emilia Kinkaid and Jamy Bryerson often
used the term, "power" when referring to their respective
teachers. This is a difficult to define concept—but it is
related to the extent that these people affect the minds and
feelings of others in contact with them.
A few people's guides were experienced as 'internal',
within their own psyches. Craig Postman's guru was an old
man who had appeared in a dream. He answered only through
events in the outside environment. Angela Rimbaud's spirit-
ual guide is Christ, whom she feels she can engage in direct
dialogue, but Vv-ho also, on occasion^ answers her through the
external environment.
My main feeling about teachers is that there is a time
for teachers and guides and a time to undertake the journey
alone. One can only rely on the inner sense or intuition to
tell one when the apprenticeship is over.
End of the Experience
Some very specific patterns emerged in terms of the end
of these experiences.
The most common occurrence was the "loss" of a person or
persons who had been significant to the experience. In every
case, this "loss" did not necessarily mean the end of a re-
lationship—it meant primarily the leaving of one or more peo-
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Pie, usually with an "open-ended" understanding
.bout the
possiMUty Of future closeness. The end of Peter CDonn^U-^
experience coincided with the leaving of Hamilton and Rogers-
Emilia Kinkaid.s experience ended when she and Drake parted-
Wes Po.eroy left Nor., r.ike, and Wendy in Pennsylvania; Ja™y
Bryerson left Wil,na in .ew Mexico; Claude left Anne Watson in
Switzerland. All of these partings coincided with the end of
the experience.
Where the person in the study was the one who left,
there was another factor related to the end of the experience:
a change of environment. Thus, Peter O'Donnell left Tobernie
and went to his brother's house; Emilia Kinkaid left the work-
shop in California and came back to Massachusetts; Wes Pomeroy
left the others in Pennsylvania and returned to New England;
and Jamy Bryerson left New Mexico to return to the East coast.
Another major factor connected with the end of these
experiences was the influence of other people on the person
having the experience. Lilian Krackow felt her "euphoria
period" began to change when her brother started voicing op-
position to her seeing Myron because he was married. This in-
troduced elements of conflict which were not previously felt.
Suzanne Nervi mentioned two people who seemed to have an in-
fluence on her experience near its end. One was a girl who
told her she was "arrogant" and "selfish"; the other was her
mother v/ho constantly questioned the value, and "reality" of
Suzanne's experience. Suzanne began to feel guilty about dif-
ferent things near the end-closing the door to her room to be
alone and eating "deviant" foods while on a macrobiotic diet,
for example. It is possible that some of this guilt was in-
duced through the actions of these others. Peter O'Donnell
also mentioned the influence of other people in bringing
about the end of his experience. When he and Brighton ar-
rived at his brother's house, they felt they had to be care-
ful of what they said so as not to hurt anyone's feelings.
The atmosphere was totally different from that at Tobernie,
in part due to the differences in the people in the two
places, conversations becc.me "contrived" again and Peter knew
his "Tobernie life-style" had come to an end.
Only one person in the study—Suzanne Nervi—mentioned
specifically feeling some responsibility for ending the ex-
perience. She felt that. she did have some influence in end-
ing it, although "at the same time it was fate" (and also per-
haps her mother),
Janice Darrow's experience ended when she was turned
down from four schools in England—indicating to her that her
previous self-image as "infalliable" in academic matters had
to be changed.
A few people felt a "crash" at the very end of the ex-
perience. When Wilma left for a few days near the end of
Jamy Bryerson's stay in New Mexico, it felt like "hell". Su-
zanne Nervi ' s experience ended "like a crash" and was followed
by a long period of depression and anxiety attacks. For most
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people, however, the end, although quite definite, was exper-
ienced as more of a change rather than as a drastic "crash".
Craig Postman couldn't remember the exact end of his experi-
ence—he said, it "just trailed off".
In two cases, Angela Rimbaud and Singh Ramur-the experi-
ence was still on-going at the time of the interview.
Characterizations of the_ Total Process
I was interested in finding out how the people in the
study viewed these experiences in terms of their lives and
how they characterized the "total process" of the experience.
Most of the people viewed these experiences as part of,
a confirmation of, and/or a clarification of, a natural pro-
cess of growth. The total process was referred to in differ-
ent terms— "the growth process", "development", "a natural
flow", a process of continual "expansion", or "an ascending
'
spiral". This last term, used by Angela Rimbaud, is an image
that has been used to refer to the process of 'individuation':
The process is that of an ascending spiral, which
grows upward while simultaneously returning again
and again to the same point (v. Franz, in Jung,
1964, p. 225). ^*
Many people felt this experience reinforced or clarified a
direction their lives had had previously but was only now
—
under the aegis of this experience— seen clearly. Wes Pomeroy
felt his experience was part of a natural process but it also
was a dramatic "quantum leap" in his development.
Other people viewed the total experience somewhat dif-
ferently. Suzanne Nervi viewed it mainly in terms of "reall
being alive". There was the sense that this is what life
really is, with the implication that life is felt as "veiled
to her much of the rest of the time. Lilian Krackow viewed
her experience as an instance of "death and rebirth"—the
battle with cancer represented the "death" and her recovery
represented a "rebirth", a renewal, a reawakening.
One of the most unusual characterizations of the experi
ence was Peter O'Donnell's. He felt his Tobernie experience
was simply a "gap", discontinuous with the rest of his life.
Me saw no personal growth leading up to it and no results in
terms of personal growth. He saw it as the consequence of
the coincidence of a number of external factors.
Besides asking how they would characterize the total ex
perience, I also asked, more specifically, if the experience
had any philosophical or religious implications.
Most people felt the experience was "spiritual"—but di(
not specify exactly why, nor did they relate it to any a pri-
ori religious concepts. Several said, although it was "spi-
ritual" it had no supernatural meaning and did not have any
relevance to religious questions such as the existence or
non-existence of God. A few people even felt it confirmed
their belief that organized religion was not for them.
Two people—Angela Rimbaud and Singh Ramur— felt their
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experiences did fit within a pre-exis'.lng religious framework
-a Christian framework in the former case, a Yogic framework
in the latter. It is interesting that these were two of the '
longest duration of the experiences in this study (they were
also the only two still on-going at the time of the interview)
It may be that the religious framework, although abhorrent to
some, allows the continuance of a prolonged positive state
for others. This is probably in part due to the effect of
consensual validation by others using the same framework-
other Christians or other Yogis—especial! y those in immedi-
ate contact with the person. This effect, in contrast to the
termination of many of the other experiences with the "loss"
of a significant other, may indicate the importance of some
type of "spiritual community" in prolonging these experiences.
A few people in the study (Peter O'Donnell, Janice Dar-
row, and Jamy Bryerson) felt the experience had no religious
or philosophical complications. Jamy said, "I don't know what
it was" but felt it was larger than, and able to incorporate
within it, religious or philosophical notions.
There was one very specific philosophical or religious
implication mentioned. Both Suzanne Nervi and Wes Pomeroy
dealt with the concept of "paradox". Suzanne felt that in
any conflict or dialectic argument, one shouldn't choose ei-
ther side as opposed to the other, that one must find a
"third way" that encompasses both sides. Wes expressed a
very similar notion--the importance of "living in the center
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Of the paradox..-again seen as a "third way"-as opposed to
making a decision for either of the two conflicting sides.
This is similar to E.iUa Kinkaid^s new found ability to live
with ambivalence. In all of these cases, the positive state
was experienced as a
-third way" in which actions didn't seem
to contradict or ignore desirable alternatives, but instead
seemed to encompass them.
Results of the Experience
Although the majority of the experiences were felt to
have 'ended- at a particular time, there was considerable
carry-over of the positive effects to "everyday" life. Some
effects were discussed by a number of different people,
others were idiosnycratic.
Some of the more common results included: more trust in
the unconscious, less need for
-control', less anxiety about
the future; feelings of 'security- or 'strength' not previous-
ly felt; the ability to be more clear on one's wants and needs
(Emilia Kinkaid was more clear on what she needed from her
relationship with Richard. When he couldn't give it, they
broke up. Two weeks later they got back together again in a
much stronger way for both of them; Janice Darrow became more
aware of her needs—especially the need for structure and the
need for exciting, vibrant people in her environment); the
ability to be "nicer" to oneself (both Emilia Kinkaid and
Lilian Krackow took long overdue vacations shortly after
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their experiences;
.Ulan also learned not to over-sch»aule
hersex. ana to ,ive hersel.
.ore tl.e to relax,; increased
ability to accept reality without pre-judging it; thoughts
experienced as ..clearer"; renewed interest in learning; and
alterations in the way of viewing reality. All of these es-
sentially involve results affecting the
..self.
Other common results affected relationships with others:
prior conflicts were worked out in some cases; some relation-
ships became more open and close (Angela Rimbaud's relation-
ship with her husband was made better, as was Emilia Kinkaid's
relationship with Richard; Peter CDonnell decided to marry
Pat as a result of his experience); some people were able to
detach' themselves from previous relationships felt to be
hindering their growth (both Janice Darrow and Lilian Krackow
got in touch with very negative feelings towards men they
formerly had very close relationships with; both had felt
very submissive; now they were more emotionally detached and
not as intimidated); in several cases, friends or acquaintances
people knew before the experience could no longer be seen as
friends— they were felt to hinder further growth, some people
feeling they had to behave in the "old ways" around these
people.
There were also some results true mainly for specific
individuals: Craig Postman recovered his powers of visual
imagery; Emilia Kinkaid felt freed from the expectations of
others as far as her professional life went; Janice Darrow
became more clear on her goals and capabilities (in contrast
to some others, who felt less clear on their direction in the
future); Lilian Krackow recovered some repressed feelings and
felt her values were made more emphatic (education was seen
to be "worthless"; her children were seen as "everything);
Singh Ramur received the ability to remain happy and "positive"
most of the time; Wes Pomeroy was able to experience orgasm
for the first time, became less inhibited, and feels more in
the present than ever before.
Just about all of these results are consistent with most
psychological theories of "mental health", "personal growth",
or "self-actualization" (Jahoda, 1958; Maslow, 1962; Tomkins,
1962; Perls, 1969).
One person—Peter O'Donnell—fel t there were absolutely
no results of his experience. This perhaps underlines the
importance of being able to see the experience as part of an
overall process. If this vision is absent, which it was in
Peter's case, the experience has no "meaning" in the person's
life and is viewed solely as a "lucky accident".
Finally, one person—Suzanne Nervi—experienced a very
difficult period of depression and anxiety following her ex-
perience. In spite of this, she felt these feelings v;ere
better than her "superficial", "confused" state before the
experience. It was as if the experience opened the door to
growth
—
painful, but necessary to Suzanne's personality.
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Similar Experience's
I asked each informant if they had had any experiences
they considered similar to the ones focused on in this study.
I did this partly to gauge the rarity or commonality of such
experiences in these people's lives.
Several people had no experiences that they felt were
similar, except perhaps for "little flashes" of short dura-
tion. Peter O'Donnell emphatically said he had "none—even
approaching (this)."
Some people mentioned experiences that were similar in
some respects—few people mentioned more than one that fit
into the category of a "prolonged positive experience". An-
gela Rimbaud mentioned the three-da.y period in New York City
with the married man and the week-long period with the monk;
Craig Postman mentioned an experience during which he was in
a hospital after a serious accident—he felt himself very
much merged with his environment; both Emilia Kinkaid and Jamy
Bryerson mentioned periods in girl scout camp when they v;ere
much younger; Janice Darrow felt the time she lived with
Michael in Rhode Island prior to their European trip was a
"prolonged positive experience"; and Suzanne Nervi related her
experience to her life in the present, although the earlier
experience was felt as more "overwhelming".
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This study has explored relatively new territory. The
Characteristics and variations within the experiences report-
ed here do touch at points theoretical assumptions made by
others, primarily in theories of personal growth and "self-
actualization". Yet the total concept that was the focus of
this study has not been addressed in those theories.
The most influential theories of positive being in psy-
chology (those Of Jung and Maslow) have focused on either the
process of becoming ('individuation' in Jung's terms) or a
relatively continuous state of positive being ('self-actuali-
zation' in Maslow' s terms). The only major exception to this
polarization into 'being' and 'becoming' has been Maslow'
s
investigations of the 'peak experience'. I believe the state
I have explored in the present study, like the 'peak experi-
ence', must be viewed both as a state of positive being and
as part of a process towards the growth of the personality.
Whereas 'individuation' might be symbolized as an ever-ascend-
ing slope and 'self-actualization' as a relatively stable pla-
teau, the prolonged positive states I have been discussing may
perhaps be symbolized as plateaus temporarily breaking the up-
ward climb of an ever-ascending slope, as states of pure 'be-
^ing' in the midst of 'becoming'. Not all of the experiences
1
In such a schema, the peak experience might be represent-
ed as a sharp peak erupting out of an ever-ascending slope.
fit neatly into such an i^sge, but this is the general trend
The experiences in this study have been shown to have
many characteristics and phenomena in co^on, so .uch so that
I believe we .ay be justified in spea.ing of a class or family
Of experiences which we might term, "prolonged positive ex-
periences". A general description of the state would include
the following elements (a more complete description of which
is found in Chapter V):
1) A prior period of anxiety, conflict, frustration
or depression.
2) An onset usually involving some change in the
external environment (either a physical change or a new
relationship), but at times involving a withdrawal from
the external environment into oneself.
3) A change in type of activity—the most common
changes being an increased emphasis on physical activity
and awareness of the body, and a reduction or absence of
the normal pressures associated with working.
4) A sense of freedom in relationship with others;
an unusual degree of intimacy, often after very little
contact; and a tolerant, relaxed, playful attitude to-
wards people, in general.
5) A high proportion of very positive feelings—of
both the "excited" and "relaxed" variety (Tomkins, 1962);
a low proportion of negative feelings; the ability to
handle, learn from, and grow from negative feeling states.
6) A quieting of the usual mental "dialogue"; great-
er efficiency in thinking and concentrating; a possible
decline in verbal content „itn a corresponding increase
.n Visual imagery; a focus of thinking
.ore on the pre-
sent .oment than on past failures (or successes) and fu-
ture events.
7) A balance between being active and being passive
resulting in more graceful, powerful, "centered" behavior.
8) A heightening or
-clearing' of the senses, cou-
pled with increased appreciation of them and of living,
in general.
9) A heightened sense of significance or meaning.
10) A heightened sense of "reality"; a possibility
of seeing reality in new ways.
11) An experience of the unification of some, nor-
mally polarized, dichotomies, especially: self/other;
outer/inner; feelings/thoughts; desires/values; selfish/
selfless; freedom/determinism; conscious/unconscious;
masculine/feminine.
12) A more clear apprehension of an "inner voice" or
"sense", often localized around the stomach or abdomen
region of the body; a possibility of trusting and acting
on one's intuitive impulses.
13) A slowed-down experience of time or a feeling of
the irrelevancy of the normal division of experience into
temporal units; a sense of being in the present moment.
1Psychoanalytic theorists (Bergler and Roheim, 1946) have
linked the perception of time to the experience of either plea-
sure or duty: "The period during which time stops is always
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14) A possibility Of
-psychic- phenomena- synchro-
nous events, ESP, precognition, or paranormal visual phe-
nomena,
15) The possibility of a major influence during the
experience being a person seen as a teacher, guru, or
spiritual guide.
16) The end of the experience usually coinciding
with some changes in the external physical environment
(such as change of location or "loss" of a significant
other, often the teacher or guide); the end might also be
due, in part, to the influence of pressures from other
people.
17) The experience is seen as part of an overall
process of growth and usually is felt to have 'spiritual'
implications.
18) The experience usually brings about very posi-
tive changes in the person's life, lasting long after the
experience itself has terminated.
19) Although this type of experience was felt
to be relatively rare, most inform-
ants could remember at least one previous similar ex-
perience and did not discount the possibility of future
occurrences. In fact, several people felt the experience
taught them some of the essentials for having a similar
one of pleasurable activity
. . (p. 201) '"/The normal per-
ception of/ time and duty are associated" (p. 198).
experience and might thereby facilitate such an occur
rence in the future.
The implications are several:
1) Research in parapsychology will eventually
have to be tied in with theoretical discussions and
experimental findings concerning states of health and
growth of the personality. Jung merely hinted at
such a correspondence in his work on "synchronicity".
More concern with psychic phenomena is called for if
we are to understand states of health prone to such
phenomena.
2) If we are to understand the phenomena of
health or of the growth of the personality, further
studies of positive states of being must be under-
taken. Like James' varieties of religious experi-
ence, there are undoubtedly varieties of prolonged
positive experience. We are in no position, at the
moment, to undertake such a categorization.
3) Theories of psychological health must begin
to deal with a spiritual aspect of life that many
of them have ignored. Eventually, such work may lead
to a bridging of the gap between the field of psycho-
logy and spiritual disciplines. This possibility is
explored by Maslow in his work. Religions
, Values ,
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and Peak-Experifinr«^g (1964).
4) Clinical psychology, especially in its prac-
tical application (therapy), can learn fro. such spon-
taneous growth experiences; we need to consider the
possibilities Of a "therapy of health", as opposed
to a therapy aimed only at eliminating sickness. Re-
search has shown clearly that the dimensions of nega-
tive states or feelings and of positive states and
feelings may be largely uncorrelated in a given in-
stance (Bradburn and Caplovitz, 1965). if our models
of therapy are aiming towards health or growth, we
cannot therefore rely on research into sickness. We
must undertake research into the positive realms and
begin to apply these results in therapy.
The applications of research into positive experiences
to therapy will not be easily accomplished. Some potential
difficulties can be foreseen.
A therapist in the midst of a prolonged positive state
might well be a more powerful change agent than a "normal-
neurotic" therapist. The state is characterized by a lack
of conflict and a unification of vital energies. A thera-
pist experiencing such a unification would probably be bet-
ter able to focus on his client. A crucial question which then
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arises is, Would he or she choose to direct his or her energy
towards doing therapy? The state is usually characterized by
a freedom to follow an internal impulse. Surely that impulse
would not always dictate doing therapy. Perhaps trying to "do
therapy" when the internal impulse is clearly indicating an-
other direction is not therapy at all but only "playing at
therapy", using external paraphenalia (offices, degrees, etc.)
to substantiate the act. Perhaps it is best to "do therapy"
only when the vital energies are totally participating in the
act. If this is so, we must overcome some of the structural
components encountered in most therapy situations which hinder
such experience.
One difficulty in directly applying some of the findings
of this research to the practice of therapy involves the mat-
ter of scheduling. In most cases, the break-up of time due
to scheduling was felt to be inimical to prolonged positive
experiences. If we are interested in facilitating such ex-
perience on the part of the therapist, as well as the client,
how are we to get around the problem of scheduling an appoint-
ment, the very scheduling of which might cut across and abort
a naturally occurring growth sequence? Can there be a thera-
py of health whose very model of operation embodies the find-
ings of research into healthy experiences? One possibility
in terms of arranging therapy would be to provide a place
where people could go at any time they feel a need for thera-
py. This place would also be a center where other people
(•therapists') could go when they felt their energies were
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collected enough to do therapy, m other words, the thera-
pist would be available only when his inner impulse led him
to that place. This, of course, would lead to an unavailabi-
lity Of some therapists at certain times. This might be par-
tially compensated for by the increased effectiveness of a
therapist when he or she was available. Obviously, such an
idea is only a rough approximation of a workable reality at
this point and many details remain to be worked out.
Another possibility with regard to scheduling is that
there may be a balance of scheduled and unscheduled time which
might maximize the probability of a prolonged positive experi-
ence. Thus, it may not be necessary to abolish scheduling
completely, only to insure that scheduled time is not exces-
sive. There might also be a type of spacing of scheduled and
unscheduled time which might allow positive experiences to oc-
cur, much as the rate of learning is affected by whether the
practice sessions are "massed" or "spaced". One individual's
needs with regard to filled and unfilled time would possibly
differ greatly from the next person's. This would necessitate
the discovery of one's personal optimal schedule. The disco-
very of such a timetable would be an extremely exciting ad-
venture (perhaps the healthiest people are already conscious-
ly or unconsciously engaged in such a search).
We must also consider the setting that therapy might oc-
cur in. Many of the positive experiences in this study seemed
to be influenced by natural surroundings— the ocean, mountains,
the woods, a desert. A therapy of health would do well to use
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some Of these powerful natural forces. This would involve a
change of setting fro., a stuffy or sterile office to a rich
or barren place in nature. Such changes have already been
made in some places, such as at Esalen Institute on the Paci-
fic Coast in California.
Aside from arranging a time and a place for therapy, an-
other consideration is the form of therapy. Most research
has been into sickness; most models of therapy based on that
research have focused on conflicts or sickness—the usual aim
being to reduce these. Is it not possible to focus primarily
in therapy on integrated aspects of a person, on facilitating
growth and positive experiences rather than focusing on con-
flicts and attempting to reduce these? One possible alterna-
tive is a therapy focused specifically on training a person
to better hear his inner voice. This voice would lead at times
into pain, but it would also lead to freedom and joy. Some
forms of "sensitivity" and "encounter" groups certainly tend
towards this direction; it is questionable, however, whether
the group form is always the best for achieving such aware-
ness. There is always the possibility of a relatively unin-
tegrated "group high" which diminishes shortly after the group
experience.
Any therapy which attempts to facilitate the type of ex-
perience reported in this study will have to emphasize an
awareness of the body and most likely will have to include
some forms of strenuous physical exercise. People in this
state repeatedly stressed the importance of these factors.
Many of the techniques of qestalt „r g , bioenergetics, movement
therapy, and
...oXfinq-. address themselves to the body and
-night conceivably he adapted to such a form of therapy. The
practices of yoga, meditation and
.a.en might also he drawn
from. I even wonder if the type of therapy I am thinUng of
creating/discovering has already been, in whole or in part
created/discovered, perhaps in a non-Western form. If it his
there still remains the problem of integrating such techniguls
into this culture.
An important component- of many of these experiences was
a sense of excitement, adventure, and even, at times, danger.
A therapy of health must be less conservative than most con-
ventional therapies. It might involve physical dangers or
hardships, such as are included in the "outward-bound" model,
Which tests the limits of a person-s physical, mental, and
emotional capabilities in rugged wilderness settings. It
might involve a journey (an actual physical journey) that is
meaningful to the person involved. The prototype of such a
physical, emotional, and spiritual quest is given in Rene
Daumal •
s Mount Analogue, in which a group of people attempt
to climb a mythical mountain-a voyage of the soul as well as
of the body. Castaneda's books also provide some useful exam-
ples of such voyages of discovery.
A major question with regard to translating the
results of this research into clinical practice is in disco-
vering the limits of how much of an intrinsically spontaneous,
natural process can be taught, manipulated, or facilitated.
ence
un-
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TO What degree can such transformations ta)ce place with con-
scious intent? It seems li.ely that we may increase the pos-
sibility for the occurrence o-f =. r^»-^T^i a prolonged positive experi
by increasing our consciouc;nf*«;Q r^-F^ ii^>uxousness of the process, but that
conscious factors would c:*--? 1 1 , .still play a part in the occurrence
of such an experience at any given time.
Related to the difficulty involved in establishing a mode
Of therapy which would allow or facilitate prolonged positive
experiences is the difficulty in envisioning an application
Of this research to the everyday
.or world. Again the factor
Of scheduling is certainly one problem. Another is the ali-
enation that most people feel from the work that they do.
Would widespread facilitation of this type of experience re-
sult in less work because people would be unwilling to assume
certain functions? Truly healthy human beings would be un-
willing to serve functions that they felt to be useless, ri-
diculous, or degrading. Neither would they be able to ration-
alize or cut themselves off emotionally to perform tasks.
However, it is likely the necessary work of the society would
be more efficiently accomplished by healthy, happy people who
could create new timetables for themselves.
On an individual level there is the question of how one
maintains a positive state of being and at the same time man-
ages to do some work that will enable him to survive when most
work (as it exists now) is probably counterproductive to such
experience? The individual must try to find/invent forms of
soci-
-th
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blished in
.
person's life. The
.ore fir.ly grounded is this
basis Of action inside the person, the
.ore that person win
be able to flow with the often chaotic changes of ™odern
ety. A person holding stubbornly to the outmoded external
forms will be brittle and may break, while one in tune „i
his inner self can abandon old for.s and flow vath (and influ-
ence) the forces of change, m one way, it is possible to
see the rapid changes of the .odern age as facilitating the
type Of experiences reported in this study. If one can hard-
ly keep up with nor make sense of the myriad fluctuations in
the external world, he may be forced to discover and hold on-
to the only thing that is really stable-his inner self.
A person following his or her inner voice might evolve
some highly unusual relationships. Such relationships would
embody a balance of closeness and freedom-with as much space
as possible between the people so as not to cut off individual
growth, yet not so much space as to lead to a feeling of iso-
lation. Such relationships are exciting but also dangerous.
There are no previous forms to follow, no pre-written "script"
to be acted out. Security based on tradition is absent. One
must be open to radical changes in these relationships, such as
one person leaving, often for a long time, perhaps forever.
One must be strong enough to handle such changes, but, at the
same time, not be hard, cut off, or invulnerable. Perhaps we
are at the beginning of an era in which it will be possible
Shock (1970).
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to love another yet not be dependent on that person. The ahl
lity to do this ™ay become necessary for psychologicaX growth
as the pace of change in society accelerates.
one Of the ™ost important and yet difficult to integrate
findings of this study was the influence of pain and suffer-
ing in these experiences. Most of the positive experiences
were preceeded by a period of suffering of one type or an-
other. I stated that it appears that being in touch with
one.s own pain perhaps was a necessary precondition for this
type Of experience.^ vmat is unclear is whether this "death-
rebirth" cycle undergoes any change over the course of a par-
ticular person's development. For ex^ple, it may be that
every state like the ones in this study is preceeded by a
confrontation with pain, but that the intensity of such a
confrontation lessens as the person develops-i.e. a person
learns to live with suffering and is somehow "outside" it,
especially if the memory of past positive states (and/or the
expectation of future ones) is strong.
If the effect of pain is diminished over time, are we
also to expect a diminuation of the pleasurable excitement of
the subsequent positive state? There is no really valid way
of answering this question but it would seem reasonable that
in some ways this may be the case. In other words, as one de-
velops and matures, pain is felt and borne but is not experi-
Bakan (1968) has discussed some aspects of the relation-
ship between pain and growth, specifically the paradoxical na-ture of pain, which on one hand may lead to growth and develop-
ment, but on the other to disintegration and death.
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enced as devastating as it once was, pleasure and excitement
are experienced but perhaps in a less intense way. m terms
of a simple contrast effect, this would seem to be the case.
If pain is in general less devastating, the relief from pain
will not be experienced as quite so liberating as would relief
from a more intense suffering or conflict. This is in keeping
with adaptation level theory (Helson, 1964) which states that
subjective experience in a given situation is a function of
the discrepancy between past and present experience rather
than a function of the absolute level of stimulation in the
present situation. Also, as a person over the course of time
becomes healthier, we might expect that what he calls "pro-
longed positive experiences" would differ less from the rest
of his life than had earlier experiences. One's whole life
gradually comes to be experienced as a "prolonged positive
state". This might mean that the prolonged positive states
experienced later in life would tend to be experienced as
"calmer" and "quieter" than the earlier states. Development-
ally, the "peak experience" may be the first glimpse of pro-
longed positive states to come, the most prolonged state be-
ing "self-actualization".
In contrast to the possibility of a gradual "quieting"
of these experiences over time in a person's life, is the
possibility of increased excitement integrated with increased
calmness. This would correspond to Tomkins ' (1962) statement
that the most positive experiences have elements of both "ex-
citement" and "enjo-j^TTient ". If the former case is true, a pre-
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dominance of
..enjo^ent" ana "cal." type descriptions (such
as given by .any of the people in this study)
.igHt indicate
a ™ore developed or integrated experience than one emphasis-
ing predominantly
"excitement" type terms. If the latter
.
case is true, a predominance of either "enjoyment" or "excite-
ment" type descriptions would be inferior developmentally to
a more balanced experience.
The answers to questions of this sort will definitely
have to await the results of further research-specifically
research into the course of development of prolonged positive
experiences during a person's lifetime. Such research would
also help to answer two other questions: 1) Does the length
Of these experiences generally increase as one develops? 2)
Do environmental conditions become less important in precipi-
tating and maintaining such states with further personal de-
velopment? My guess in each case would be affirmative-such
trends would further confirm the idea that these experiences
are forerunners of a general, overall psychological state of
health or "self-actualization".
On the subject of further research, one limitation of
the present study must be highlighted here. This is the fact
that the sample population was limited to mostly fairly young
(40 and under), mostly bright and well-educated, mostly mid-
dle-class people. Do other "types" of people have similar
experiences or are these experiences somehow connected to the
relative luxury of middle-class (or upper-class) freedom?
One of the extremely difficult tasks of future research will
be to somehow compare experiences coming from people with to-
tally different value, meaning, and reality schemes. Under-
standing each Of the 11 experiences in this limited sample
and then comparing these was an extremely difficult and chal-
lenging task. For example, when one person used the term,
"objective" to describe a certain process, another might use
the term "subjective" to describe essentially the same pro-
cess. With a more heterogeneous sample, semantic variations
of this sort could only multiply. One question which might
be answered after doing studies of this type with older, less
educated, and/or working-class people would be: To what ex-
tent are such experiences and/or the reports of such experi-
ences influenced by the consciousness of certain literary
sources (such as Castenada, Jung, Maslow) and happenings (such
as encounter groups, gestalt therapy, etc.) liable to more di-
rectly affect the middle-class?
Still another rather fascinating possibility in terms of
future research would be cross-cultural studies of these
types of experience. Do such experiences exist in other cul-
tures; in every culture? How do they vary across cultures?
The present work is just the barest beginning in some
exciting new realms. My hope is that it will stimu-
late the reader to make his own discoveries, whether person-
ally or scientifically
—
perhaps those polarities may even
merge.
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